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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
The purpose of this project is to create a sensitivities tool and start an optimization tool to assist the Cal 
Poly SMV Team in designing their vehicle, developing a driving strategy for competition, and becoming a 
contender in endurance events. The development of a user-friendly vehicle simulation and design tool was 
proposed by Professor Joseph Mello who is the club’s advisor. The SMV Team competes in endurance 
events such as the Supermileage competition or the Shell Eco-marathon with the goal of achieving the best 
mileage possible.   
This report will present the research that has been conducted to understand and define the problems this 
project attempts to solve. Included is information gained from customer interviews (members of SMV club 
and Professor Mello), existing simulation tools for vehicles such as GT-Suite and OptimumLap, and other 
relative findings pertaining to subjects like vehicle modeling and the Shell Eco-marathon competition. Two 
Masters theses are also explored due to their relevance in the design and simulation of the Cal Poly SMV’s 
prototype vehicles and other sources that cover topics like vehicle inertia and aerodynamic impacts on fuel 
efficiency are presented. The research also investigates how the world’s most fuel-efficient vehicle, the 
PAC car II, was developed and details the application of dynamic programming to find the optimum driving 
strategy.  
After summarizing the customer’s wants and needs to include the most relevant and important topics, the 
scope of the project is defined and engineering specifications that the tools will have to meet for this project 
to be considered successful are established. The specifications are separated into functional and non-
functional requirements as is the standard practice for software design. Several alternative options were 
generated as part of the concept prototype and their pros and cons were weighed using a decision matrix to 
develop the final design. Some of the topics under discussion include modeling the engine, optimization 
method, and system representation. A few initial concepts were integrated into part of the final design such 
as the overall GUI layout as well as the road load calculator.   
For the final design of the simulation and design tool, a model of the vehicle is developed using higher-
level design parameters and the underlying physical principles governing vehicle performance. The 
sensitivities (design) tool investigates the effects of changing such parameters on the overall fuel 
consumption to help the SMV team optimize their design. The burn & coast optimization (simulation) tool 
attempts to find an ideal driving strategy that maximizes fuel-efficiency given a set of design inputs and 
track profile. It is to be noted that the burn & coast optimization tool is not completed in its entirety, but a 
detailed source of instruction to continue with the tool is provided. The end-user can operate the tools 
through an intuitive graphic user interface (GUI) that can easily be used by any Cal Poly student. There are 
several spreadsheet tools and templates that interface with the simulation and design tool through the GUI 
which include the road load calculator, engine performance data, and track profile. The required operating 
software for the project includes MATLAB 2019b and Microsoft Excel which are both provided by the 
school and is free of charge for any Cal Poly student.  
The manufacturing and validation procedures are introduced along with detailed timelines to complete the 
project before the end of Winter quarter deadline. Part of the validation occurs simultaneously with the 
development of individual modules such that during the assembly and final production phase, all inputs and 
outputs have been verified and within an acceptable margin of error. The final product will be tested 
thoroughly and destructively to leave little room for user error and system crash. User manuals of the 
product are also available to the SMV team to account for any confusion while using the product. Finally, 
relevant literature is introduced as part of the appendices.   
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The Shell Eco-marathon is a global fuel efficiency competition where university teams from around the 
world design, build, and race automotive vehicles to achieve the highest possible fuel efficiency. The 
competition is divided into three energy categories: internal combustion engine (ICE), battery-electric, and 
hydrogen fuel cell. Traditionally, the Cal Poly Supermileage Team entered the Shell Eco-marathon with 
just an IC car, but they are expanding their arsenal to incorporate a battery-electric car for future 
competitions. A commonly used driving strategy to maximize fuel-efficiency is the “burn-and-coast” or 
“pulse and glide” method. The “burn” cycle of the driving strategy consists of a rapid acceleration at full 
throttle to a desired maximum speed followed by the “coast” during which the engine is shut off and the 
vehicle glides until a pre-determined minimum speed. The driving strategy is repeated throughout the race. 
However, due to the dynamic nature of the track such as grade and corners, no single burn-and-coast cycle 
is like the other. To be a truly fuel-efficient vehicle, the Shell Eco-marathon necessitates that there exists a 
series of burn-and-coast cycles optimized for a given track of finite length. Currently, there is no simulation 
in place for the Cal Poly Supermileage Team that helps them determine an optimum burn-and-coast cycle 
for given track conditions. Without the implementation of a calculated burn-and-coast cycle, the driver risks 
burning fuel at disadvantageous spots on the track or burning too frequently which will result in an overall 
decreased fuel efficiency.  
The goal of this project is to develop an easy-to-use simulation and design tool that will help the Cal Poly 
SMV team determine the most optimal combination of vehicle parameters. A design tool is developed based 
on flat road conditions to determine the sensitivities of higher-level vehicle parameters such as mass, road 
load coefficients, and final gear ratio by isolating their effects on fuel efficiency. Using the same dynamic 
principles as the design tool, a simulation tool is proposed to evaluate an optimal burn-and-coast velocity 
profile given a 2-dimensional track profile. Finally, a velocity tool is developed to access the internal 
features of the design tool and allow the user to dive deeper into vehicle performance. The Cal Poly SMV 
team will access both tools using a user-friendly, easy-to-use graphic user interface (GUI) without having 
to know all the details under the “black box” which will encompass dynamic principles, optimization theory, 
and their implementation in code. This paper will present the technical research done to determine the 
equations and analysis techniques necessary for the simulation, concept prototyping done in order to 
implement a mathematical model, a final design explaining the purpose and coding architecture behind 
each sub-system, and detailed manufacturing and validation testing plans unique to this project. It will also 
provide further background on the scope of the project established through interviews with the Cal Poly 
SMV team and Professor Joseph Mello.   
2 BACKGROUND  
The Cal Poly Supermileage team previously competed every year in the SAE’s Supermileage competition 
before switching over to the more innovative Shell Eco-Marathon competition. The team started competing 
in this race in 2006 and has entered in it every year, excluding the 2020 competition, which was canceled 
due to Coronavirus. The competition is highly prestigious and requires its participants to go through a 
rigorous design and manufacturing process that culminates into a race for the title of most fuel-efficient 
vehicle. Teams need to be prepared by optimizing the vehicle’s weight and road load coefficients, timing 
the burn-and-coast cycle during the race, and maintaining an average speed of 15-mph to complete the 6.4-
mile track within the required 26 minutes. The goal of the competition is for the team to meet the minimum 
time requirement to still qualify while using the least amount of fuel. Within this portion of the report there 
will be a list of the customers’ wants and needs that were obtained through multiple interviews, background 
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research on existing vehicle simulation and design tools, summaries of relevant technical literature, and a 
list of Shell Eco Marathon codes, standards, and regulations.  
 Summary of Customer Observations and Meetings  
From the initial project proposal and the first few meetings with Professor Joseph Mello, the SMV team’s 
advisor, a starting amount of work was given and multiple options for stretch goals were discussed. Further 
interviews with the members of the SMV team presented the overarching theme for this project, which is 
to develop a systematic approach to vehicle design and improve the team’s overall performance at 
competition. Professor Mello suggested the need for a robust simulation tool to model vehicle performance 
such that the team could refer to it when making design decisions. Professor Mello also added that he would 
like the tool to have some sort of educational benefit such that it helps the team members develop an 
intuitive understanding of a vehicle and its parameters in a simple, straight-forward manner. One of 
Professor Mello’s biggest concerns regarding the project was that despite there being a prototype simulation 
tool already, it was too convoluted to be of any functional use to the team. Coming into Winter quarter, 
Professor Mello gave updates to the team to discontinue the work of the simulation tool so that the team 
could focus on tying together the rest of the project concerning the road load coefficient calculator and the 
sensitivities tool. Professor Mello would like to see a well-documented product with instruction for potential 
future users to complete the given project for the simulation tool.  
Throughout Fall quarter, the SIMs had meetings once a week with the SMV team’s testing lead, Esther 
Hurst, to gain constant feedback from the Supermileage team. Esther is the SIMs’ main point of contact 
with the SMV team and will serve as the “test-user” during the tool’s development process to ensure overall 
customer satisfaction and compatibility. Through meetings with Esther, the SIMs are informed of any 
updates regarding modifications to the vehicle, testing plans, and any questions or concerns that the SMV 
team has towards the development of the simulation and design tool. 
Ending Winter quarter, the SIMs met with Lucas and Trevor from the SMV team to give a brief overview 
of the final product. This crash course was useful in receiving questions and concerns from the head leads 
in the club so that the SIMs could alter the GUI and user manual to address the feedback.  
 Existing Products 
The following sections will introduce existing products that the SIMs found during their research. 
2.2.1 Chad Bickel’s Thesis 
Chad Bickel’s Master’s Thesis contains information regarding how to determine drag coefficients along 
with a simulation he created for the Supermileage vehicle. There is a clear descriptive MATLAB code 
written out at the end of the thesis, which helps the team have a sense for not only the length of the design 
tool but also how to go about starting such a simulation. Visual representations of the output of the code is 
presented throughout the paper in the form of plots. One of the visuals is a figure of the Simulink model of 
the clutch locked determination system that is used in MATLAB. Further detail on the thesis such as useful 
equations that will be used for the scope of this project is presented again in Section Optimizing Control of 
Shell Eco-Marathon Prototype Vehicle to Minimize Fuel Consumption – Master’s Thesis by Chad Bickel 
of this report.  
2.2.2 Current vehicle and design process (what the SIMs planned to do to help them) 
Another product to look at is the already existing design of the vehicle that was used in the 2019 competition. 
The main factor to take in account for this design is the use of RaceCapture as the team’s form of receiving 
their speed and distance data for a given track. Currently the team has no organized design process nor is 
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there an implemented way to determine a reasonable burn-and-coast cycle. Part of the goal is to help the 
SMV team in creating a more comprehensive design process. This will be done by organizing testing of the 
vehicle to determine drag coefficients along with testing of coast for downhill, corners and flat track. In 
addition to testing, there also needs to be effective collection of accurate data. The SIMs have kept in contact 
with the SMV team during the testing process and received rough data needed to calibrate and test their 
product.  
 
Figure 1. 2019 Cal Poly’s Supermileage Vehicle, back view of engine, rear wheel, and other IC 
components, including the RaceCapturePro data logger. 
2.2.3 GT-SUITE Software 
GT-SUITE is a Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) tool developed by Gamma Technologies. It 
allows for modeling of many different engineering systems, including vehicles, engines, transmissions, 
thermal management, and more. This computer-aided engineering (CAE) software features scalability with 
quick 1D/0D modeling solutions to complex 3D structural and thermal finite element analysis (FEA), multi-
body dynamics and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The applications of GT-SUITE include integrated 
systems, thermal management, multi-body mechanics, propulsion systems, and fluid systems. Users can 
use GT-SUITE for projects like concept design, detailed system or sub-system analyses, design 
optimization, and root cause investigation [1]. The software does cost money; it is not open-source and is 
for enterprise-level projects, making it inaccessible and difficult to use for Cal Poly students. Without access 
to the software, it is difficult to know the type and amount of knowledge students would need to successfully 
use this software, but it appears to require a high level of understanding of engineering analyses that students 
may not have at the undergrad level. 
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Figure 2. GT-SUITE Fuel Economy and Performance modeling solutions can output a comparison of 
vehicles and their energy losses [2]. 
2.2.4 OptimumLap Simulation Tool 
OptimumLap is another vehicle dynamics simulation that is simplified and easy to use. The modeling and 
analyses it performs is based on the most fundamental components using only ten parameters, such as 
engine characteristics, tires, and suspension. It can create a vehicle and simulate traveling on a track, which 
can be created from logged data using the OptimumLap Track maker, or from tracks all over the world 
available in the OptimumLap Database. The software models the vehicle as a point mass, quasi-steady state, 
which is an oversimplification, but they claim results are within 10% of reality for measures like end of 
straight speeds, energy consumption, and total lap time [3]. 
 
Figure 3. OptimumLap’s data generation and interactive graphing and analysis feature [3]. 
2.2.5 Business approach 
The business approach to a design process is very similar to that of an engineer. A few methods using a 
business approach include journey mapping, empathy mapping, dogfooding, and using metric analysis. 
Journey mapping is the process of determining how a user will interact with the product before the product 
is fully presented. Empathy mapping, on the other hand, is a way for the makers to gain a more holistic 
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view of the user’s background and environment. Another useful tactic is to use “dogfooding”, which is the 
analogy “eating your own dogfood”. The one making the product should be satisfied with the product first 
before presenting it to the world. A final useful tool from a business perspective of a design process is to 
use metric analysis. This means to track the product performance to see if it meets the customer satisfaction 
and reviews over further improvements that can be made to the product in the future [4]. Overall a business 
approach is similar to that of an engineer’s in the sense that the design process for a business is to first 
understand the market and players, then develop a business model prototype. Next, is to evaluate the 
prototype, then identify critical assumptions, and finally to test the model, learn and iterate [5]. 
 Summary of Technical Literature 
2.3.1 Optimizing Control of Shell Eco-Marathon Prototype Vehicle to Minimize Fuel Consumption 
– Master’s Thesis by Chad Bickel [6] 
In his master thesis, Bickel introduces some of the key equations he used to develop a state-space model of 
the Supermileage vehicle and shows insight on his experimental approach to determining the road load 
coefficients to calibrate his simulation [6]. The non-linear first order partial differential equation that Bickel 
uses to represent the two-dimensional dynamics of a vehicle under simplifying assumptions are as follows: 
 
𝑚𝑣?̇?(𝑡) =  𝐹𝑑𝑡 − 𝐹𝑟𝑙 (1) 
 









2 +  𝐶𝐵𝑣 +  𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠(θ) + 𝑚𝑣𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛(θ) (3) 
The first equation is a statement of Newton’s second law of motion; the acceleration of a vehicle is equal 
to the force delivered from the powertrain at the drive wheel Fdt minus all the road loads Frl. The force from 
the drivetrain, as seen in Equation (2), is determined by the engine torque τe, the total gear reduction γ, the 
overall drivetrain efficiency η, and the wheel radius r. From left to right, the third equation defines the 
external loads opposing the motion of a vehicle starting with aerodynamic drag, velocity dependent tire and 
bearing resistance, rolling resistance, and grade effects. The model can be further simplified to an ordinary 
differential equation by keeping the grade, θ, constant, but a more comprehensive simulation tool would 
incorporate the elevation profile of the track.   
2.3.2 The World’s Most Fuel-Efficient Vehicle – Design and Development of PAC car II [7] 
The “Design and Development of PAC car II” offers a comprehensive overview of both the driver 
considerations and engineering analysis required to develop a fuel-efficient vehicle [7]. The PAC Car II, 
built by a team in Switzerland and competed in the Shell Eco-marathon France 2005 competition, is the 
current world record-holder for vehicle with the best fuel economy. Amongst many other designs, it 
includes a detailed analysis on cornering dynamics specific to a three wheeled vehicle and suggestions to 
improve the stability of the vehicle as to prevent rollover.  
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Figure 4. Forces present on the wheels of a trike when cornering. 
Furthermore, the PAC car II team has had significant success in having their simulation correspond to the 
actual race data. According to their results, there was less than 2% error between the simulation’s fuel 
consumption and the actual fuel consumption of the PAC vehicle measured by a competition judge. In their 
simulation, the PAC team incorporated a dynamic programming algorithm based on Bellman’s 
optimization principle, which states that an optimal solution is composed of a series of optimal sub-
solutions which can be found recursively. They also claim that a dynamic programming algorithm is easy 
to implement in MATLAB so further research will be done to determine the feasibility of incorporating the 
optimization algorithm.  
 
Figure 5. Visual representation of the discretized state space with respect to position and time. 
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Figure 5 is a graphical depiction of the entire state space. The state space represents all the possible positions 
along a track that a prototype vehicle can be physically located at any given point in time. The left and right 
bounds of the state space both represent the trajectory of a car traveling at full throttle. However, the left 
curve models the Supermileage vehicle starting at t = 0 to finish the race ahead of time, while the right 
curve models the vehicle starting at some later time t = τ such that the vehicle finishes the race just under 
24 minutes. The curvature at the start and end of the trajectory represent the transient dynamics of the 
vehicle speeding up and slowing down and has been exaggerated to show that the boundary conditions for 
the vehicle is vi = vf = 0.  
The following figures shows in more detail how the program moves from one state to the previous state. 
Certain paths are impossible, as shown below, such as moving in a negative direction. The optimization 
solution is limited by a set of physical limits which will be explained further in later sections. 
 
Figure 6. Backward induction state transition logic common to dynamic programming.  
The implementation of dynamic programming methodology can be visually represented by the state-
transition diagram shown in Figure 6. As prescribed by Bellman’s principle of optimality, the PAC car II 
team discretized the driving strategy optimization problem into a sequence of simpler sub-problems by 
defining the cost function (MPG) recursively in terms of the value function. Their derivation of the Bellman 
equation for MPG is as follows: 
 𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑘, 𝑑) =  min
𝑖∈[0,𝑀]
(𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 (𝑘 − 1, 𝑖 − 1) + 𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙{(𝑘 − 1, 𝑖 − 1) → (𝑘, 𝑖)}) (4) 
Equation 4 defines the total fuel consumption at the final state as a recurrence relation that sums the amount 
of fuel consumed until the previous state and the amount of fuel it takes to make the transition from the 
previous state to the current state. In other words, the minimum total fuel consumed by the final state is the 
sum of the individual minimum fuel consumed during every transition from state to state. As both Figure 6 
and equation 4 implies with the i∊[0,M] term, there can be multiple valid paths to be considered at any 
given transition to a previous state in time, which necessitates the need for a decision making algorithm 
that chooses the minimum path out of all possible options. 
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2.3.3 Vehicle Inertia Impact on Fuel Consumption of Conventional and Hybrid Electric Vehicles 
Using Acceleration and Coast Driving Strategy [8] 
Within this paper a few useful equations are provided such as power required at the wheels, the efficiency 
of kinetic energy stored in vehicle inertia, and the net benefit of pulse and glide (fuel energy ratio). The 
paper also contains a summary of data for testing versus simulation of different speed ranges for a 2004 
Toyota Prius.  
The following equation represents the power required at the wheels: 
 𝑃𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = (𝐴 + 𝐵𝑉 + 𝐶𝑉
2 + 𝑚𝑖𝑎)𝑉, (5) 
 
where A represents a road load coefficient in (N), B represents a road load coefficient in (N/(m/s)), C is a 
road load coefficient in (N/(m/s)2), mi is the inertial vehicle mass in (kg), V is the vehicle speed in (m/s), 
and a is the vehicle acceleration in (m/s2). A way to use this equation is to use a constant value of Pwheel and 
different acceleration times in order to generate different speed profiles.  
The equation for the efficiency of kinetic energy stored in vehicle inertia is represented as follows: 
 
𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 =  
𝐸𝑖,𝑃𝑛𝐺,1→2
𝐸𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑃𝑛𝐺,1→2 − 𝐸𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔,1→2
 . (6) 
In this equation, ninertia is defined as the efficiency of kinetic energy stored in vehicle inertia during 
acceleration, Ei,PnG,1-->2 is the energy stored in vehicle inertia during acceleration in (kJ), Efuel,PnG,1-->2 is the 
fuel energy of pulse and glide case during acceleration in (kJ), and Efuel,cruising,1-->2 is the fuel energy of the 
cruising case during the same time interval of acceleration in the pulse and glide case in (kJ). 
The final equation represents the net benefit of pulse and glide, which is also referred to as the fuel energy 
ratio is as follows: 
 
𝐹𝑅𝑃𝑛𝐺,𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 =  














Where FRPnG,benefit defines the fuel ratio of the cruising case to pulse and glide case for the time of one 
complete drive cycle giving the net benefit, Efuel,cruising,2-->3 is the fuel energy of cruising case during the same 
time interval of coasting in pulse and glide case in (kJ), and Efuel,PnG,2-->3 is the fuel energy of the pulse and 
glide case during coasting which is equal to zero in a true coasting case in (kJ) [8]. This equation is similar 
in terms to that of the inverse of fuel economy ratio of pulse and glide to cruising case.  
Also provided from the paper is many tables of tests and simulations, but the most useful seems to be the 
summary of results table of a 2004 Toyota Prius given as: 
 
Simulation Test 
PnG Cruising PnG Cruising 
20-30 
mph, 
ta = 11s 
FE (mpg) 136.5 71.8 (at 25 mph) 128.9 89.1 (at 25 mph) 
Initial SOC (%) 63.7 63.7 48.5 52.0 
Final SOC (%) 63.6 64.2 48.0 52.0 




ta = 10 s 
FE (mpg) 111.7 75.9 (at 35 mph) 151.5 81.0 (at 35 mph) 
Initial SOC (%) 63.7 63.7 52.0 56.0 
Final SOC (%) 63.6 63.7 50.5 56.0 
30-40 
mph,  
ta = 20 s 
FE (mpg) 105.2 75.9 (at 35 mph) 99.9 80.9 (at 35 mph) 
Initial SOC (%) 63.7 63.7 52.5 56.0 
Final SOC (%) 63.5 63.7 52.0 56.0 
2.3.4 Improvement on Aerodynamic Characteristics and Drag Reduction for Supermileage Cars 
with Wide View Field [9] 
The focus of this paper is rollover safety for a Supermileage vehicle. This article presents issues of rollover 
based on wind effects and cornering based on the shape and pressure of the vehicle design. The SIMs’ scope 
of the project is does not include wind-effects, but it can be investigated and possibly implemented once 
the base of the design tool is complete. Taking wind effects into account would be challenging and 
unpredictable. In the case of where the team usually races, wind is not a huge concern. It is, however, 
important to keep rollover safety in mind when cornering. Within the article a section goes over the vehicle 
at a yaw angle of 45 degrees, presenting a finite element analysis of the pressure coefficient. It also provides 
an equation given below for the pressure coefficient given as:  
 
𝐶𝑃 =  





where P represents the local pressure, Pin is the inlet pressure, 𝜌 is the air density and Vin is the inlet velocity. 
Vehicles with a shorter axle distance with a high center of gravity have a better chance of resisting rollover 
due to centrifugal force at cornering. From the Supermileage team it would be beneficial to obtain the center 
of gravity of the vehicle in order to better analyze rollover. Below is a representation of the FEA presented 
in the article, showing that the pressure on one side of the vehicle greatly increases when approaching a 
turn. 
 
Figure 7. Pressure coefficient distribution of cars at a yaw angle of 45°. 
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Overall, the main take away from this article is that a lower drag coefficient can be obtained by designing 
the vehicle to be taller with a wider view field. A way to decrease the drag coefficient is to reduce the 
stagnation zone and increase the pressure recovery area [9].  
3 OBJECTIVES 
 Problem Statement  
There have been changes to the scope of the project based on feedback from Professor Fabijanic and the 
project sponsors Professor Mello and the SMV team. The biggest change to the project is that the team will 
no longer be completing a few of the stretch goals set in the beginning of the project, such as the completion 
of the optimization tool or the implementation of new sensors and a DAQ on the vehicle. These are still 
important factors to the SIMs; therefore, a detailed plan is available to the SMV team in the case that this 
project is carried on by another team. There was also no time left for the SIMs to perform testing of the 
product on the actual vehicle, but this can easily be done by the SMV team without the SIMs present. The 
current scope incorporates the decisions the SIMs have made based on feedback up until the CDR 
presentation.    
The SIMs main goal is to create a simulation and design tool that will be used by the Supermileage team to 
develop their prototype vehicles and better implement the burn-and-coast driving technique. The simulation 
and design tool will be versatile and accept variable vehicle parameters and road conditions including, but 
not limited to uphill, downhill, and flat conditions. The design tool should help the team make design 
decisions by determining some of the basic, higher-level vehicle parameters such as mass, gear reduction 
ratio, and road load coefficients. The simulation tool should help the team implement a superior driving 
strategy by considering the road conditions and minimizing fuel consumption. Both tools are to be simple 
to use, easy to access, and the resulting data must be presented such that it is easy to comprehend the results.  
 Customer Wants & Needs 
The most significant customer requirements consolidated from the initial meetings with the sponsor and 
updated through feedback from both preliminary-design and critical-design presentations are as follows: 
• The tool(s) must be able to account for different track profiles - The product should accept or 
be able to account for a variable track profile as an input and calculate results accordingly.   
• The tool(s) must be compatible for an undergrad level user – The product should be easy-to-
use, user friendly, and simple when it comes to how it interfaces with the user.  
• The tool(s) must be able to calculate fuel consumption as a function of vehicle parameters – 
The product should run simulations such that the user can experiment and see the results of different 
combinations of higher-level vehicle parameters.  
• The tool(s) must be calibrated to represent the dynamics of the actual vehicle - The product 
should be able to accept real vehicle parameters and help the team make function decisions when 
it comes to vehicle design and driving strategy.  
A more extensive list of customer needs and wants can be found in Appendix A. Appendix A has been 
updated to account for some of the action items that have been moved outside of the scope of work. 
 Engineering Specifications and Requirements 
The final collection of tools will be entirely software based; hence the engineering specifications are split 
up into functional and non-functional requirements as is the standard for software or systems engineering 
design. This section includes both explicit and tangible functional requirements for the finished simulation 
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and design tool as well as the graphic user interface. Whether or not a design criterion is met will be decided 
purely by a binary pass/no-pass evaluation. Although non-functional requirements are difficult to quantify 
by nature, it will be evaluated on a pass/no-pass scale based on a survey from the SMV team.   
3.3.1 Functional Requirements  
The simulation and design tool must accept vehicle parameters, such as mass, wheel radius, gear ratio, 
drivetrain efficiency, and road lad coefficients as inputs. It must also accept a track profile and engine 
performance in the form of discrete points. The simulation tool must run the simulation and output data in 
US standard units. The outputs must be split into tabs, including a Results Tab, a Fuel Consumption and 
Road Loads Tab, a Speed Data Tab, and a Sensitivities Tab. In addition, there must be an option to export 
data to save simulated results. In summary, the program must meet the following functional requirements: 
Table 1. Functional Engineering Requirements 
Functional Requirements Pass/Fail 
Accepts vehicle parameters Pass 
Accepts track profile Pass  
Accepts engine performance data Pass 
User can vary all input parameters Pass 
Simulates bang-bang controller dynamics Pass 
Simulates flat road dynamics Pass 
Simulates uphill/downhill dynamics Pass 
Input and output data in US standard units Pass 
Output screens divided into tabs Pass 
Calculates total fuel consumption Pass 
User can operate tool through GUI Pass 
User can export and store simulation data Pass 
Simulates under one minute Fail 
 
3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
The complete set of tools should be easily accessible for Cal Poly students and be easy to understand. It 
should also be fault tolerant – it will provide the user with error codes if the simulation fails to converge. It 
should make efficient use of computer memory and space, such that it will be usable on most of the 
computers provided in the Mechanical Engineering labs on campus. In summary, the program shall meet 
the following non-functional requirements: 
Table 2. Non-Functional Engineering Requirements 
Non-Functional Requirements Pass/Fail 
Accessible for Cal Poly students Pass 
Provides appropriate error codes Pass 
Makes efficient use of memory Pass 
User-friendly and easy to understand Pass 
Modular and easily modifiable Pass 
Stable with reproduceable results  Pass 
Robust and minimizes system crash Pass 
Compatible with on-campus computer specifications Pass 
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A more detailed list of engineering specifications and requirements can be found in Appendix B. 
 Specifications 
The SIMs arrived at engineering specifications for the project by employing the Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) process. The House of Quality (see Appendix C) was created with two customers in 
mind, Professor Mello and the SMV Club. As Professor Mello is the sponsor of the project as well as the 
advisor of the club, he is the primary customer for this project. After interviewing both Professor Mello and 
members of the SMV Club, the SIMs compiled a list of what the customer would like to be achieved with 
this project (see Section 2.1 for further detail). After compiling this list, the team ranked needs based on 
their importance to each customer and then compared to competitive simulations and designs like GT-
SUITE (see Section 2.3 for examples). The biggest challenge in employing the QFD was defining the 
engineering specifications; the lack of a physical product means the team cannot easily measure many of 
the parameters of the simulation. Refer to Section 2.2 for Engineering Specifications that are formatted in 
a manner often utilized in software engineering design. 
After a team meeting it was decided that due to the scope of the project being fully simulated and not being 
a physical manufacturing process that a tolerance, risk and compliance specification is not applicable. Many 
of the engineering specifications and parameters are not measurable as the final product is a simulation. 
Parameters of the simulation will be compared to experimental test data; the team aims to keep the 
simulation results within ±5% the “nominal” experimental test data. 
The SIMs have determined that the simulation must be able to simulate coasting and burning on flat ground, 
uphill, downhill, and while cornering or turning. Although the SIMs were unable to meet all the simulation 
goals; they still deem important for the club to work towards in future alterations of the program. It is 
important to include modeling of vehicle stability. Research will be conducted so that the variables being 
tested are as isolated as possible.  
The number of input data required will be restricted to higher-level vehicle parameters such that the 
simulation tool can still easily be used by someone who does not have extensive knowledge in vehicle 
dynamics or performance. However, the user must have some intuition or background knowledge on the 
acceptable range of each parameter since ignoring physical limitations of the vehicle would render the 
simulation useless. As a simple guideline, this document will give a brief explanation to explain how 
changing certain parameters will impact the fuel efficiency of the vehicle. Furthermore, the SIMs aimed to 
write a program that is simple and modular such that it can be further modified and developed by someone 
who is familiar with MATLAB and vehicle dynamics.     
Minimizing the simulation runtime is a high priority for the SIMs. The user should be able to run 
simulations in relatively quick succession. This should be particularly helpful when comparing the result 
of different combinations of input parameters to determine the most optimal design. However, accuracy of 
analysis is of the utmost priority, so if deemed necessary the simulation time will be sacrificed for the sake 
of accuracy. The simulation time depends upon how much data the user is trying to get out of the program. 
For the design-sensitivities plots the simulation time is usually around 267 seconds with the user checking 
all parameter boxes and around 7 seconds for the velocity profile results.  
4 CONCEPT PROTOTYPE 
A Pugh Matrix was made, provided below and in Appendix D, to help with the decision-making process of 
choosing the best option for a concept prototype. It is broken into different options that are presented first 
in the table below, then compared for their beneficial use in the matrix. Bickel’s thesis is used as reference 
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when comparing the different options at hand. The plus symbol signifies that it is better than the reference, 
a minus symbol characterizes being less efficient or useful, and an ‘s’ symbolizes the option is about the 
same to that of Bickel’s thesis.  
From the Pugh Matrix, it was concluded that Option D was the best option for the scope of the project and 
for beneficial use for the Supermileage Club. Option D requires vehicle parameters and track inputs in order 
to output an optimized burn and coast velocity profile along with providing separate tools to calculate the 
road load coefficients.  
 
Table 3. Summary of Options Considered 
Option A Option B Option C Option D 
• User supplies burn-
and-coast as in put 
• Requires vehicle 
parameter and track 
inputs 
• Outputs overall fuel 
consumption 
• Option A  
• Outputs various 
curve plots with 
significant 
numerical values 
taken away from 
plots/graphs  
• Option A 
• Comparison tool 
for different 
graphs 
• Outputs in both 
Metric and 
English units 
• Requires vehicle 
parameter and track 
inputs 
• Outputs a burn-and-
coast velocity profile 
(optimized) 
• Includes separate 
tools to calculate road 
load coefficients 
 
Table 4. Pugh Matrix used to choose the best design option. 
 Bickel 
(Reference) 
Option A Option B Option C Option D 
Usability 0 - - - + 
Ease of Use 0 s s s + 
Applicability 0 - - - + 
User Interaction 0 - s + + 
Versatility 0 - - + + 
∑+ 0 0 0 2 5 
∑- 0 4 3 2 0 
∑s 0 1 3 1 0 
 
 Modeling  
The prototype simulation and design tool can be divided into two parts: simulation and user interface. The 
simulation side of the project consists of a physics-based model using block diagrams within Simulink to 
represent the dynamics of the Supermileage vehicle. The user interface side of the project consists of a GUI 
developed through the App Designer function in MATLAB. Initial concept prototypes include hand drawn 
models that show how the simulation data will be presented in the final GUI in App Designer and a 
preliminary MATLAB script to simulate coast-down only from a set initial velocity. When implementing 
the block diagram model in Simulink, the process began with a drawn-out image that led to the modeled 
flowchart shown below. 
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The green boxes indicate data tables provided by the user, such as engine data and track profile data. Outputs 
of interest are indicated with a red box, and the blue boxes contain information that is passed from the end 
of the loop to the beginning. 
4.1.1 Block-Diagram Model 
 
Figure 8. Block diagram model of the Supermileage vehicle dynamics. 
The block diagram model shown in Figure 8 summarizes the dynamics of higher-level vehicle parameters 
and how it affects the performance of a vehicle. The model shows road loads such as aerodynamic drag and 
rolling resistance that provide negative feedback into the system and how the track profile and power curve 
of the engine must be incorporated for the simulation to determine the optimum driving strategy based on 
the torque limitation logic.  
Besides the integrator blocks, all the blocks shown are user inputs, outputs of the system, or determined 
through pre-programmed logic. The green boxes represent data required in the form of a list such as torque 
vs speed or slope vs position along the track. The power curve and track profile data must be provided by 
the user, but not through the GUI. Further explanation can be found in the alternative ideas section. The 
outputs of the simulation are shown in red boxes which include total distance traveled and overall fuel 
consumption. One of the most important outputs of the simulation will be the plot of instantaneous velocity 
with respect to position which will visually represent the optimum driving strategy for a given track. The 
values in the blue box represent feedback into the system much like the road loads.  
4.1.2 Dynamic Programming 
The torque limitation logic used to determine the burn-and-coast strategy comes from an extension of the 
divide-and-conquer algorithm called dynamic programming. Dynamic programming is a mathematical 
optimization technique through recursion and is often used in control theory to minimize a “cost function” 
in a discrete time interval. For this simulation, the cost function is the vehicle fuel (energy) consumption. 
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The numerical constraints that the simulation must conform to while minimizing fuel consumption are 
average speed and throttle. The average speed of the vehicle in the simulation must be at least 15-mph to 
meet the Shell Eco-marathon competition rule. The throttle of the vehicle must be either 0% or 100% to 
mimic the physical control of the vehicle and its acceleration. The bang-bang controller dynamics (0 or 
1/on or off) entail that the engine is fully off when the vehicle is coasting. Whether or not the non-linear 
controller is properly implemented will be clearly shown in the vehicle fuel consumption vs time (or 
position) graph since it will dip down to zero and remain plateaued for the duration the vehicle’s coast.  
4.1.3 Initial Prototype 
 
Figure 9. Block diagram model of coast-down only scenario in Simulink. 
A prototype MATLAB GUI and Simulink model are available for the case of coasting on a flat road. From 
the testing done by the SMV team, the SIMs were able to input rough values for the parameters in order to 
get a functioning program. The GUI is designed such that the vehicle parameters shown in the diagram can 
be easily modified. The next step is to build from the coast-down scenario and incorporate the full model 
shown in Figure 9. 
4.1.4 Assumptions 
One of the major assumptions of the simulation is that environmental effects are not included. In particular, 
the head, tail, or cross wind effects are not a part of the simulation and do not contribute to aerodynamic 
drag. Furthermore, the simulation does not account for the driver maneuvering around other vehicles during 
the actual race as well as other non-linear effects such as clutch engagement or engine shutoff dynamics. 
Although the simulation tool accounts for the fuel penalty that comes with turning on the engine, the 
transition from coast to burn is instantaneous and does not account for energy lost in the clutch. As seen in 
the block diagram model, the simulation also assumes that road loads fit a second order polynomial with 
respect to velocity and that rolling resistance is a constant. While rolling resistance is a function of tire 
pressure and vehicle velocity at higher speeds, the constant assumption is still valid since the operating 
speed range of the Supermileage vehicle is sufficiently low.  
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Due to the assumptions made to simplify the vehicle model, the simulation will end up reporting a higher 




• Constant atmospheric conditions (no rain, wind or change in weather) 
• No clutch dynamics during coast to burn transition 
• No longitudinal slip 
• Perfect driver, Only driver 
• Rotational inertia of the wheel and sprockets are negligible  
4.1.5 Development Plans 
The focus of the project starting Fall quarter going through to the end of the Winter quarter is the 
implementation of the dynamic programming algorithm and optimization logic that will let the program 
determine the burn-and-coast velocity profile by itself. As a necessary requirement, a method to include 
track profile and power curve data is added to the MATLAB script. The current simulation is representative 
of a 2-D vehicle model with position and elevation as part of the performance calculation.  
Cornering dynamics of the vehicle was researched but not gotten to in the final product. This could be 
incorporated in future iterations done by the SMV team to further increase the accuracy and functionality 
of the simulation through a 3-D vehicle performance model. Cornering effects, along with additional 
vehicle parameters such as center of gravity, wheelbase, and track-width, can also serve as a numerical 
constraint to the calculated driving strategy such that rollover is prevented around sharp corners.  
 User Interface  
The prototyping process for how to input parameters and display outputs began with rough sketches of the 
GUI layout as seen in Figure 10. The next decision to make was whether to use GUI Development 
Environment (GUIDE) or App Designer within MATLAB. As a team, App Designer was chosen out of the 
two because its functional capabilities better fit the prototype design layouts. Furthermore, App Designer 
is readily accessible to use in MATLAB and requires less setup code as opposed to GUIDE where the team 
would need more time to learn the program before use. Wanting to keep this easily tangible for the user and 
future users who wish to make changes and improvements to this project, it made more sense to use App 
Designer.  
4.2.1 Main Screen and Output Summary Prototype 
With the inputs listed on the left-hand side of the main screen, the user can clearly identify which vehicle 
parameters to add, as well as the track profile and engine characterization curves they need to edit. The 
track data will require a csv file with elevation as a function of position on the track, but there will be an 
option for the user to simulate a flat track. For the engine characterization curves, a torque vs. speed plot 
will be required, taken from dyno tests. 
On the right-hand side of the window, there will be multiple output tabs – the default tab will be the 
Summary Tab. This screen will have the most pertinent information, such as overall fuel consumption, the 
optimal burn-and-coast duty cycle, and a speed vs. position plot. In the lower right corner, there will be a 
button to save the simulation data. 
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Figure 10. Hand sketch of prototyped main page. 
 
4.2.2 Sensitivities Tool Prototype 
Once the program has been developed, the Sensitivities screen is where the higher-level design decisions 
will be made for future iterations of the SMV vehicle. The Sensitivities screen is what transforms the 
simulation tool to a design tool. The user will have the option to input a range of values for a single vehicle 
parameter and specify a step size to create discrete data points. Every single burn-and-coast duty cycle will 
not be shown, but the overall fuel consumption will be plotted as a continuous function against the vehicle 
parameter under consideration. The Sensitivities tool will give the SMV team the flexibility to make design 
choices based on how each parameter affects the total fuel consumption. The tool will also show local 
maxima and minima for which the team can strive to meet as part of their design constraint. Figure 11 
below shows a rough drawing of the Sensitivities Screen. 
The prototype was presented to the customer halfway through the quarter and feedback has been received. 
The SIMs team attended one of the SMV team meetings to present the concept prototypes and the GUIDE 
prototype layout. From this, the SMV team pulled what they enjoyed from each of the prototypes and the 
SIMs plan to use their feedback to design the finalized model. Their feedback is as follows: 
• There should be a tab provided for the calculation of the road load information/coefficients 
• A “Save and Record Another” can accompany the “Save and Exit” option 
• Putting efficiency next to sensitivity will allow the user to see trends more easily 
• Favorite features include: Efficiency trends, the idea of having a “Destination Folder” option, and 
the option to see how each factor affects MPG in the “Sensitivities Compute” section  
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Figure 11. Initial Concept of the Sensitivities screen. 
4.2.3 Initial Prototype 
 
Figure 12. Prototype GUI upon initialization (left) and after simulation with inputs (right). 
Figure 12 shows the prototype GUI for coast down only simulation. Each input is clearly labeled with units 
and there are short, informative values underneath each vehicle parameter to give the user an idea of what 
an acceptable input looks like. For example, under drag coefficient there is ”0.07 Cal Poly HPV and 0.25 
Toyota Prius”. When trying out different values to see if the model made sense, the SIMs noticed that the 
simulation crashes for unreasonable input magnitudes. To prevent catastrophic simulation failure, the final 
GUI will have pop-up tabs that contain user-friendly information as to not overpopulate the GUI and 
confuse the user. The page shown is made using the GUI design environment in MATLAB but for the final 
simulation, the App Designer program will be used as mentioned above.  
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 Calibration and Validation Testing  
Due to issues with the rear hub of the Supermileage vehicle, the coast down test to determine empirical 
road load coefficients was pushed to the end of Fall quarter. However, a testing procedure and data analysis 
method had already been developed. In summary, the vehicle planned to undergo two main testing 
procedures, one being a burn test and another as the coasting test. For the burn test, the SMV team will be 
burning fuel at full throttle until the vehicle reaches its maximum speed then the driver will shut off the 
engine completely. The SIMs obtained data and measurements, from the SMV team, for the fuel consumed 
during the burn along with the distance, velocity, and time. As for the coasting test, this will occur 
immediately after the burn. Once the engine shuts off, the vehicle will be observed until it reaches a stop. 
Again, the SIMs obtained data from this run for distance, velocity and the time it takes the vehicle to come 
to a complete stop. These tests are to be performed several times to ensure that statistical uncertainty is 
minimized. The test took place in the relatively flat Santa Maria Airport where the bituminous road 
conditions are similar to what the SMV team expects for the actual competition. Along with the data, the 
SIMs also received measurements of the atmospheric temperature and pressure, relative humidity, and wind 
speed. It was part of the plan to implement a go-no-go gauge on the vehicle along with the attachment of a 
pitot-static tube to account for the wind speed. Due to the testing not being taken place until spring quarter, 
after the SIMs deadline, the SIMs won’t be present for the test but still find it useful for the SMV team to 
implement during their testing procedure. Although cornering is not planned in the SIMs’ procedure, a test 
plan is already in progress. For this test, data would be obtained for the toe and camber of the front two 
wheels along with the steering angle and turning radius.  
Data collected from the test plan and vehicle configuration include:  
Static Data: 
• Atmospheric temperature and pressure 
• Relative humidity (if possible) 
Testing Measurements: 
• Velocity with respect to time 
• Distance traveled 
• Wind speed  
By calculating the rate of change of velocity from the measured data, the instantaneous acceleration of the 
vehicle can be found and plotted with respect to average velocity to yield a decreasing curve. A 2nd order 
polynomial curve fit is used to develop an equation for which the coefficients of each polynomial will be 
related to each road load coefficient. The polynomial curve fit equation will be of the form: 
 ?̇?(𝑡) = −𝑏2𝑣
2 − 𝑏1𝑣 − 𝑏0 (9) 









𝑣 − 𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑔 
(10) 
By matching the polynomial coefficients from equations 8 and 9, the aerodynamic drag, bearing, and rolling 
resistance coefficients can be empirically determined through the coast down test. To do so, the mass and 
the frontal area of the vehicle must be accurately measured, and the atmospheric temperature and pressure 
data must be used to find the density of air.  
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As a proof of concept, the prototype coast down Simulink model was used to generate theoretical velocity 
values with respect to time with the inputs shown in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13. Prototype of simulated coast down test with generic input values. 
After following the data analysis steps outlined above to generate a 2nd order polynomial curve fit in 
Microsoft Excel, the calculated road load coefficients matched the input parameters exactly. Since frontal 
area may be a difficult parameter to measure, the final GUI will have the option to lump the drag coefficient 
and frontal area to be input as a single parameter since both values depend solely on the design of the 
vehicle and does not vary depending on the environment like density. Figure 14 shows a snippet of the 
Excel program used to analyze the measured coast down pseudo-test data and 2nd order polynomial equation.   
 
Figure 14. Snippet of Excel template used to analyze coast down data for road load coefficients. 
Finer time steps will give a more accurate representation of the instantaneous acceleration of the vehicle; 
hence a new speedometer must be installed on the rear-hub to take more accurate data points for a given 
time frame than the current Race Capture Pro DAQ system. To ensure that the measured data is valid, a go/ 
no-go gauge should be used in future testing by the SMV team to account for wind effects. The gauge will 
essentially be a yaw string attached to the vehicle with markings in 1-degree increments. If any cross winds 
are present, the string will flutter in the direction of the wind. The team will be able to obtain acceptable 
testing data if the string remains within ± 3 degrees from zero. 
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Initially, the dynamometer data for the internal combustion engine will be used to generate the burn cycle 
simulation. To further calibrate the simulation, the actual burn cycle of the vehicle will be measured by 
running the engine at 100% throttle until a speed of 20 mph is reached and implement a similar analysis 
with known road load coefficients. The burn test took place at the Santa Maria Airport.  
The most challenging test is for the cornering/coasting-turn simulation. From the experimental data taken, 
the steer angle and turning radius can be used to find different coefficients for the road loads. For this 
process of testing, an idea of implementing encoders on the two front wheels to measure both the turning 
radius and cornering effects, along with the linear velocity could be useful, but further research is required.  
While valid vehicle parameters are necessary to tune the simulation, the ultimate goal as far as testing is 
concerned, is to develop an easily reproduceable procedure and data analysis template that can be 
consistently used for future iterations of the Supermileage vehicle. The SIMs placed focus on getting as 
much rough data from the SMV team as possible, but due to late testing the SIMs were unable to get data 
for a go-no-go gauge and for cornering/coasting-turn. It would be useful for future plans on the vehicle to 
implement these tests.  
 Alternative Ideas & Selection Criteria 
 
4.4.1 Expansion of Chad Bickel’s Master Thesis Simulation 
Bickel’s thesis simulated the vehicle using basic vehicle modeling and experimental data for calibration 
and verification. His design tool was built for the purpose of optimizing driving strategy as final drive ratio 
to maximize fuel efficiency [6].  
It was decided by the SIMs that the interface is not user-friendly and that it is difficult to use. In Figure 15 
below, Bickel’s user interface is shown. Bickel presents a roundabout way of using different tools. For 
example, by inputting certain variables and leaving others blank, you would be using a different tool, which 
can be mistaken by the user that they are forgetting to input parameters. The user instructions are listed 
below. In addition, there is inadequate documentation of the code (very few comments embedded in the 
source code and no separate documentation like a software user manual), making it extremely difficult to 
modify or add to the code.  
Tools presented from the thesis include:  
• Weight sensitivity analysis – required input is range for Driver + Vehicle Weight 
• Final drive analysis – required input is range for Gear Reduction 
• Optimal speed analysis – required inputs are Minimum Speed and Max Speed ranges 
• Global Search algorithm for both Final Drive Ratio Analysis and Optimal Speed analysis – required 
inputs: ranges for minimum speed, maximum speed, and gear reduction  
o Note: it runs about 10,000 different simulations to solve, so it has an expected runtime of 
30 minutes to an hour 
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Figure 15. Design of Bickel's user interface [6]. 
4.4.2 Expansion of Eric Griess’ Master’s Thesis Simulation 
Griess’ thesis focuses on the characterization and tuning of the Supermileage Vehicle’s powertrain [10]. 
He studied and characterized the very specific aspects to the vehicle such as output torque, brake specific 
fuel consumption, and transient temperature behavior. Although there are many aspects to Griess’ research 
that will be referenced for simulation purposes, his topic is solely focused on the powertrain, which is too 
narrow for the scope of the project. Hence, expanding on Griess’ thesis was not selected as the focus of the 
project.    
4.4.3 Simulation Platform 
When deciding on a simulation platform, MATLAB/Simulink, Python, and Simscape were considered. 
Although Python may be the better choice for most experienced programmers, Mechanical Engineering 
majors at Cal Poly are all required to take either C++ or MATLAB, and MATLAB is the most commonly 
chosen among students. Furthermore, ME students have much more exposure to using MATLAB and 
Simulink from classes such as Intermediate Dynamics and Controls. Ultimately, the decision was made to 
use MATLAB/Simulink since it is more familiar and comfortable program for most Cal Poly engineering 
students. While the Simscape feature in MATLAB offers a pre-made, easy blocks for vehicle simulation, it 
does not include any feedback options or room to include optimization techniques. Furthermore, the 
dynamics of the system are buried under non-descriptive blocks and would make the simulation less 
modular for future iterations.  
4.4.4 Optimization Methods 
For the burn-and-coast optimization method, the divide-and-conquer algorithm and the brute force method 
was considered. The names speak for themselves when it comes to the two optimization algorithms. The 
divide-and-conquer algorithm essentially divides a problem into multiple sub-problems and later combines 
the sub-solutions to determine the most optimal solution to the original problem. The brute force algorithm, 
like the one implemented by Bickel, tries all possibilities and exhausts every option until a satisfactory 
solution is found. The SIMs decided against the brute force method since it would take too long to execute 
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the simulation program itself and implemented an extension of the divide and conquer algorithm called 
dynamic programming. 
Research that has been conducted on a burn-and-coast strategy for road vehicles have attempted to solve 
the optimization problem by using multi-phase knotting pseudo-spectral methods to solve a non-smooth 
optimal control problem [11] [12]. The SIMs decided to not use this methodology as its implementation 
was not feasible in the time frame given. However, it did provide guidance as to how to constrain and set 
up the optimization problem. This will be explained in Section 5.1.  
4.4.5 System Representation 
To represent the dynamics of the Supermileage vehicle, the SIMs compared the pros and cons of traditional 
state-space modeling and block diagram modeling. Although Mechanical Engineering students at Cal Poly 
learn of state-space models earlier on in the school curriculum, it was decided that a block diagram is much 
easier to follow even for the inexperienced. It is also more intuitive to follow arrows in a block diagram as 
compared to deciphering multiple non-linear differential equations inside matrices if the user tried to 
understand and modify the program. 
4.4.6 Inputs and Outputs 
For the inputs and outputs of the simulation, US-customary units are used and incorporating Metric units 
was chosen as a stretch goal to make the simulation more versatile. Although the SIMs were unable to 
incorporate the use of Metric units, it would be useful to the SMV team to include this feature in later design. 
Creating a program for which the user input would be a burn-and-coast driving strategy was also considered. 
The program would calculate the optimum vehicle parameters, making it a great design tool, but it would 
not be able to serve the purpose of a simulation tool. Furthermore, the process itself would be somewhat 
counter-intuitive and does not give the user the option to make conscious design choices. It was also noted 
that the program would have to solve for roughly 20 or so parameters which would take a very long time 
as compared to minimizing a single parameter under given constraints. Look up tables are also used as 
outputs to the user as a way to provide information based off dynamometer data. 
For data types that need to be a list, such as the power curve, the advantages of importing discrete data 
points from the spreadsheet compared to using a continuous curve-fit equation was discussed. While 
discrete data points would be a more accurate representation of the system, it would be noisy, and the 
simulation program itself could have unforeseen issues in determining a numerical value in between two 
data points. To prevent a simulation crash, the team would have had to implement code to interpolate 
between two adjacent data points which would further clutter and slow the performance of the program. As 
it stands, a curve-fit equation that represents the system is used such that the program has access to an 
infinite number of data points. If an accurate representation requires that the curve-fit equation is 
discontinuous (e.g. engine power curve), the team has implemented code that will allow the program to 
smoothly transition from one curve-fit equation to another.  
5 FINAL DESIGN  
The final design of the product can be divided primarily into three different subsystems: the design tool, 
the velocity tool, and the graphic user interface (GUI). A track-elevation based optimization tool was 
proposed in the CDR, but it was not fully realized due to time restrictions and the team’s limited experience 
in numerical optimization strategies. The design of the optimization tool is still outlined in this section and 
the methodology behind implementing it is further discussed in the recommendations section for future 
iterations of this project.  
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Under the black box, the governing equations of all the tools are based on physical principles and the tools 
themselves interact with the GUI in a similar manner. Although they both ultimately solve for the fuel 
consumption in terms of MPG, the proposed optimization tool and the final design tool are inherently 
different in their purpose and execution. The velocity tool grants the user access to the logic behind the 
design tool which allows them to investigate a level deeper into vehicle performance and the functionality 
of the program itself. In other words, the design tool is essentially running multiple instances of the velocity 
tool using a range of vehicle parameters and outputs just the MPG values. On the other hand, the velocity 
tool studies a single combination of parameters and outputs the velocity profile, the torque and fuel 
consumption profile, and the resistance forces all with respect to time.  
In order to calibrate the vehicle model and improve simulation accuracy, the final design will also include 
both a spreadsheet and MATLAB based calculators to determine empirical road load coefficients and 
templates for track profile and engine/motor performance data.  
 Setting up the Problem 
This section presents the full list of inputs and outputs as well as expands on the assumptions inherent to 
the program. Much of the problem set-up was adapted from previous research and solutions to the fuel-
optimal cruising strategy [11] [12]. The following I/O, assumptions, and governing equations were adjusted 
to properly fit the method which the SIMs plan to implement in the program. 
5.1.1 Inputs and Outputs 
The input parameters required to run the simulation are: 
• Combined vehicle and rider weight, W [lbf] 
• Wheel radius, rw [in] 
• Final drivetrain gear ratio, GR [-] (GR > 1 as speed reduction, 0 < GR < 1 as torque reduction)  
• Total drivetrain efficiency, η [-] 
• Road load coefficients – drag CD [-], bearing CB [lbf-s/ft], and rolling resistance Crr [-] 
• Obtained values from Road Loads Calculator or manually input by user 
• For the final revision of the design and road loads tool, the frontal area, FA (in2), is grouped 
with the drag coefficient term and changes to the GUI were made accordingly. In the velocity 
tool, the drag coefficient and frontal area are standalone inputs.    
• Track data: grade [% slope] as a function of lap position [ft] 
• Unless changed within the .m file, the slope is automatically assumed to be flat ground. See 
user manual for further instructions.  
• Power source data: torque [lbf-ft] and fuel consumption [lbm/hr] at full throttle as function of engine 
speed [RPM] 
• Obtained from dynamometer testing. 
• User has the option to choose the power source as either combustion or electric. 
• For electric motor, the fuel consumption is in units of Watts. 
• Speed cut-off type: Percent of the max possible speed under given conditions or burn time [s] 
• Number of steps: Increasing the steps will improve simulation accuracy at the expense of time. 
• Element steps (design tool only): number of discrete elements for the given range of vehicle 
parameters (determines the coarseness of each graph). The number of different values 
correspond to the number of nodes (element + 1).  
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• Cut-off steps (design tool only): number of discrete elements for the given range of cut-off 
values (determines the number of overlaid graphs per plot).  The number of different values 
correspond to the number of nodes (element + 1). 
• Time step [s]: The rate at which Simulink tabulates data. A finer time step will increase 
simulation time, but a coarse time step will lead to aliasing. The time step must be considerably 
faster than the rate at which the system responds.   
• Run type (design tool only):   
• Single Run: calculates the fuel efficiency of a single burn and coast cycle such that the 
minimum average speed requirement is met.   
• Full Run: calculates the prototype vehicle’s MPG value for the entire 7 laps (6.4 miles) while 
accounting for the fuel penalty associated with the power source. 
Although not required to run the simulation, there are other important variables and factors that can be 
changed within the MATLAB file. These parameters are further discussed in the following sections.   
The outputs of the simulation are: 
• Design Tool (Both Single & Full Run) 
• Individual vehicle parameter values that were incremented evenly based on user specified 
element step and variable specific range.  
• Individual speed cut-off values that were incremented evenly based on user specified cut-off 
step and range. 
• MPG values calculated for each unique combination of vehicle parameter and speed cut-off 
value.    
• Flag matrix containing information on how the burn and coast cycle for each unique 
combination of parameters meet the minimum average speed requirement or not.  
• Velocity Tool 
• Velocity, position, engine torque, fuel consumption rate, and resistive loads over time for a 
single burn and coast cycle 
• Velocity, position, and fuel consumption rate over time for a 7-lap run.  
• GUI  
• Individual plots of MPG per vehicle parameter (design tool) 
• Combined plot of MPG with respect to different vehicle parameters for a given speed cut-off 
type (design tool) 
• Plot of a single burn and coast velocity profile with maximum and minimum speeds, MPG, and 
duty cycle of the burn. (velocity tool) 
• Plot of a full, 7-lap burn and coast velocity profile with MPG and finish time. (velocity tool) 
• Plot of engine torque and fuel consumption rate during the burn portion of the cycle. (velocity 
tool) 
• Plot of all resistive loads over time. (velocity tool) 
• Road Load Calculator 
• Plot of the empirical coasting profile 
• Empirical road load coefficients 
5.1.2 Assumptions 
The simulation of the vehicle assumes zero cross, head, and tailwind and does not consider other weather 
and atmospheric conditions that certain parameters can be sensitive to: temperature’s effect on fuel density 
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and engine performance, pressure’s effect on air density, local gravity, etc. All parameters other than the 
inputs are set to standard values but can be changed by the user within the MATLAB or Simulink file. The 
simulation does not account for competing vehicles or cornering. In other words, maneuvering around other 
vehicles, energy loss around corners, and roll-over possibility while turning is not considered. The tractive 
force at the wheels is assumed to be limited by the power source and not by the availability of friction 
between the wheels and the road surface. The model also assumes sufficient static friction for both the 
wheel and clutch plate. Hence, possible slip effects at the wheel and clutch are ignored.  
Some of the most critical assumptions in the simulation that has a drastic effect on the outcome involves 
how the clutch and engine are modeled. The SMV team uses a centrifugal clutch which has a certain 
engagement speed depending on its manually adjustable spring setting. This behavior is not accurately 
reflected within the model as the engagement speed is set to the minimum RPM value that was available 
from previous dynamometer results. The output torque and fuel consumption rate of the model at low speeds 
(under minimum RPM) is modeled as a smooth first-order behavior using a second order polynomial fit. 
The actual engagement speed of the clutch is likely much higher than the current value within the model 
which thoroughly affects all aspects of the results. In a similar fashion, the output torque and fuel 
consumption rate at the maximum engine RPM significantly affects the results of the simulation. Currently, 
the model “flat-lines” once the terminal velocity for the given set of vehicle parameters have been reached. 
The value of the flatline torque and fuel consumption rate greatly affects the final MPG results, especially 
for extended burn times. Both details can be seen in the results of the velocity tool. 
The clutch engagement speed, engine behavior at low speeds (the second order model), and the flatline 
torque and fuel consumption rates are relatively easy to adjust in Simulink and will be documented in the 
user manual. A simpler and more accurate adjustment to the model would be using the results from a sweep 
test that was performed with the clutch at the drive shaft to the inertia dyno. The numerical results from the 
test will entirely account for low speed behaviors of the engine-clutch assembly. Due to all the idealizations 
made in the numerical model, the reported MPG represents a best-case scenario and the empirical results 
will likely be lower than the calculated MPG.  
5.1.3 Governing Equations 
The vehicle performance model is based off the free-body and kinetic diagram as follows: 
 
Figure 16. Free body diagram of the vehicle.  
Taking the sum of forces in the “s” direction, or direction of travel of the vehicle, the equations of motion 












𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝐹𝐷 − 𝐹𝐵 − 𝐹𝑟𝑟 − 𝐹θ, 𝑏𝑢𝑟𝑛
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where M is the mass of the vehicle and rider, Ftract is the traction force provided by the engine to the wheels, 
FD is the aerodynamic drag force, FB is the bearing resistance force, Frr is the rolling resistance force, and 
Fθ is the opposing force due to the vehicle’s weight on a positive slope of angle θ. Equations for the road 
load forces are included below: 






Bearing resistance: 𝐹𝐵 = 𝐶𝐵𝑣 
 
Rolling resistance: 𝐹𝑟𝑟 = 𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 
 
Slope resistance: 𝐹𝜃 = 𝑀𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 
 
CD is the aerodynamic drag coefficient, ρ is the density of the air, va is the airspeed, and A is the frontal area. 
CB is the bearing resistance coefficient, Crr is the rolling resistance coefficient, and θ is the angle of the 
slope (also called the grade). θ is positive when the vehicle is travelling uphill.  
 𝜃 = 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐(𝑠)  
The grade is a function of the vehicle’s position. 
When coasting, the vehicle’s motion is only determined by the road load forces because the traction force 
is zero when the engine is turned off and the clutch is completely disengaged. When the vehicle engine is 
running (burn phase), the traction force is given by 





where GR is the gear ratio of the drivetrain, η is the drivetrain efficiency, and Te is the output torque of the 
engine after the clutch. The engine torque will be found using the maximum available torque in a lookup 
table given an engine speed ωe in RPM. The engine speed ωe can be directly related to the vehicle speed 
through the drivetrain ratio under no-slip conditions. 
 𝑇𝑒 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜔𝑒) 
 
 𝜔𝑒 = (
30
𝜋𝑟𝑤
𝐺𝑅) ∙ 𝑣 
 
(30/π is the conversion factor for rad/s to RPM)  
The fuel consumption rate will be modeled in a similar manner to the torque where it is solely a function 
of the engine speed. As mentioned in the assumptions, polynomial extrapolation will be used for low speeds 
at which there are no empirical dyno results.  
5.1.4 Constraints 
The physical constraints of the engine limit the engine speed to: 
𝜔𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝜔 ≤ 𝜔max. 
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In addition, the rules of the 2020 Shell-Eco Marathon competition dictate that the vehicle must accomplish 
a 6.4-mile race within 26 minutes. This adds the constraints: 
𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1560 𝑠𝑒𝑐 
𝑠max = 33,793 𝑓𝑡 
𝑣𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 15 𝑚𝑝ℎ = 22 𝑓𝑝𝑠. 
A minimum burn period and coast period, minimum and maximum velocity buffers may also be considered 
when constraining the optimization problem. For example, the logic in the optimization may need extra 
constraint when going up a steep hill – the vehicle must start the uphill climb at a high enough speed to 
make it to the top without the engine stalling.   
 Design (Sensitivities) Tool 
The design tool’s primary function is to find the sensitivity of each independent design parameter with 
respect to how it affects the total fuel consumption. As the name implies, the design tool’s purpose is to 
improve the vehicle itself by helping the SMV team make conscious design decisions knowing an optimized 
combination of parameters. By allowing the user to input minimum and maximum values for each vehicle 
parameter, the design tool will run the study multiple times and plot the final MPG values with respect to 
the vehicle parameter. It’s important to note that given a range for each vehicle parameter, every single 
calculation of fuel efficiency increments a single design parameter at a time while keeping all other values 
at nominal. This allows the simulation to isolate and capture the effects of changing a specific variable.   
Several improvements have been made since the initial conception of the design tool. The most significant 
changes to its functionality and modularity include its ability to account for multiple engine cut off scenarios, 
the “full-run” or simulating the entire 7-laps, and the different power source types (combustion or electric). 
Furthermore, the directly proportional relationship between the simulation time and the resolution of the 
results are entirely determined by the user through variable and time step sizes, which allows for greater 
flexibility in terms of the tool’s usage.  
5.2.1 Methodology 
The original execution of the design tool involved disregarding the driving strategy all together and only 
considering the 15-mph average velocity requirement on flat track conditions in order to isolate the effects 
of ca design parameter change and look more closely at the immediate repercussions. However, based on 
Professor Mello’s feedback during the CDR presentation, the SIMs have decided to make it an option for 
the user to adjust when the switch from burn to coast occurs by setting a speed limit. The speed limit that 
triggers a transition from burn to coast in the simulation is defined in terms of a percentage of the maximum 
possible velocity for the current vehicle parameter combination (Vlimit = ηVmax). To further increase the 
modularity of the tool and make its results readily applicable to driving strategy, burn-time was added as 
another trigger from burn to coast in the final design.   
For each step change in the independent variable, the design tool first models a complete burn cycle such 
that the maximum possible velocity is found. The maximum possible velocity will be determined by an 
algorithm that compares the residual between two consecutive velocity values to a pre-determined value ε 
such that when Vk - Vk-1 < ε, Vk = Vmax. For the final design tool, the Simulink model uses a residual value 
of ε = 0.1 [mm/s] or 0.0002 [mph]. This initialization step is only required when the user selects percent 
max as the cut-off type since the burn time option does not require the maximum possible velocity to be 
calculated.  
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Next, the program models a single burn and coast cycle where the start and stop velocities are both zero 
and a state transition from burn to coast is triggered at the user defined speed limit or burn time. 
  
Figure 17. Visual representation of the execution of the design tool. 
As seen in Figure 17, after modeling a burn and coast cycle, the program finds two positions x2 and x1, with 
x1 on the burn curve and x2 on the coast curve such that they share the same velocity (V1 = V2) and the 
average velocity between the two positions (Vavg = (x2 - x1) / (t2 - t1)) correspond to 15-mph. The velocity at 
x2 and x1 will correspond to the minimum allowable velocity of the current vehicle configuration to meet 
the physical constraints of the Shell Eco-Marathon. After finding the minimum allowable velocity points, 
the fuel efficiency of the burn and coast cycle is calculated in MPG by dividing the distance traveled (x2 - 
x1) by the total fuel consumed for the single-run option.  
For the full-run option, the tool runs another instance of Simulink to calculate the total fuel consumed and 
the number of burn and coast cycles required to cover 6.4-miles while abiding by the user-specified speed 
cut-off and the calculated minimum velocity. The fuel penalty corresponding to turning the engine back on 
is multiplied by the number of burn and coast cycles required and added to the fuel consumption during all 
the burn periods. The final MPG value is calculated by dividing the distance traveled (6.4-miles) by the 
total fuel consumption.  
This process is repeated for each unique combination of vehicle parameters and cut-off speeds. Figure 18 
shows part of the results of the velocity tool, which is equivalent to running the single-run and full-run tools 











Vlimit - Vavg = (x2 - x1)/(t2 - t1) = 15 mph
- V1 = V2 
|% Duty Cycle→|
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Figure 18. Representation of the design tool's black box. 
In cases where a single burn and coast cycle simply cannot meet the 15-mph average, both the single-run 
and full-run design tools report an MPG value of zero. For the case where a single burn and coast cycle 
exceeds the 15-mph average even after reaching a speed of 0 mph, the minimum allowable velocity is set 
to zero and the MPG is calculated accordingly.    
5.2.2 Justification and Limitations 
For flat road conditions where multiple identical burn and coast cycles are utilized to complete the race, a 
single burn and coast cycle can be an adequate approximation of the vehicle’s performance and fuel-
consumption. However, the assumption behind the single-run design tool is a double-edge sword. While 
the single-run tool shaves off time processing replica burn and coast cycles, it’s inability to account for fuel 
penalty can lead to skewed results. If the distance traveled per cycle for the current combination of 
parameters is too low, it will lead to an excessive number of burn and coast cycles to finish the 6.4 miles, 
and the actual MPG of the vehicle will be very low due to the addition of the fuel penalty for each burn. 
The results of the single run will not necessarily reflect this phenomenon. While Figure 18 shows 
compatibility between the results of the single-run and full-run tool, Figure 19 depicts how certain 
combinations of vehicle parameters and cut-off speeds lead to a significant discrepancy between the 
reported fuel efficiency values (ΔMPG ≈ 2000). 
 
Figure 19. Inconsistent results between the two design tools. 
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Although the full-run design tool can be more “accurate” in this sense, the results of the tool are incredibly 
noisy due to the addition of the fuel penalty and its lack of a “smart” driving technique that can force the 
final velocity of the vehicle at the finish line to be zero. For the same number of calculations, the full-run 
design tool takes a considerably longer time to process than the single-run tool as the operations of the 
single-run tool are embedded in the full-run function. Most importantly, the value of the fuel penalty must 
be validated by empirical results. The current value used in MATLAB and Simulink is a filler value used 
to add in the effects of the fuel penalty.              
  
Figure 20. Effects of changing a single parameter on the burn and coast cycle.  
Figure 20 depicts how different combinations will result in drastically different distances covered per cycle. 
For a more reasonable range of vehicle parameters and cut-off speeds where the distance covered per cycle 
is roughly a mile or more, using the single-run tool is recommended as it yields smoother results with clear 
trends that are easier to interpret. As stated before, the purpose of the design tool is to help develop a more 
robust vehicle design. With the capacity to accommodate a track-profile, the design tool can be used to 
consider the sensitivity of different parameters with respect to a specific track. While there certainly exists 
instances in which a vehicle should be designed and optimized for a given track, a track-based design would 
only be applicable for extreme road conditions and rely heavily on not only accurate track profiles which 
would be difficult to acquire. Considering the accuracy of the program, the accuracy of available data, and 
the moderate track conditions on which the fuel-efficiency competitions are held, a track-based study using 
the design tool is not recommended. However, it may be valuable for the user to consider uphill or downhill 
conditions using the velocity tool to see if the vehicle can overcome moderate grades.  
The role of the user is crucial due to the inherent limitations of the vehicle model. It’s important that the 
user is constantly aware of the assumptions embedded within the logic and consider the physical limitations 
of the vehicle that are not necessarily reflected within the model. A certain level of experience and 
knowledge of the physical car will be required to properly interpret and validate the results of the simulation. 
The velocity tool is a great resource to start the validation process by unveiling what the design tool is doing 
behind the curtains. Its functions and purpose are described more in detail in the corresponding section.    
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5.2.3 Application 
A recommended application to improve the accuracy of the design tool is a convergence study. After 
conducting an initial study with a reasonably encompassing range and lower number of steps for a given 
vehicle parameter, the user should narrow down the interval of uncertainty of the resulting MPG curve by 
running another study with a smaller range. For example, given a spread like Figure 21, the user can re-run 
the study to get finer data points between xA and xB and further home in on the true value of x that results in 
the maximum value of y. This process can be repeated multiple times to result in finer step changes and 
improved precision.   
 
Figure 21. Excerpt on convergence studies from "Design of Thermal Systems." 
After the improvements to the design tool was made to incorporate multiple cut-off speeds, each vehicle 
parameter vs MPG plot has multiple overlaid graphs. The value of the independent variable which results 
in the maxima of one graph does not necessarily equal that of another. Therefore, the user must make 
conscious decisions as to how they will limit the range when conducting a convergence study.  
5.2.4 Simulink Model 
There is a total of three Simulink models for the design and velocity tools. The only difference between the 
three models are their simulation stop logic. Their functionality in terms of modeling the vehicle’s 
performance are the exact same in that they conform to the governing equations outlined in section 5.1.3. 
The initial prototype of the Simulink model is shown in Figure 22. The refined Simulink model for the 
single-run design tool is shown in the figures below to demonstrate the use of sub-systems and how certain 
features were incorporated to account for the increased modularity of the design tool.  
 
Figure 22. Prototype Simulink model of the design tool.  
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As seen in Figure 22, the initial model had numerical values hard coded into Simulink for testing purposes. 
Furthermore, it only allowed percent of max speed as a valid cut-off speed and utilized a manually set relay 
to trigger state changes between burn and coast. The two “Polyval” blocks accounted for the engine’s 
performance in the form of a curve-fit equation of torque with respect to engine speed derived from previous 
dynamometer results. As seen in Figure 23, the final model is more organized, with most parameters in 
variable form such that revisions to the model can be easily made through the GUI or the MATLAB function 
file.  
 
Figure 23. Simulink model of the single-run design tool. 
The engine/motor system receives feedback in the form of engine speed and outputs torque and fuel 
consumption rate of the vehicle. Assuming no slip at the clutch, the instantaneous vehicle speed is directly 
proportional to the rotational speed of the engine via the drive wheel radius and the overall gear ratio. The 
engine torque is only recorded to an array when using the velocity tool as it is unnecessary for the MPG 
calculations in the design tool. As seen in Figure 24 below, depending on the user’s selection on power 
type, the appropriate subsystem is energized in the engine/motor system.  
 
Figure 24. Simulink model of the engine/motor subsystem. 
Figure 25 shows how the combustion engine was modeled inside Simulink. Similar to that of Figure 24, 
the variant source block is controlled by the Boolean set in the GUI. It determines which type of engine 
cut-off is used to trigger the state transition from burn to coast. The percent max option uses a relay that 
flips after reaching the pre-determined engine speed from the initialization Simulink. The burn time option 
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compares the current simulation time with the desired burn time to trigger the transition. The coasting torque 
and fuel consumption rate are both zero.  
 
Figure 25. Simulink model of the combustion engine subsystem. 
Figure 26 shows the details of the “Engine Torque Calculation” block. The “Fuel Consumption Calculation” 
is laid out in the same manner. The motor subsystem is essentially a replica of the engine subsystem shown 
in Figure 25. The motor torque calculation and the motor power calculation blocks do not have a polynomial 
evaluation like that seen in Figure 26 because a motor’s torque and power consumption should be fully 
defined for the entire range of its operational speeds starting at 0 RPM.  
 
Figure 26. Simulink model of the engine torque calculation from engine speed. 
For engine speeds above 1600 RPM, the minimum recorded speed from the previous dyno tests, the vehicle 
model uses a look-up table that uses cubic interpolation to find intermediate torque points based on 
empirical results. By default, the look-up table extrapolates using the same method when provided engine 
speed values outside the table’s recorded range. Hence, the saturation block is needed to ensure that the 
model’s engine torque is still representative of physical model for the upper range of engine speeds. With 
the addition of the saturation block, the model essentially assumes that the engine torque will “flatline” and 
remain constant when the maximum engine speed is reached.  
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For engine speeds below 1600 RPM where the output torque is not explicitly defined, a polynomial 
evaluation block is used such that the output torque behaves smoothly like a first order transfer function. 
At 0 RPM, the engine torque is equal to half of that at 1600 RPM. The same methodology is used for the 
fuel consumption rate. The behavior of the engine torque and fuel consumption rate during a burn is shown 
in Figure 27. 
 
Figure 27. Engine torque and fuel consumption rate during a 50 second burn. 
For both graphs, the initial smooth curves are a result of the 2nd order polynomial evaluation and the noisy 
sections indicate when the look-up tables are being used as they directly reflect the noisy dyno data. The 
flatlines towards the end of the burn indicate that the maximum speed has been reached.  
The vehicle performance system is shown in Figure 28It gives an overview of how the power from the 
engine acts to propel the vehicle forward while the resistive loads act to slow it down.  
 
Figure 28. Simulink model of the vehicle performance subsystem. 
The drivetrain system shown in Figure 29 represents how the torque from the power source is converted 
into a linear driving force at the rear wheels. The overall gear ratio amplifies the torque at the wheel, and 
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the linear force at the drive wheels is equal to the amplified torque divided by the moment arm, the wheel 
radius. The drive train efficiency is included to account for the mechanical losses such as friction and 
misalignment in the chain or rear wheel, which would inevitably decrease the actual driving force.  
 
Figure 29. Simulink model of the drivetrain subsystem. 
Figure 30 shows the road loads subsystem. From top to bottom, the individual rows represent drag 
resistance, bearing resistance, rolling resistance, and grade resistance. The drag and bearing resistance are 
functions of velocity and require feedback from the vehicle’s instantaneous speed. The rolling and grade 
resistances are a function of the track’s slope. Since the default setting on the track profile is flat, the 
corresponding slope value of zero is continuously fed as feedback to the two slope dependent forces. A 
switch was required for the slope dependent forces to ensure that when the power source is not engaged 
and the velocity of the vehicle is zero, all resistive forces are also zero. Like the engine torque array, the 
resistive forces array is only recorded when running the velocity tool. 
 
Figure 30. Simulink model of the road loads subsystem. 
To a certain degree, the bearing resistance is partially accounted for in the transmission efficiency term. 
Furthermore, bearing resistance is generally seen as negligible compared to the other road loads. Although 
rolling resistance can be a function of velocity at high speeds and low tire pressure, such conditions are 
unlikely for the Supermileage vehicle. Nonetheless, the bearing resistance term has been included to 
account for a velocity dependent resistive term that may be found when gathering empirical road load 
coefficients from a coast down test.  
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Figure 31. Simulink model of the track profile subsystem. 
Figure 31 shows how track profile is incorporated into the Simulink model. As mentioned above, the default 
setting for the track profile is zero such that regardless of the vehicle’s position, the slope is zero. Using a 
variable set in the MATLAB function file, the user has the option to switch between the three options shown. 
Using one of the spreadsheet tools, the user can import a table containing slope with respect to vehicle’s 
position along the track. The user also has the option to generate a “pulse” to simulate how the vehicle 
would behave when the slope of the track suddenly changes after the vehicle has traversed on flat ground 
for some time. Coordinating the change in slope using the pulse generator such that it occurs when the 
vehicle is at terminal velocity could help the user make decisions regarding driving technique when faced 




Figure 32. From top, simulation stop logic in the initialization, single-run, and full-run Simulink models. 
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The simulation stop logic for the 3 different Simulink models are shown in Figure 32. The stop logic for 
the initialization tool compares the residual of two consecutive vehicle speed values and terminates the 
simulation if the difference between them is sufficiently low (lower than 0.0001 m/s). This is required to 
find the maximum possible engine speed when the user opts for the percent max option in the GUI. This 
step is bypassed for the burn time option altogether. The stop logic for the single-run model terminates the 
simulation when the vehicle velocity reaches near zero (0.001 m/s). Both stop logics require the switch 
such that the simulations don’t terminate immediately upon start. The stop logic for the full-run model 
compares the distance traveled by the vehicle to the total distance that the prototype vehicle will be 
required to traverse for the Shell Eco-Marathon and terminates accordingly.    
5.2.5 Process Flow Diagram 
Figure 33 shows the process flow diagram for the design tool. Although the single-run and full-run are 
separate function files, the methods implemented in both tools are the same up until the MPG calculation. 
Hence, the process flow diagram was combined with an if statement (Single Run?) to condense the 
presented information.   
 
Figure 33. Combined process flow diagram for the design tool. 
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The process flow diagram shows the overall code structure of the design tool with the 3 nested for-loops.  
1. The outer loop with the counter k determines what engine cutoff value will be used and increments 
the cutoff value accordingly based on the specified range and number of elements.  
2. The middle loop with the counter variable j determines which design parameter is under question 
and skips to the next variable if the study was deemed unnecessary by the user. The design tool 
considers 7 independent system level vehicle parameters in the following order: mass, rear wheel 
radius, total gear ratio, overall drivetrain efficiency, drag coefficient and frontal area combined, 
bearing resistance coefficient, and rolling resistance coefficient.  
3. The inner loop with the counter i increments the vehicle parameter under study according to the 
number of elements specified by the user. Every single run through the inner loop outputs a single 
MPG value corresponding to some incremented design variable. An explanation of the important 
bits of code and how certain features were implemented is further detailed in the manufacturing 
section.      
 Velocity Tool 
The velocity tool is a window into the intermediate calculations and results of the design tool. As the SIMs 
tried to interpret the results of the design tool to make modifications, they quickly realized that directly 
looking at the velocity profile or the engine torque curve was much more helpful in deciphering why a 
specific combination of parameters behaved a certain way. While the design tool offers a relatively quick 
and comprehensive comparison for a given range of vehicle parameter combinations, the velocity tool offers 
the user a means to dive deeper into vehicle performance and the code logic itself. The computation time 
for the velocity tool is significantly faster than the design tools. Therefore, it can serve as a quick sanity 
check for the results of the design tool or explore the vehicle’s behavior on a sloped track profile. 
The velocity tool essentially runs an instance of both the single-run and full-run design tools for a single 
combination of parameters. For all intents and purposes, it utilizes the exact same logic in finding the 
average velocity as the design tools. The inputs are also the same with the exception that instead of a range, 
only nominal values are accepted with the frontal area and drag coefficient being two separate standalone 
values.  
The difference between the two tools come from their outputs. The results of the velocity tool consist of 
four separate plots: velocity profile of a single burn and coast cycle, velocity profile of the vehicle over the 
entire 6.4 miles, engine torque and fuel consumption rate during a single burn cycle, and all resistive forces 
over time for a single burn and coast cycle. The graphs are annotated to locate maximum and minimum 
velocities and the tool presents other useful information that the user should consider as needed.  
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Figure 34. Velocity tool process flow diagram. 
Figure 34 shows the process flow diagram for the velocity tool. When compared to the process flow diagram 
of the design tool, it’s clear that the main difference in structure comes from the lack of the nested for loops 
and the mandatory simulation of the full run. Like the design tool, an explanation of the pertinent bits of 
code is can be found in the manufacturing section.  
 Optimization Tool  
This section reflects how the optimization tool did not get to a full-on development stage and remains for 
the most part a conceptual design. The content has been updated to give a few more details and reasoning 
behind its logic and implementation into code.   
The primary function of the optimization tool would be to calculate the burn and coast cycle that minimizes 
fuel consumption for a given track profile and set of vehicle parameters. As compared to the design tool 
that optimizes vehicle parameters, the optimization tool is meant to maximize fuel efficiency through 
driving strategy. The optimization tool would utilize dynamic programming techniques to reduce the 
calculation time from exponential to linear as compared to a naïve recursion function. It would also involve 
a decision-making algorithm that compares multiple possible scenarios for every sub-problem to determine 
the optimum driving strategy that maximizes MPG. This section documents the initial efforts to develop 
the optimization tool by explaining the recursive algorithm and providing an overview of the 
implementation into code.  
5.4.1 Optimization Problem 
While abiding by the governing equations and physical constraints, the goal of the optimization is to 
minimize fuel consumption. Therefore, the cost J to be minimized will be the sum of fuel consumed while 
burning and fuel consumed while coasting divided by the total distance traveled, and is represented by the 
following objective function: 
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min 𝐽 =
∫ ℱ𝐵𝑑𝑡 + ∫ ℱ𝐶𝑑𝑡
𝑠𝐵,𝑡𝑜𝑡 + 𝑠𝐶,𝑡𝑜𝑡
  
where ℱB is the fuel consumption rate while burning and ℱC is the fuel consumption rate while coasting. 
For this simulation, as the engine is shut off and the clutch is disengaged when coasting, ℱC = 0; there is no 
fuel consumption while coasting. ℱB is found using the engine lookup tables given a specified engine speed 
ωm. Assuming the torque provided by the engine is at the torque limit, the fuel consumption rate during a 
burn is only a function of the engine speed: 
ℱ𝐵 = 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐(𝜔𝑚) 
5.4.2 Dynamic Programming - Memoization 
Dynamic programming is meant to make the optimization tool much more time and memory efficient by 
utilizing the fact that the coasting velocity profile of the vehicle is fixed regardless of the initial velocity for 
a given set of design parameters and slope. Another important factor to consider is that the steady-state 
behavior of the burn cycle is also fixed for the given set of parameters and slope. That is to say, the terminal 
velocity of the vehicle on any given slope is predetermined. The transient behavior of the vehicle during its 
burn phase however can vary based on the initial velocity at which the vehicle approaches a change in slope. 
Understanding and utilizing this dynamic response plays a critical role in both the decision-making 
algorithm and overall reduction in computation time. 
Memoization is an optimization technique commonly associated with dynamic programming which 
involves the tabulation of “expensive” or time-consuming calculations such that when the algorithm faces 
a problem with the same set of input conditions, it pulls the results of the computation directly from storage 
instead running another calculation. For the purpose of this tool, the time-consuming calculation would be 
running the Simulink model given a new set of initial conditions. The optimization tool should utilize 
memoization such that given a track profile, it calculates a full burn and coast cycle for every unique value 
of slope and store both the independent and dependent variables in an array. For example, given a slope of 
Θ = 2°, a burn cycle will be calculated up to the maximum possible velocity and the resulting time, 
displacement, velocity, acceleration, torque output, and fuel consumption rate will be tabulated. For the 
same slope, a coast cycle will be calculated starting at Vmax and the resulting time, displacement, velocity, 
and acceleration will also be tabulated. After the initial memoization is complete, every time the decision-
making algorithm is faced with the slope condition of Θ = 2°, it will refer to the two tables as the algorithm 
sees fit. From this initialization data set, the coasting profile and the terminal velocity of the vehicle can be 
found for each unique slope condition. The sum of the initialization burn and coast arrays will serve as the 
base data set for the optimization tool, and the tool must run more studies for burn cycles when new sets of 
conditions are presented. It is critical for each array to be populated at equidistant timesteps to avoid system 
crash when transitioning from burn to coast or onto a different slope.  
5.4.3 Decision-Making Algorithm 
The decision-making algorithm will simultaneously consider previous states to determine where the vehicle 
could have come from as well as store intermittent and final values when comparison of multiple paths are 
required. It will also interface with the graphic user interface, prompt the calculation of multiple burn and 
coast cycles to be used in memoization, and trigger state changes from burn to coast when necessary.  
Restating the cost function (engine fuel consumption) in terms of the Bellman equation, the total fuel 
consumption is given by the following:  
𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙
𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑘, 𝑑) =  min
𝑖∈[0,𝑀]
(𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 (𝑘 − 1, 𝑖 − 1) + 𝑚𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙{(𝑘 − 1, 𝑖 − 1) → (𝑘, 𝑖)}) 
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The recursive equation essentially states that the minimum total fuel consumption is the sum of all the 
minimum fuel consumption paths during each state transition. The size of the 2-D states shown with 
variables k and i representing time and position along the track respectively, should be appropriately small 
such that the dynamics of the vehicle is fully captured, and aliasing does not occur.   
The goal of the optimization tool is to follow the PAC CAR II team’s dynamic programming approach by 
starting the problem at the final state (tmax, smax, vend) = (1560 sec, 33792 ft, 0 ft/s), which assumes the vehicle 
reaches a stop right at the finish line. The program should then use backward induction to find the optimal 
path to the initial state defined by the boundary conditions (to, so, vo) = (0 sec, 0 ft, 0 ft/s).  
The algorithm will discretize the vehicle’s position with respect to time, creating states within the allowable 
state space defined by Figure 6 in Section 2.3.2. Each state will be defined in terms of their corresponding 
state variable: position, time, and velocity. It’s important to note that while each state is associated with a 
slope, fuel consumption rate, and engine torque, these values are dependent variables modeled as either a 
function of speed or a function of position along the track. All possible previous states are calculated from 
equations of motion and constraints with memoization allowing the program to pull cached results directly 
from tables instead of running redundant calculations. The simulation should have the option to vary the 
time step Δt which should be chosen after carefully balancing both the simulation accuracy and simulation 
runtime.  
 
Figure 35. Edited Figure 6 to demonstrate using “current states” to solve for “previous states” 
The optimization tool should utilize a “final result” array that contains the optimal state variables for every 
single time step throughout the entire simulation. The simulation will also require buffer arrays to keep 
track of multiple different paths at a time when necessary. Ideally, every possible vector would be calculated 
and then the algorithm would solve for the path of vectors that consumes the least amount of fuel. However, 
this may not be feasible as it would have high computational demands; the processing time and number of 
different paths would exponentially increase by 3n with each time step and accommodating such volume of 
data would require a large portion of memory space. Thus, it would be necessary to eliminate less than 
optimal paths intermittently to limit the number of computations possible. This does pose a risk of 
accidentally eliminating an optimal path, so testing will be required to determine an interval of time steps 
such that runtime can be minimized without resulting in sub-optimal solutions. 
The decision-making algorithm needs to keep track of whether the vehicle is coasting or burning to be able 
to calculate the previous states and trigger the switch from burn to coast or vice versa. As hinted above, at 
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any given current state, there are 3 different previous states to consider whether the vehicle is coasting or 
burning. Ruling out the previous states that entail constant position or moving backwards, the three states 
to consider are that vehicle’s acceleration is zero, greater than zero, or less than zero.   
Burning: 
• a = 0:  
Zero acceleration entails that Vpast = Vcurrent and can only be true if Vpast = Vcurrent = Vmax for the given 
set of road conditions. Since the engine is always trying to push the hardest at full throttle, this 
condition is only satisfied when steady-state speeds at the maximum velocity has been reached. 
• a > 0:  
A greater than zero acceleration is the default case for the burn model. It entails that the vehicle is 
still speeding up to towards its maximum possible velocity Vmax or the user defined speed cut-off limit 
(Vlimit) and its transient behavior can be pulled directly from the corresponding table. 
• a < 0: 
A less than zero acceleration while burning is the most unusual scenario and can occur when the 
vehicle makes the transition to a steeper grade at some initial velocity greater than the maximum 
possible velocity for the given slope.    
Coasting: 
• a = 0:  
Zero acceleration entails that Vpast = Vcurrent and can only be true if Vpast = Vcurrent = Vmax for the given 
set of road conditions. This can only be true during downhill conditions when the vehicle is at 
terminal velocity.  
• a > 0:  
A greater than zero acceleration while coasting indicates that the vehicle is speeding up without any 
input power. This can only be true during downhill conditions. 
• a < 0: 
A less than zero acceleration is the default for the coasting model and can happen in any scenario.  
There are multiple trigger limits for switching from a burning state to a coasting state and vice versa with 
each trigger signal necessitating the fulfillment of one or more conditional statements. The expectation for 
a most optimum path in the state space entails that the vehicle remains coasting for as long as possible while 
minimizing the number of individual burns (triggers) to avoid the fuel penalty. One of the most common 
triggers from coast to burn (while the program is running the velocity profile backwards) will be either Vlimit 
or burn time set by the user or the maximum possible velocity, Vmax. However, switching to burn at Vmax 
could be detrimental if the vehicle is coasting downhill, hence this trigger necessitates that the vehicle is 
not on a downwards slope. The most common trigger from burn to coast would be at a global Vmin defined 
either by necessity to complete the race in time or the minimum limit of the engine’s power band. Like the 
trigger from coast to burn, it would be detrimental to the vehicle’s performance if the engine was turned off 
when climbing a hill such that Vmax for the given conditions is less than or equal to Vmin. Hence a conditional 
statement would be required such that the trigger would only work if Vmax,local > Vmin or if Θ ≤ 0°.  
The complexities of the trigger limits need to be further developed to account for the behavior of the vehicle 
in different scenarios. Recognizing ideal driving scenarios and implementing them as trigger limits would 
require the consideration of all possible scenarios regarding the change in slope (flat to uphill, downhill to 
flat, uphill to flat, etc.) 
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5.4.4 Process Flow Diagram 
The simplified logic of the solver is summarized in Figure 36 below, which shows an inner and outer loop 
that the program works through. The inner loop solves for all the possible previous states, while the outer 
loop moves through the possible current states. Every Xth outer loop, the solver pauses to eliminate the 
worst paths, then continues to solve until it reaches the state (ti, si, vi) = (0 sec, 0 ft, 0 ft/s). 
 
 
Figure 36. Flowchart of simplified logic driving the optimization solver. 
As mentioned earlier, the program will need to accurately solve for the optimal burn-and-coast cycle 
without taking too long to run. In the flowchart above, the upper-right corner box will contain logic that 
compares all the possible paths and their corresponding total fuel consumption. Then, it will only keep a 
few of the best options (lowest fuel consumed) before proceeding with calculations. Again, this poses the 
risk of losing the most optimal solution, so testing will be required to determine how many times the 
simulation can run and calculate a new set of states before it should run the logic to eliminate non-optimal 
paths.  
 Graphic User Interface (GUI) 
This section details the final GUI prototype and the results of the code and explains the changes made to 
the app – namely the Sensitivities Tool functionalities and the replacement of the Optimization Tool with 
the Velocity Profile Tool.  
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The GUI must be user-friendly and intuitive to use. It must accept user inputs and check them for 
correctness, and output results in a format that is easy to understand. For user satisfaction, it must be clean 
and organized, not too cluttered, and pertinent information should be easy to find.  
5.5.1 Sensitivities Design Tool GUI Inputs and Outputs 
The information passed from the user through the user interface to the sensitivities design tool include: 
• Vehicle parameter values: minimum, maximum, and nominal 
o Which vehicle parameters to study 
• Cut-off type (Percentage of Maximum Engine Speed OR Burn Time) 
o Range of cut-offs (minimum, maximum values) 
• The number of elements to study for each parameter 
• The number of elements to study for the cutoffs 
• The time step (used in Simulink) 
• Location and name of engine data file 
• Engine Type (Combustion or Electric) 
• Type of study: Single (lap) or Full (race) 
For a more in-depth discussion of the values required for the function to run and the outputs of the 
function, see Section 5.5.4. When the study is initialized (i.e. the RUN button is pressed), a progress bar 
updates the user with the current combination of parameters being studied by displaying the index of the 
cutoff array, the index of the vehicle parameter type, and the index of the parameter element being tested. 
The progress bar is cancelable; if the user selects ‘Cancel’ before the study is completed, the indication 
lamp should turn red.  
 
Figure 37. Progress bar displaying percentage of Sensitivities study that has been run. 
Upon running the Sensitivities Design Tool, the GUI should display the results of the study, including: 
• Plots of MPG vs. parameters (at each cutoff value) 
• A comparison plot of all MPG vs. parameter data (at a user specified cutoff value) 
A completed study is shown in Figure 38 and Figure 40Figure 39 below. Figure 38 displays the individual 
plots of MPG as a function of the different parameters. The corresponding inputs are displayed in the left 
panel – in this example, study was run simulating a combustion engine and using burn time as the cut-off 
type. There were 21 steps for each parameter tested, at 5 different cut-off values/burn times. 
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Figure 38. Plots showing Sensitivities Tool results in the GUI. 
Since the study was run successfully, the lamp on the lower right corner of the inputs panel is green. In 
the right panel, the second Plots tab show the other three parameters that were studied: the Area Drag 
Coefficient, the Bearing Coefficient, and the Rolling Resistance Coefficient. It also contains the Export 
button, which exports the results of the study to a spreadsheet file. A snippet of the exported spreadsheet 
is shown below.  
 
Figure 39. Example of the Sensitivities Tool results exported to an Excel spreadsheet. 
In Figure 40, the third results tab, the Comparison Plot tab, is shown, with six selected parameters to 
compare. The Comparison Plot allows for assessment of the vehicle’s fuel consumption and the 
difference in behavior as different parameters are changed. The user can select and de-select which 
parameters they would like to compare, and the plot updates automatically. 
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Figure 40. Comparison plot tab showing overlaid results of the Sensitivities Tool. 
It should also allow the user to export the study data to a specified file and location. The user can select 
which parameters to compare within the comparison plot using check boxes. By integrating these 
functionalities, the presentation of the data is modifiable by the user. 
One dialogue window pops up when a successful study is run, but the user attempts to change any of the 
input parameters. So as to avoid confusion, the user is asked to confirm if they wish to overwrite the 
inputs, which would mean the input values will no longer match the results shown in the results tabs. If 
the user does not care for the current results and wants to run a different study without saving the old data 
(or overwrite the old data), they can confirm their intent and the lamp will turn grey again.   
5.5.2 Velocity Profile Tool GUI Inputs and Outputs 
As mentioned above, the Velocity Profile Tool replaced the Optimization Strategy Tool. While using 
similar inputs to the Sensitivities Design Tool, the Velocity Profile Tool requires only the nominal 
parameter values (no minimum or maximum values). Furthermore, it does not require the number of 
elements/steps to test as it runs only a single study. It can, however, run a study using track profile data, 
so if the user desires, they can also input the name and location of the track data file. 
There are four plots the Velocity Profile Tool outputs: 
• Velocity profile and BNC cycle vs. time (over a single BNC cycle) 
• Velocity profile and BNC cycles vs. time (over a full race) 
• Engine torque and fuel consumption vs. time 
• Road load forces vs. time 
The results are shown in two tabs on the GUI: the Results Tab and the Fuel Consumption and Road Loads 
Tab, which are shown in the figures below. 
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Figure 41. Results of the Velocity Profile Tool. 
In Figure 41 above, there are two plots shown; one is over the length of a single burn and coast cycle and 
the other is over the length of a full race. Underneath both plots, the fuel consumption is displayed along 
with other pertinent information from the study. Note that the fuel consumption for the single cycle is 
better and more efficient than the full race. This is due to the “fuel penalty” that comes with starting up 
the engine, where the clutch has not engaged fully, and so excess fuel is being burned. 
 
Figure 42. The GUI shows the plotted results of the fuel consumption and resistive loads. 
Other information and results that the GUI needs to display to the user: 
• Diagnostic data of simulation runs 
• Error messages and error codes 
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• Confirmation of success or failure to run/solve 
• Loading bars and dialog boxes to verify the program has not frozen or crashed 
In Figure 37, there is a loading bar that indicates to the user how quickly the program is running and how 
far along it is. In addition, the simulation runtimes are displayed in the results window for both tools upon 
a successful run. Shown below are examples of error messages that are displayed for incorrect inputs and 
failures to run successfully. 
 
Figure 43. An error window appears when the user tries to run a study with invalid inputs. 
In the example above, the first parameter, Weight, has invalid values for its minimum and maximum 
because the minimum is greater than the maximum. Furthermore, the user did not specify the engine file, 
so the dialogue also displays and “Invalid Engine File Data” message. Note that the indication lamp turns 
red to indicate the failed attempt to run.  
5.5.3 GUI Files – New, Open, and Save 
The File Menu allows the user to select five different commands: 
1. New (Ctrl + N): creates a new instance of the app with its default values 
2. Open (Ctrl + O): prompts the user to choose which existing file they want to open; if the file chosen 
is valid, a new instance of the app is created and loaded with the values from the selected file.  
3. Save (Ctrl + S): saves the current data to the current .mat file opened. If there is no file opened, 
proceeds to Save As (see number 4). 
4. Save As: prompts the user to choose a location and name for the data to be stored; a .mat file is 
then created in the specified location and the current data is written into the file. 
5. Close (Ctrl + W): closes the current instance of the app. If the app has unsaved changes, a 
confirmation dialogue opens and asks the user if they would like to save their changes before 
closing.  
Figure 44 shows the process flow diagram for when the different menu functions are selected.  
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Figure 44. Process flow diagram for the open, new, and save menus. 
When the Open menu is selected, the MATLAB function uigetfile( ) is used to prompt the user to select a 
file. The file selected is returned to the program, which checks that none of the open instances of the app 
are the same as the selected file. If it is already open, it returns to the current app window. Otherwise, it 
loads the data from the file and passes it to the startup function, which, if it receives input arguments, will 
populate the fields with the loaded data.  
If the user selects the New menu, the startup function is called with no input arguments, so the app is 
created, and its components are loaded with the default values. 
When the Save menu is selected, the app tests the Boolean need_init_save, which is cleared once the 
Save As callback has been run once. If need_init_save has not been cleared, the program automatically 
runs the Save As callback, which uses the MATLAB function uiputfile( ) to prompt the user to create a 
new file. uiputfile creates a modal dialogue box that allows the user to select the location of the new file 
and the name; the SIMs App only allows .mat files to be used. Upon creation of the new file, 
need_init_save is cleared and the pertinent app data is prepped and loaded to the file.  
5.5.4 GUI Interaction with the Sensitivities Design Tool and Velocity Profile Functions 
This section will provide a more in-depth explanation of how the GUI interacts with the function files. As 
previously mentioned, the GUI needs to accept inputs from the user as well as display results. In order to 
do so, the inputs must be of the correct data type and within an acceptable range before being passed to the 
function files.  
The sensitivities design tool function file requires seven main inputs: 
1. SDT_params: Minimum, maximum, and nominal values for each of the seven parameters to be 
tested. This means it must be a 7x3 array. 
2. SDT_checked: A 7x1 array of Boolean values, each corresponding to one parameter. The Boolean 
is cleared if a parameter is to not be tested (e.g. if Wheel Radius is to be excluded from the study, 
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then SDT_checked (2) = 0). NOTE: If any of the values are 0, the corresponding minimum and 
maximum values in the SDT_params array must be 0. 
3. SDT_Engine_Performance: Engine data from a dyno test that includes engine speed, torque, and 
fuel consumption rates. In the case that an electric motor is being studies, these parameters are 
replaced with motor speed, torque, and power consumed. 
4. SDT_mech_pwr_type: Indicator of engine type used (0 if combustion engine, 1 if electric motor) 
5. SDT_cutoffs: A 3x1 array consisting of the minimum cutoff value (e.g. burn time of 80 seconds), 
the maximum cutoff value (e.g. burn time of 150 seconds), and the cutoff type indicated by a 0 for 
Percent of Maximum Engine Speed and 1 for Burn Time. 
6. SDT_step_size: A 3x1 array consisting of the number of parameter elements to test (e.g. 20 
different vehicle weights are studied), the number of cutoff elements to test (e.g. 3 different burn 
times are studied), and the time step that Simulink should use (default is 0.05 seconds). 
7. Prog_obj: A progress bar dialogue object that the function file updates while running the study, and 
listens for a Cancel Request, which returns the program from the function file to the invoking script. 
Each of these inputs have default values upon creating a new instance of the app. As the user inputs more 
data, the GUI program updates the corresponding values in the correct locations. Once the user pushes the 
“Calculate MPG” button, a function called SDT_ready( ) is executed to check that all the inputs are valid. 
The logic is shown in Figure 45 below.  
 
Figure 45. A process flow diagram explaining the logic behind the SDT_ready( ) function. 
Once the program confirms the inputs are valid, it passes them to the correct function (single or full 
depending on which one the user chose). During each loop within the function, the program checks for a 
Cancel Request, which is generated when the user presses ‘Cancel’ on the progress bar window. If pressed, 
the study is terminated, and no results are displayed. However, if the study finishes successfully, it passes 
four output values to the GUI: 
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1. SDT_cut_array: An array consisting of the cutoff values that were studied (e.g. burn times of 50, 
75, and 100 seconds). 
2. SDT_vehi_params: An array of all the vehicle parameters that were studied. 
3. SDT_MPG: A 3-dimensional array of the resulting MPG values that were calculated in the study. 
Each 2-D array consists of all the MPG values that were calculated at one specific cutoff value (e.g. 
SDT_MPG (: , : , 1) are MPG values calculated with a burn time of 50 seconds). 
4. SDT_flag: An array of indication values (1, 2, or 3) that specify if the required speed of 15.3 mph 
was possible using the corresponding combination of values, or if the minimum velocity is greater 
than or equal to 0. (NOTE: the information in this array is not used in the GUI but can be useful 
for debugging purposes.) 
 
Figure 46. Diagram of the actions that follow the "Calculate MPG" Button being pressed. 
The Velocity Profile tool function requires six inputs, which are passed from the GUI as: 
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1. VPT_params: A 7x1 array containing nominal vehicle parameters to study. 
2. VPT_cutoffs: A 2x1 array consisting of the cutoff value (e,g, 50 seconds) and the cutoff type (e.g. 
type = 1, which corresponds to burn time). 
3. VPT_Engine_Performance: A table of engine dyno data that is loaded when the user selects a 
spreadsheet file to load from. 
4. VPT_mech_pwr_type: The engine type (0 = combustion engine, 1 = electric motor). 
5. VPT_tstep: The time step in seconds used in Simulink. 
6. VPT_prog_obj: The progress bar object that is updated  
Once a successful study is run, the function returns these arrays to the GUI as: 
1. VPT_w: Velocity, position, time, and fuel consumption values from the single burn and coast cycle. 
2. VPT_w_B: Velocity, position, time, and fuel consumption values from the full race simulation. 
3. VPT_want: Contains multiple important values such as MPG, flag, and distance traveled. 
4. VPT_torque: engine torque/power over a single burn and coast cycle. 
5. VPT_forces: resistive forces (road loads) over a single burn and coast cycle. 
The information in these arrays are sorted by the GUI and used to create four plots explaining the velocity, 
fuel consumption, and road loads. 




Figure 47. Information Exchange from between GUI, Design Sensitivities Tool, and Velocity Tool. 
For details on how the GUI was assembled, see Section 6.4. 
5.5.5 Road Load Calculator App 
App designer is also used for the Road Load Coefficient Calculator to interface with the spreadsheet tool 
discussed in Section 5.6.1. The road load calculator GUI receives a coast down data file and calculates the 
road load coefficients associated with the vehicle.  
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Figure 48. Road Load Coefficient Calculator in App Designer. 
The user starts off by choosing a coast down file that will direct the user to the location in which the coast 
down data file can be found. They must press the “Import Data – GO” button to actually import the data. 
Once the file is imported successfully, the table in the center panel will auto-populate with the time and 
speed data. In addition, the user input parameters in the left panel, such as the vehicle weight, atmospheric 
pressure, atmospheric temperature, and relative humidity, will fill their respective fields with values from 
the file.  
Upon a successful import of data, the lamp next to the button will turn green, and the user can click the 
“CALCULATE ROAD LOAD COEFFICIENTS” button, which will populate the road load coefficients 
in the right panel. The curve-fit coefficients that are used to find the road load coefficients are also shown 
to the user; these are calculated from the curve-fit that is found from the generated “Acceleration vs 
Velocity” plot (which is shown in the center panel).  
 Spreadsheet Tools 
Both the design tool and the velocity tool closely interact with empirical data stored in spreadsheets. The 
user will be required to direct the program to the location of .xlsx or .csv files for engine data and track 
profile. In addition, the road load calculator requires a .xlsx or .csv file with data from a coast down test.  
5.6.1 Road Load Coefficient Calculator  
The road load tool, previously mentioned in Section 4.3, is a separate application that interfaces with the 
main program and outputs road load coefficients for the vehicle given empirical coast down test data. 
Within the main program, some of the required inputs are road load coefficients such as aerodynamic drag 
coefficient CD, bearing resistance CB, and rolling resistance Crr. While there will be a suggested range for 
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each of these coefficients, testing must be conducted to obtain actual values that correspond to the club’s 
vehicle.  
In order to use the tool, the SMV club must record time t, ground speed vg, and airspeed va of the vehicle 
while it coasts on a flat track. The airspeed va can be measured using a pitot-static tube. Other measurements 
and vehicle parameters required to use the calculator include: 
• Vehicle + Rider Mass 
• Atmospheric Temperature and Pressure 
• Relative Humidity 
A prototype of the calculator was created in Excel and is shown in Figure 49 below. The two right-most 
columns are acceleration and average velocity and are not data entered by the user. It is also noted that the 
tool was created using SI units. This was changed to U.S. Customary units in the final product.  
 
Figure 49. Road Load Coefficient Calculator prototyped using Excel. 
Once the test data is input to the tool, the acceleration is plotted against the velocity, and the 2nd-order 
polynomial curve-fit coefficients can be used to calculate the road load coefficients. The prototype does not 
include the effects of wind on the curve-fit, but the final product will consider airspeed and thus windspeed 
in its calculation. The airspeed measured with a pitot-static tube will be included in the column next to 
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where va is the airspeed and is equal to the sum of the ground speed vg and the wind speed vw. The equation 
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When the data is fit to a 2nd order polynomial curve,  
?̇?(𝑡) = 𝑏2𝑣
2 + 𝑏1𝑣 + 𝑏0 
















2 − 𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑔. 
From here, it is possible to solve for the three unknowns, CD, CB, and Crr. 
 
Figure 50. Outputs of the Road Load tool, including the curve fit used to approximate the coefficients. 
These coefficients can then be typed into the main app in the Inputs panel. In the final design of the SIMs 
App, the units for the area drag coefficient CD are square inches, and the units for the bearing coefficient 
CB are lbf-s/in. The Road Load Coefficient Calculator has been updated to reflect these changes.  
5.6.2 Mechanical Power Source Data 
Engine data, including engine speed in RPM, torque in ft-lbf, and fuel consumption rate in lbm/hr, will be 
taken from dynamometer tests. As mentioned previously, it is assumed that the engine torque is at its limit 
because the engine is being run at full throttle. Therefore, the engine torque data should be the torque limit 
as a function of the engine speed. Also, since the fuel consumption rate will only be modeled as a function 
of engine speed (as opposed to a function of engine speed and torque like a BSFC), the engine data should 
consist of three columns. To ensure compatibility with the simulation and design tool, the engine dyno data 
must be written in terms of the template that the SIMs provide. The same applies for the motor dyno data 
with motor speed in RPM, torque in Newton-meters [N-m], and power consumption rate in Watts [W].  
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5.6.3 Track Profile  
Both the design and velocity tools automatically assume a flat track. To implement a track profile into the 
simulation, the user must update a setting in the function file itself which is further detailed in the user 
manual.  
The use of a track profile is best suited for the velocity tool. Implementing a track profile for the design 
tools may lead to skewed results that are difficult to interpret. An example of track data using the 
spreadsheet template is shown in Figure 51. The pertinent information is position measured in feet and the 
slope in percent grade. Position is the distance from the start line and is limited by the length of one lap. 
Each grade data point corresponds to the position at which the tracks begins to have that slope. The track 
template will calculate the cumulative elevation and provide the user with a go-no go gauge of whether the 
position and grade data are valid. Since the track is a closed loop, the beginning and end elevation of each 
lap must be equal. Currently the last position point corresponds to 6.4miles/7 or 4827 ft. The MATLAB 
function file automatically repeats the track profile 7 times.   
 
Figure 51. Prototype Track Profile Tool. 
As shown in the figure of the prototype above, the end elevation change is equal to about 0, and so the value 
is colored green. The user should keep in mind that with too high of a slope or too low of an engine torque, 
the simulation has the potential to crash, take a considerable amount of time to finish, or output results that 
essentially states that the vehicle is moving backwards or at a standstill. Implementing accurate track profile 
data through measurement is a difficult task in and of itself. Hence, the program should be primarily used 
to verify that the vehicle can overcome moderate slopes that can be expected for the endurance competitions.  
 User Manual 
The team provides a detailed user manual for SMV members that includes information on how to use the 
different tools as well as how they work. It specifies what data type and format the users should provide the 
inputs in and how to correctly run the simulation. Furthermore, the user manual outlines common issues 
and questions which arise when the SMV members try out the program during validation testing. There 
consists of a troubleshooting and FAQ section to address any confusion related to running the program. All 
modules left empty by the SIMs will be explained thoroughly how to implement new code for further 
development. For example, there is a section to explain how future users can alter the program to handle 
extra engine parameters and characteristics if they so desire. Explanation and documentation are provided 
for the math and physics behind each of the tools to assist in any future development of the tool as best as 
possible. See Appendix O, for the complete User Manual. 
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6 MANUFACTURING  
The manufacturing process of the simulation tools can be broken down into the following four sections: the 
procurement of the necessary software, the actual code from the MATLAB scripts, and the assembly of the 
different function files and Simulink models with the GUI. The priority for the final quarter was placed on 
finalizing the design tool and the GUI and making it robust and modular such that the tool would continue 
to be useful for the SMV team.  
 Procurement 
The list of tools required to create the product consists solely of computer software programs. For attending 
students, Cal Poly provides these tools, such as MATLAB and Excel licenses, making it easily accessible 
and at no cost to the design team or to the consumer. It’s important for the user to keep in mind that 
MATLAB 2019b was used to create the product. This can affect the users while running the application if 
they use the 2019a version, which is (as of March 2020) the current version on most of the monitors on 
campus. While the SIMs have not found any problems moving from 2019b to 2019a, they suggest that the 
user try to update the MATLAB version to 2019b, if 2019a tries to restrict them. A 2019b license is 
available from the Cal Poly Software Services and takes a short time to update. Included with MATLAB, 
students can also access other tools that are used to create the application such as Simulink, App Designer 
for the GUI, and a spreadsheet link used to interface with Excel. Excel is the next license needed for the 
design in order to implement .csv and .xlsx files for the user to easily export and save their data. As Cal 
Poly uses Microsoft Office 365, Excel is included in this package for all students. The SIMs will also be 
using and modifying modules of code from either MATLAB examples or from other open source code in 
order to derive for a user interface.  
Software Licenses (Appendix E:): 
• MATLAB 2019a/2019b 
o Simulink 
o App Designer 
o Spreadsheet Link  
• Microsoft Excel 
• Modules of code from MATLAB examples/open source code  
 Scripts and Functions 
The following section outlines some of the important bits of code implemented in MATLAB. A thorough 
understanding of this section will allow the user to more readily diagnose possible errors, revise the program, 
and interpret the behavior of the model. The subsections are not in the order of importance, but rather how 
the actual program is written top the bottom. All subsections are applicable to both the velocity tool and the 
design tool.   
6.2.1  Adjustable Parameters 
The following section of code shows some of the parameters that are called in the Simulink model that 
cannot be adjusted via the GUI. These parameters are conveniently located at the top of the function files 
so that the user doesn’t have to dig through the entirety of the MATLAB script to find them. The parameters 
shown define some of the performance characteristics of the combustion engine and electric motor that are 
critical to the results of the simulation.    
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%% ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS THAT CANNOT BE ACCESSED VIA GUI 
% Performance characteristics (empirical data preferred) 
ENG_fuel_lower_limit = 0.05;                % [lbm/hr] for ENGINE  
ENG_torque_lower_limit = 0;              % [N-m] for ENGINE 
engine_fuel_penalty = .0053756577*4/3600;  % estimate from idle rate  
MOT_power_lower_limit = 0;              % [W] for MOTOR 
MOT_torque_lower_limit = 0;             % [N-m] for MOTOR 
motor_power_penalty = .0001;               % fill in value  
The “lower limit” values essentially determine the end behavior of the vehicle when terminal velocity has 
been reached. In other words, these parameters are the flatline torque and fuel consumption rate values 
when the vehicle is burning for some period of time after it has reached its maximum possible speed. If the 
maximum speed of the vehicle translates to an engine speed lower than the maximum engine speed provided 
by the dyno results, the flatline values will be determined by the 1-D look-up table block via interpolation. 
However, if the maximum engine speed exceeds that of the dyno data, the cubic spline extrapolation method 
used by the block will cause the engine torque to become negative at some engine speed threshold due the 
negative slope of the actual engine curve itself. This will lead to a significant number of what Simulink 
calls “zero-crossings” and cause the simulation to crash. Therefore, an appropriate value for the lower limit, 
preferably empirical data, is required.  
Currently, the lower limit values for the engine are set equal to the last data points from the dyno results. 
It’s highly unlikely that the engine torque will remain constant as it will most likely drop close to zero. The 
fuel or power penalty values are associated with turning the engine or motor back on. Further investigation 
is required to determine if the motor even has a power penalty associated with turning it on. For the engine 
fuel penalty, an idle fuel consumption rate in gal/hr was found using the HONDA GX35 engine’s 
displacement (35.838 cc) and a small engine’s expected idle fuel consumption rate per displacement of 
roughly 0.15gal/(hr-L). A 4 second idle time was assumed and multiplied with the correct unit conversion 
factor to use as the fuel penalty in gallons of gasoline.    
6.2.2 Track Profile 
A track profile can be incorporated into the design or velocity tool by changing the variable flat to the 
number corresponding to the desired setting. Along with the adjustable parameters mentioned above, the 
slope setting is located at the top of the function files for ease of access. By default, flat = 0 and the 
simulation always assumes a flat track.  
%% Track Profile 
flat = 0;    % Determines which type of grade profile 
             % 0 == FLAT GROUND / NO-SLOPE 
             % 1 == TABLE MODE 
             % 2 == PULSE GENERATOR MODE - SEE SIMULINK FOR INSTRUCTIONS  
if flat == 1 % import excel data 
    Road_Profile_Table=readtable('Road_Profile.xlsx','Range',... 
'A:B','PreserveVariableNames',true);  
    Road_Profile = table2array(Road_Profile_Table);    % convert table to array 
    Road_Profile(any(isnan(Road_Profile), 2), :) = []; % get rid of NaN rows 
    POSITION = Road_Profile(:,1);                      % position array        
    THETA = atan(Road_Profile(:,2)/100);           % convert grade array [% slope] to [rad] 
q = length(POSITION); 
    POSITION = repmat(POSITION,7,1);               % repeat the same profile 7 times 
    THETA = repmat(THETA,7,1); 
    for p = 2:7                                    % increment the position for each lap 
        POSITION(1+q*(p-1):q*p) = POSITION(1+q*(p-2):q*(p-1)) + 4827.42857143; 
    end 
    POSITION = POSITION.*0.3048;                   % [ft] to [m] position of the vehicle  
end  
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When the slope profile using the excel template provided is read to the function file and converted into an 
array (when flat = 1), the program automatically repeats the slope profile 7 times to account for the 7 laps. 
The excel template for the road profile is set up such that the user defines the slope of the track with respect 
to position for a single lap. This avoids any unnecessary repetition of data entry by the user. From the 
simulation’s perspective, the linear position of the vehicle is constantly increasing. Therefore, to not run 
out of data points starting at the second lap, the position entries are adjusted appropriately to account for 
the total distance the vehicle has traversed every lap.   
6.2.3 Polynomial Curve Fitting 
Polynomial curve fitting was required in order to evaluate the coasting profile using the velocity values 
from the burn profile. This step was necessary to materialize the design tool by calculating the average 
velocity between two equal velocity points on each profile. The snippet of code seen below follows 
immediately after the single-run Simulink model has been terminated with the wanted variables saved in 
the array w. The program first splits the burn and coast cycle into two separate profiles by finding when the 
fuel consumption rate turns to zero. The array containing the burn profile is then flipped such that the 
biggest velocity point comes first.     
%% Polynomial Curve Fitting 
% The wanted variable matrix 'w' from simulink is: 
% w(:,1) = velocity                [m/s] 
% w(:,2) = position                [m] 
% w(:,3) = time step               [s] 
% w(:,4) = fuel consumption rate   [lbm/hr] 
  
% Locating the burn to coast transition by marking the point when fuel 
% consumption turns zero and creating seperate burn and coast arrays  
B2C_Switch = find(w(:,4)<=0,1,'first'); 
BURN = w(1:B2C_Switch-1,:);  % array containing burn profile 
BURN = flip(BURN);           % burn profile elements flipped in order 
COAST = w(B2C_Switch:end,:); % array containing coast profile 
  
% Polynomial curve fitting the coasting profile position & time 
pos_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,2), 7);  % polynomial fit of position wrt velocity 
time_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,3), 7); % polynomial fit of time wrt velocity 
% New coasting profile using the same velocity points as the burn profile  
Interpol_coast(:,1) = BURN(:,1);                      % burn profile velocity points 
Interpol_coast(:,2) = polyval(pos_coeff,BURN(:,1));   % position  
Interpol_coast(:,3) = polyval(time_coeff,BURN(:,1));  % time  
A 7th order polynomial was used to curve fit both the coasting position and time with respect to coasting 
velocity. The polyfit function derives the constant coefficients of the graph determined by plotting coasting 
position or time vs coasting velocity and behaves exactly like the trendline option in excel. Afterwards, the 
coefficients are used in the polyval function to essentially replicate the coasting position and time graph but 
using the velocity points found in the burn profile. A 7th order polynomial allows for a very close 
approximation of the original profile due to the increased number of points for which the fitted graph must 
match the original plot exactly. It was determined that although simulation time increases with the order of 
the polynomial fit, the increase in time is inconsequentially small while the accuracy of the result is 
paramount. Throughout the entire coasting profile, the new “interpolated” coasting graph differed on 
average from the original by about 0.03 m in position and 0.005 s in time for the same instantaneous velocity 
value. In comparison, a 6th order polynomial fit varied by 0.2 m and 0.01s on average with a huge 
discrepancy at the start of the time graph of 1.2 s. Furthermore, the 7th order fit was the highest that the 
program would consistently accept without sending out error codes.   
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6.2.4 Average Velocity Calculation 
The snippet of code below shows the average velocity calculation between each instantaneous velocity 
point and the filter for erroneous answers. Since the burn profile was flipped such that the array starts off 
at the highest instantaneous velocity, subtracting the burn position from the interpolated coast position row 
by row gives the displacement between equal velocity values starting at the maximum speed. Once the time 
spent has been found using the same principle, the average velocity between the two points can be found.  
% Calculate average velocity between equal velocity points 
data(:,1) = Interpol_coast(:,2)-BURN(:,2);    % Distance Traveled [m]  
data(:,2) = Interpol_coast(:,3)-BURN(:,3);    % Time Spent [s] 
data(:,3) = 2.23694.*data(:,1)./data(:,2);    % Average Velocity [MPH] 
% Use while loop since # bad answers unknown                 
while true    
    avg_max = max(data(:,3));            % find maximum average velocity  
    m_idx = find(data(:,3) == avg_max);  % index value of V_max_avg 
    % Account for bad answers due to polynomial interpolation 
    if data(m_idx,1) < 0 && data(m_idx,2) < 0   
        data(m_idx,:) = 0;               % set row of bad answers to zero  
    else 
        break 
    end 
end  
Naturally, the average velocity is greater towards the top of the data array where the instantaneous velocity 
values are greater and gradually decreases as the velocity values approach zero. However, because the first 
few burn velocity values used in curve fitting the coast profile exist outside of the original coast profile, the 
calculated position or time can be less than that of their burn profile counterpart for some input 
combinations. This occasional mathematical error is further exacerbated by the limitations of the 
polynomial curve fitting (poor regression at the extremities) and when present, results in negative average 
speeds at the start of the data array as shown in Figure 52. This behavior is generally associated with “bad” 
or realistically infeasible input values.      
 
Figure 52. Data array with mathematical error (left) and data array under normal conditions (right). 
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For the error case shown in Figure 52, the find function used to index when the vehicle average speed dips 
below 15-mph would be triggered and report the wrong speed requirement index (SRI). This issue was 
initially resolved by taking advantage of the consistently decreasing trend after the maximum average speed. 
As shown in the seventh line of the section below, the program is set to artificially limit the search region 
to the rows following (below) the maximum average speed index, m_idx. On very rare occasions, however, 
both the displacement and time spent values can be negative and lead to a positive maximum, triggering 
the same issue with the find function. Hence, the while loop was added in the first section to set the bad 
data to zero as many times as needed before assigning m_idx to represent the position of the most positive 
average speed value found by the max function.       
if avg_max < 15.000       % B&C cycle not capable of 15.0 MPH V_avg           
    flag(j,i,k) = 3;      % set flag 
    MPG(j,i,k) = 0;       % set MPG to zero 
elseif avg_max >= 15.000  % B&C cycle capable of 15.0 MPH V_avg 
    % From top, find first 2 instances when V_avg is less than 15.0 MPH 
    % speed requirement index (SRI)  
    speed_req = find(data(m_idx:end,3)<15.000,2,'first') + m_idx - 2;  
    TF = isempty(speed_req);      % check to see if index array exists 
    if TF == 1                    % V_avg < 15.0 regardless of V_min  
        speed_req = length(data); % set SRI (V_min = 0) 
        flag(j,i,k) = 1;          % set flag 
    elseif TF == 0                % V_avg = 15.0 and V_min > 0   
        [r,~] = size(speed_req);  % determine size of index array 
        if r == 1                 % V_min very close to zero.  
            speed_req = speed_req(1); 
        else                      % account for irregularities  
            if speed_req(2)-speed_req(1) == 1  
                speed_req = speed_req(1); 
            else 
                speed_req = speed_req(2); 
            end 
        end  
        flag(j,i,k) = 2;          % set flag 
    end 
end  
If the maximum average speed of the cycle is less than 15-mph, the combination of parameters simply fails 
to meet the design criteria. Hence, the MPG is set to zero with the corresponding flag being raised. 
Otherwise, the program runs through the designated search area in the data array to determine the SRI: the 
first two instances at which the average speed dips below 15-mph. If the SRI does not exist, it indicates that 
the lowest possible average speed of the burn and coast cycle exceeds 15-mph. The program then sets Vmin 
= 0 mph and raises the corresponding flag. Further investigation is required to determine whether aiming 
for the average speed closest to 15-mph is the best strategy when it comes to this scenario. The SIMs’ 
current thought process is that with Vmin = 0 mph, the vehicle can utilize the coasting cycle to its fullest and 
decrease the overall burn time required to complete the race. Furthermore, it would make sense that 
maintaining a lower average kinetic energy corresponds to a lower fuel requirement.    
If the SRI does exist, but there is only a single instance at which the average speed dips below 15-mph 
(when r = 1), then Vmin is either practically zero under flat track conditions or other irregularities caused by 
the track profile have influenced the result. If the SRI does exist and there are two instances which are 
consecutive (when speed_req(2) - speed_req(1) = 1), then the higher value is used as the reference index. 
In the rare case when the two instances are not consecutive despite being in the search area below the 
maximum possible average speed, the lower of the two values is used as the final speed requirement for the 
same reason of utilizing the coast cycle to the fullest.   
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6.2.5 MPG Calculation 
The index of the displacement between the two velocity points that meet the 15-mph average speed 
requirement corresponds to the SRI found in the previous section as shown below. Depending on the power 
source type, the fuel or energy consumption rate in [lbm/hr] or [W] is multiplied by the time step and the 
appropriate unit conversion factors to determine the total fuel consumed during the section of the burn 
period with speeds above the minimum requirement. It’s worth noting that the gasoline density and the 
gasoline-gallon equivalent value can be found in this section and should be altered if necessary.   
distance_traveled = data(speed_req,1)/1609.344;     % [m] to [miles] 
if mech_power_type == 0     % engine 
    fuel_spent = sum(BURN(1:speed_req,4))*t_step/(6.249873397*3600);  % [gal] 
    % Using gasoline density of 46.75229969334 lbm/ft³ and  
    % conversion factor of 7.48051948 gal/ft³. 
elseif mech_power_type == 1  % motor 
    power_spent = sum(BURN(1:speed_req,4))*t_step;   % [J]  
    % using 33.41 kWh/gal gasoline-gallon equivalent, 
    fuel_spent = power_spent/(33.41*1000*3600);      % [gal] 
end 
MPG(j,i,k) = distance_traveled/fuel_spent;           % MPG      
For the full-run design tool, the distance traveled is hard coded as 6.4 miles and the total fuel consumption 
is a combination of the power source’s raw fuel consumption and the fuel penalty. The fuel penalty value 
can be adjusted within the function file as mentioned above and is multiplied by the number of times the 
burn cycle is initiated before the vehicle completes the 6.4 miles. In the case of the full-run tool, the SRI 
essentially serves to calculate how many times the power source needs to turn on by dividing 6.4 miles by 
the distance traveled during the acceptable burn and coast cycle.    
 Manufacturing the GUI Components 
The SIMs Tool was created in App Designer, an integrated environment that allows for drag-and-drop UI 
component creation and programming app behavior (e.g. actions that follow a button being pushed). The 
file that can be edited and run in the App Designer environment has the extension .mlapp. This is different 
from the packaged app (see Section 6.4.4), which can be run as an executable. Using the library provided 
in App Designer, the tool was built with components including buttons, drop-down lists, numeric input 
fields, and check boxes. Other components include labels, axes, lamps, switches, and images. There are 
also container objects such as grid layouts, tab groups, and menu bars.  
In the Concept Prototype Section, the initial GUI design was introduced. This design was combined with 
the design tool function’s capabilities to create a more finalized overall layout of the GUI. Since the 
Optimization Tool was excluded from the final design, it was converted into the Velocity Profile Tool. The 
inputs of the Velocity Profile Tool were altered slightly to reflect the changes that were made to the code 
in the function file. In addition, once the SIMs determined it would be useful to allow the user to change 
the cutoff type, engine type, and number of laps (single lap vs. full race), the input tab for the Sensitivities 
Design Tool was altered accordingly.  
The first prototype of the GUI built in App Designer was presented during CDR. It did not have much 
functional capability built in at the time but did have many app components laid out and initialized. Figure 
53 shows the initial prototype of the Optimization Tool user interface, with the left panel containing the 
inputs and the right panel containing the outputs of a study. It originally had a light gray background, and 
the input panel was to be used by both the Optimization Tool and the Sensitivities Tool.  
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Figure 53. Prototype Optimization Burn and Coast Tab in App Designer. 
This second screen shows the initial prototype of the Sensitivities Tool GUI, which offers the option for the 
user to choose ranges of vehicle parameters to test over. The inputs were initially included in the right panel, 
which also held the results of the study. In addition, there were only two results tabs for the Sensitivities 
Tab: Compute and Compare Tab and the Plots Tab. All of the components shown have their default color 
and limit settings.  
 
 Figure 54. Prototype Sensitivities Tab in App Designer. 
After further development of both function files as well as the decision to focus on the Sensitivities Tool 
and convert the Optimization Tool to a Velocity Profile Tool, the layout of the GUI was altered to 
accommodate these changes. The grid layout container objects were used to do this. 
6.3.1 Grid Layouts: Arranging and Sizing Components 
Grid layouts allow for automatic resizing multiple children components within a parent container when the 
entire window is resized (i.e. maximizing a window). It is a convenient way for components to be arranged 
within a panel or window. In the figure below, an empty grid layout is shown alongside a grid layout which 
has components arranged inside of it. 
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Figure 55. An empty grid layout (left) is filled with components, such as check boxes and labels (right). 
6.3.2 Component’s Default Settings 






- Foreground/Font Color 
- Background Color 
- Value Limits 
- Font Name 
- Font Size 
- Visible 
The overall color scheme of the app was changed soon after CDR as there was a lot of positive feedback 
for the dark color scheme used in the Road Load Coefficient Calculator. All of the components’ background 
colors were changed to black or dark gray and their text and data were changed to white. 
When the app starts up, the components are initialized with default settings that were programmed in by 
the SIMs. App Designer only allows editing of these default settings through the integrated environment; 
the code that initializes the components is generated by App Designer whenever the SIMs edit the settings 
in the environment.  
6.3.3 Advanced Component Settings 
Many of the components also have tooltips, or text bubbles that appear when the user hovers their mouse 
over a component. The text bubbles contain helpful tips on how to use the tool and what kind of inputs the 
GUI accepts. A tooltip for the minimum weight value edit field is shown below. 
 
Figure 56. A tooltip bubble appears when the user hovers over a component. 
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To minimize the user’s confusion, the interactivity of certain components are controlled. App Designer 
gives most objects the option to be Enabled and/or Editable. These features can be programmed into the 
app behavior to control user interactivity with the interface; an example of which is shown in the code 
below. 
function SDT_update_cut_type(app, type) 
% type - character array that describes the selected cut-off type 
item1 = app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Items(1);     % First item in List Box 
if strcmp(type,item1)       % Percent Cut is chosen 
          percent = 'on';         % Enable percent fields 
          burn = 'off';           % Disable burn time fieldes 
  % Update values in cutoffs array 
          app.SDT_cutoffs(1) = app.MinPercentCut.Value / 100;      
          app.SDT_cutoffs(2) = app.MaxPercentCut.Value / 100; 
          app.SDT_cutoffs(3) = 0;         % Update cutoff type 
      else                        % Burn Time is chosen 
          percent = 'off';        % Disable percent fields 
          burn = 'on';            % Enable burn time fields 
  % Update values in cutoffs array 
          app.SDT_cutoffs(1) = app.MinBurnTime.Value;      
          app.SDT_cutoffs(2) = app.MaxBurnTime.Value; 
          app.SDT_cutoffs(3) = 1;         % Update cutoff type 
      end 
      app.MinPercentCut.Enable = percent; 
      app.MaxPercentCut.Enable = percent; 
      app.MinBurnTime.Enable = burn; 
      app.MaxBurnTime.Enable = burn; 
      app.need_save = 1; 
end  
In the code above, if the “Cutoff Type” chosen is “Burn Time,” the user should only be able to input values 
for a range of “Burn Time” and not “Percent of Max Speed.” As seen in Figure 57, there are some edit fieds 
that are faded or have a grey background instead of a black background; these fields are set to be uneditable 
by the user.  
 
Figure 57. Percent Max Speed edit fields are disabled because Burn Time was selected. 
Once these functionalities were created, the more advanced aspects of the components were coded to 
allow the GUI to properly interact with the function files. This process will be explained further in the 
following section. 
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 Assembly 
Assembling the application required interfacing between all the different elements – Simulink, the function 
files, and the GUI. The Simulink files model the vehicle’s behavior and performance. The function files 
call the Simulink files to run a study with chosen parameters, which the function files receive as data from 
the GUI. The Simulink files then pass pertinent information back to the function files, which analyze the 
data to be given to the GUI, which subsequently displays the data to the user.  
At the beginning of the design process, the function files were originally scripts that started with an 
initialization of inputs and ended with creating figures to display the results of a study. In the initialization, 
the user inputs were hard coded into arrays and the script manually uploaded the engine lookup tables. 
There was no interaction with the GUI, only with the Simulink files.  
As the scripts were debugged and improved, the initialization of inputs and display of results were moved 
to the GUI code. The GUI code transforms user inputs into the proper format that was originally used by 
the scripts. After moving some code to the GUI, the script was changed to a function format, such that it 
received a set number of inputs and it produced a set number of outputs.  
In this section, the interface between Simulink and the function files will be explained, followed by the 
construction of the User Interface and the function files. 
6.4.1 Simulink Interface 
The snippet of code shown below depicts the required MATLAB syntax to initialize a Simulink file (.xlsx) 
and bring the desired outputs of the simulation from the Simulink workspace to the MATLAB workspace. 
The sim function calls the DT_Single_Run_Main.slx file, and once the simulation has terminated, grabs the 
appropriate arrays. This particular example pertains to the velocity tool.  
simDTSR = sim('DT_Single_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
w = simDTSR.get('w'); 
engine_speeds = simDTSR.get('engine_speeds'); 
torque = simDTSR.get('torque'); 
forces = simDTSR.get('forces');  
6.4.2 Receiving Inputs via the GUI 
Once most of the GUI components were built, the main functionality of the app (to receive and display 
data) was programmed in using callbacks. “A callback is a function that executes in response to some 
predefined user action, such as clicking on a graphics object or closing a figure window” [13]. 
Each of the GUI components from the App Designer library have a callback function that the SIMs changed 
to execute specific actions. Because the study requires lookup tables, like the engine dyno data, the SIMs 
added a “Choose Engine Data File” button on the interface so the user could select the desired engine file.  
 
Figure 58. Choose Engine Data File button was pushed, and the selected file is shown in the GUI. 
The callback for this button uses the built-in uigetfile( ) function, which opens a modal dialog box that 
allows the user to browse for the engine file. In this case, only a .csv or .xlsx format is accepted. Once the 
file is selected in the GUI, the file path is stored in the temporary variable filename, and the data is loaded 
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into the program’s workspace using the readtable( ) function. An example of the code that does this is 
included below. 
% Button pushed function: EngineDataBrowseButton 
    function BrowseEngineSDTPushed(app, event) 
        if overwrite_inputs(app,event)      % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
            return; 
        end 
        [file,path] = uigetfile({'*.csv; *.xlsx'},'Select Engine Data File'); 
             
        if isequal(file,0)              % If user selects 'Cancel', filename = '' 
            app.SDT_engine_file = ''; 
        else 
            filename = fullfile(path,file);     % Filename becomes full path + file 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.Value = filename;   % Display chosen file in GUI 
            try 
                % Try import Engine data from Excel spreadsheet 
                Engine_Dyno_Data = readtable(filename,'PreserveVariableNames',true);  
                app.SDT_Engine_Performance = table2array(Engine_Dyno_Data);   
                app.SDT_engine_file = filename;                 % Update engine file location 
                app.need_save = 1;                              % Raise flag - need to save 
            catch ME 
                catch_error(app,ME,'Dyno data read failed');   
                app.SDT_Engine_Performance = [];        % Empty the engine data array 
            end 
        end 
        figure(app.SIMsTool);                           % Bring the app to front 
    end  
This code also converts the table read from the spreadsheet file into an array. If it is successful, the engine 
performance array is ready to be passed to a function; if it fails to load or convert the data, the GUI code 
leaves the designated array empty and returns an error report.  
Other inputs include the vehicle parameter range values, the engine cutoff type and values, and the number 
of elements to test. Most of these inputs are received using Numerical Edit Field components. Each of these 
input fields were limited to a range of reasonable values. For example, drivetrain efficiency had to be 
between 0 and 1, with only the upper limit inclusive. This was done to prevent the user inputs from crashing 
the simulation or getting bad results. A list of the parameters and their limits are included in the table below. 












Weight [lb] 110 500 Y Y 
Wheel Radius [in.] 0 48 N Y 
Gear Ratio [ - ] 0 40 N Y 
Drivetrain Efficiency [ - ] 0 1 N Y 
Area Drag Coefficient [in.2] 300 2000 Y Y 
Bearing Coefficient [lbf-s/in.] 0 0.1 N Y 
Rolling Coefficient [ - ] 0 0.05 N Y 
Percent of Max. Speed [%] 10 100 Y Y 
Burn Time [sec] 5 300 Y Y 
Time Step [sec] 0.001 0.08 Y Y 
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Since some user actions are very similar (e.g. changing a vehicle parameter value in the Input panel), it is 
more efficient to use a single callback function that responds to multiple components. The minimum, 
maximum, and nominal parameter values are an example of this. When the value for any of these fields are 
changed, the correpsonding value in the SDT_params array which is passed to the function file must also 
change; this is demonstrated in the code below: 
function RangeValueChanged(app, event) 
obj = event.Source; 
if overwrite_inputs(app, event)     % Check if overwriting completed study 
 return; 
end 
for i = 1:7 
 for j = 1:2         % If a min or max value changed 
     if app.SDT_Input_obj(i,j) == obj 
  app.SDT_params(i,j) = obj.Value;               % Update input array 
% Calculate new nominal, update field    
app.SDT_Input_obj(i,3).Value = update_nom(app,i);    
     end 
 end 
 if app.SDT_Input_obj(i,3) == obj            % If a nominal value was changed 
     app.SDT_params(i,3) = app.obj.Value;    % Update the input array 
 end 
    end 
end  
In the startup function, multiple arrays were initialized to hold that handles that referenced components in 
the GUI. The code compares each object in the array with the component that triggered the callback function. 
If they match, the corresponding value in the SDT_params array can be changed. By utilizing this 
methodology, the number of callbacks required was reduced drastically. In this example alone, it reduced 
the number of callbacks required from 21 to 1. 
In reference to the arrays that contain object handles, there are six different object arrays (initialized using 
the built-in gobjects( ) function) that organize the components in each panel. The purpose of having these 
arrays was to keep the code modular, such that for loops could cycle through arrays to compare and update 
values. So, if in the future, a SMV member decided to add an extra test parameter, they would only need to 
change the arrays in the startup functions. 
6.4.3 GUI Transmitting Data To and From the Function Files 
The inputs and outputs required by the Sensitivities Design Tool and Velocity Profile tool that were 
presented in Section 5.5.4 will be discussed further as they pertain to callbacks. Within the callback for the 
“Calculate MPG = func(params)” Button on the Sensitivities Input tab, the inputs are reviewed for validity. 
Then, the program calls the correct function file using the code below: 
% Run the Sensitivities Design Tool function 
if strcmp(app.SDT_single_full,'Single')   
    [app.SDT_cut_array, app.SDT_vehi_param, app.SDT_MPG, app.SDT_flag] = ...  
                    Design_Tool_Single_Run_func(app.SDT_params,app.SDT_checked,... 
                            app.SDT_Engine_Performance, app.SDT_mech_pwr_type,...  
                            app.SDT_cutoffs,app.SDT_step_size, d); 
else 
    [app.SDT_cut_array, app.SDT_vehi_param, app.SDT_MPG, app.SDT_flag] = ...  
                    Design_Tool_Full_Run_func(app.SDT_params,app.SDT_checked,... 
                            app.SDT_Engine_Performance, app.SDT_mech_pwr_type,...  
                            app.SDT_cutoffs,app.SDT_step_size, d); 
end  
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For the Velocity Profile Tool, when the “Run” button is pressed, a similar procedure occurs where the 
inputs are checked for their validity and then the program calls the function. In the following snippet of 
code, the entire callback for the “Run” button is shown inlcuding the function call and subsequent actions.  
% Button pushed function: RunVPTButton 
function RunVPTButtonPushed(app, event) 
    % Check if the inputs are all valid 
    ready = VPT_ready(app); 
    if ready 
        try 
            tic            % Start a stopwatch and create a progress bar 
            d = uiprogressdlg(app.SIMsTool,'Title','Running Velocity Profile Tool',... 
                             'Message','Calculating Velocity values...',"Value",0.1); 
                     
            % Run the velocity profile tool function 
            [app.VPT_w, app.VPT_w_B, app.VPT_want, app.VPT_torque, app.VPT_forces] =  
          Velocity_Tool_func(app.VPT_params, app.VPT_cutoffs,... 
                 app.VPT_Engine_Performance, app.VPT_mech_pwr_type, app.VPT_tstep, d); 
                                                          
            % If successful, update progress bar 
            d.Value = 0.7; 
            d.Message = 'Plotting Velocity and Burn and Coast Cycles'; 
            % If successful, turn lamp green and plot data 
            app.VPT_Lamp.Color = [0 1 0]; 
            plot_VPT(app); 
        catch ME 
            catch_error(app,ME,'Error Running Velocity Profile Tool'); 
        end 
        close(d);                   % Close the progress bar 
        app.need_save = 1; 
        sim_time = num2str(toc);    % Display simulation runtime 
        app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel.Text = strcat('    Simulation Runtime:',... 
                                                {' '},sim_time,{' '},'sec.'); 
    else 
        app.VPT_Lamp.Color = [1,0,0];        % If not ready to run, lamp is red 
    end 
end  
It is of importance to note that some of the functions called, like uiprogressdlg( ), are built-in. That is, the 
MATLAB coding environemnt comes with these functions; helpful documentation can be found online on 
the MathWorks Documentation website, which provides information on what inputs are required for 
functions as well as what outputs can be obtained from them. In the code above, there are a few user-created 
functions that the SIMs created: VPT_ready( ), Velocity_Tool_func( ), and plot_VPT( ). 
- VPT_ready( ) checks the inputs for validity 
- Velocity_Tool_func( ) executes the study, interfaces with Simulink, and returns all results 
- plot_VPT( ) uses the results obtained from the above function and displays them on the plots 
A full list of user-defined functions/methods created in App Designer is included in Appendix F:. Some of 
the functions are contianed in their own separate function file (e.g. Velociy_Tool_func( )) while others are 
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included in the App Designer environemnt. For a description of how the App Designer code was debugged, 
see Section 7.3. 
6.4.4 Packaging the App 
Upon completion of the app in App Designer, there are three options for sharing the app: package as a 
MATLAB application, create a Web app, or create a stand-alone application. The first option requires the 
user to have MATLAB on their operating system, which is the most convenient alternative. The second 
option was not used by the SIMs as a more local version of the app seemed more appropriate. Finally, the 
third option does not require having a MATLAB license; however, it does require MATLAB Runtime, 
which is a standalone set of libraries that allow users to run MATLAB compiled software without a license.  
 
Figure 59. The three options available for sharing the app in App Designer. 
For students who can obtain a MATLAB license through the school, the MATLAB App is the most 
convenient option. The SIMs packaged it using the built-in complier, which creates MATLAB Installer file 
(extension .mlappinstall). In the dialogue box shown in _____ below, the SIMs adjusted the settings and 
application information.   
 
Figure 60. The packaging window in which application data can be adjusted. 
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When selecting the Share option from an open SIMsTool App, the main file was automatically selected. 
The packager then ran an analysis to search for dependent files like the Velocity_Tool_func.m file, or 
pictures like the folder icon on the Browse buttons. Sometimes, the packager did not include dependent 
files that are nested in the function files, such as the Simulink models. So, in the bottom left corner, the 
SIMs added the three required Simulink models. Then, the file information, such as the application name, 
author, and description, were written. Finally, the Package button was pressed and the appliacation was 
packaged as an .mlappinstall file.  
In order to install the app into MATLAB, the user needs to open an instance of MATLAB and go to the 
APPS Toolbar, where they can select Install App. 
 
Figure 61. Install the app from the MATLAB APPS Toolbar. 
A modal dialogue box will prompt the user to select which installation file to use; when the user chooses 
the “SMV Simulation Tool.mlappinstall” file, the SIMsTool will be installed into the Toolbar from which 
the user can then run the application. The app should appear under the MY APPS section of the Toolbar. 
 
Figure 62. SMV Simulation Tool is installed in the My Apps section and can be run from the Toolbar. 
The SIMs uploaded both the files required to compile the application as well as the packaged application 
to the SMV Google Drive folder. 
7 DESIGN VERIFICATION  
The design verification that took place during Winter quarter consisted of running tests to check off every 
engineering requirement and give it a pass/no pass confirmation. Some of the functional requirements in 
the engineering specification list were inherently satisfied due to the design of the program itself as 
explained in sections 5 and 6. A complete system check was done on every single specification after the 
product was fully developed by using the tools from the perspective of a user. A Software Failure Mode 
Effects and Analysis (SFMEA) was written to determine which failures in the software would be most 
catastrophic, and thus require the most amount of testing to ensure successful use of the program (see 
Appendix G:).  
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 Hand-Calculations 
An integral part of verifying the results of a software-based calculator is hand-calculations. For example, a 
common practice with using tools such as ANSYS or ABAQUS to perform FEA or CFD is to make sure 
that the results are within a tolerable margin of error and satisfy the boundary conditions (such as deflection) 
by doing hand calculations using the underlying physical principles. As developers of the simulation tool, 
the SIMs will verify that the calculations “under the black box” are valid and check for erroneous results.  
The results of the design and velocity tools depend on a variable time step solver used in Simulink to 
calculate consecutive acceleration, velocity, and position values and use them as feedback to continuously 
drive the simulation until some stopping point is met. The variable step solver essentially solves a single 
ordinary differential equation at a time as outlined by the blocks in Simulink and uses the results to derive 
the new inputs to the same equation. By principle it works much like an iterative process, but the simulation 
can continue even if steady state has been reached. For the functionality of the tool, the outputs are set to 
fixed steps and validating the results of every time step is significantly time-consuming. Therefore, a 
rudimentary calculator on Excel was developed such that it emulates the same dynamic behavior as the 
Simulink model.  
The prototype road load coefficient calculator shown in Section 5.6.1 serves as a basis for validation. Using 
the same road load equations, the calculator was able to solve for the exact input coefficients for which the 
simulated coast down data was generated from. Therefore, the SIMs can confirm that the coasting model 
of the vehicle in Simulink is true to the governing equations. As far as the burn cycle is concerned, the 
output torque of the simulation practically mirrors the empirical engine dyno results. As shown in Figure 
63, regardless of the input design parameters, the output torque of the engine is solely a function of engine 
speed. It’s worth noting that the engine (vehicle) speeds over time, however, does depend on the design 
parameters.  
 
Figure 63. Overlaid plot of simulated and empirical engine power curves. 
 Run Time Test 
Starting through the engineering requirement checklist, the runtime of the tool must be less than a minute. 
Since the runtime gives the user their first initial impression of the overall tool, it is very important that it 
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is minimized for user satisfaction. While runtime is highly dependent on hardware capabilities, the program 
should at least be runnable on a school computer. Therefore, the simulation will be tested using a campus 
computer in one of the engineering labs or on an equivalent computer to make sure the speed is consistently 
under the minute requirement. The program will be tested for acceptable step sizes by decreasing the 
solver’s step size until the program takes over a minute to finish running. Then, the step size will be 
increased until the simulation cannot converge within 2%.  
MathWorks provides documentation about system requirements and recommendations (see References or 
Appendix I: for link). With a slower disk speed comes an overall slower MATLAB start-up time. Disk 
speed is an important factor when the program is running if the “application’s performance profile is 
dominated by file I/O” [14]. To improve the performance for a faster runtime, a solid-state drive or RAID 
can be used. The computer’s memory also plays a major role in keeping the run time low. MATLAB has a 
minimum RAM requirement of 4GB and recommends 8GB of RAM. Therefore, if the verification fails for 
this requirement then the team will need to go back into the tool and alter it to use less of the computer’s 
memory along with altering the step size to see what range works best. 
 
Figure 64. Velocity tool runtimes increase with a decreased time step. 
When the SIMs ran multiple tests, they noticed that the velocity tool would sometimes crash, or become 
very slow after about 15 studies. After some troubleshooting, they concluded that the bug was either due to 
the graphics objects’ settings being reset too many times, or that some data is being overwritten 
unnecessarily. At the very worst, the velocity tool crashed after 10 different sets of inputs; it ran 25 in a row 
at its best. The SIMs determined the easiest and quickest course of action if this happens is to close the tool 
and run a new instance of the app. 
As planned, the simulation runtime was tested at different solver step sizes. The smallest time step size 
tested was 0.002 second, which took about over a minute to run. Some runs took almost two minutes to 
complete. The largest step size tested was 1 second, but this caused the simulation to crash, so a few step 
sizes smaller than 1 second were tested, from 0.8s to 0.9s. The results showed the maximum allowable step 
size was around 0.8. As a result, the GUI only accepts a user input of 0.001 to 0.8 second for a time step 
size. Figure 65 shows the results of multiple runs with recorded step-sizes and corresponding simulation 
runtimes. The data from these runs are included in Appendix H:. 
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It is of importance to note that the simulation runtimes do depend on the computer’s performance. There 
was a noticeable difference during testing when the computer went into battery saver mode compared to 
when it was plugged in. When it was plugged in, sometimes the simulation runtime decreased up to 60%.  
 
Figure 65. Simulation runtime as a function of the solver's time step size. 
 Troubleshooting and Error Codes 
While the SIMs were building and debugging the GUI in App Designer, they built a method to aid in 
locating and fixing errors, which will also be useful in the case of future development. The GUI is 
programmed to display error dialgoues. One of the user-defined functions in the app is catch_error( ) which 
is called when any action in a try-catch sequence throws an error. An MException object is generated when 
an error is thrown, and the catch section passes ME to catch_error( ), which then proceeds to display the 
location of the error source (the last two locations traced through the stack) and the cause of the error.  The 
function is displayed below. 
function catch_error(app, ME, title) 
    msg = "[1] " + ME.stack(1).name + ", line:" + num2str(ME.stack(1).line); 
    msg1 = "[2] " + ME.stack(2).name + ", line:" + num2str(ME.stack(2).line); 
    msg2 = strcat(ME.message,'\n',msg,'\n',msg1); 
    uialert(app.SIMsTool,sprintf(msg2), title); 
end  
 Average Vehicle Speed Test 
The design tool and the velocity tool are specifically tailored to meet the 15-mph average speed requirement. 
As explained in sections 5 and 6, if the burn and coast cycle from some combination of parameters fails to 
meet the 15-mph average speed requirement, the MPG for the combination is set to zero as to not crash the 
program and flag = 3. If the burn and coast cycle meet the 15-mph average speed requirement by 
maintaining some minimum speed, flag = 2 and the MPG is calculated following the method detailed in 
section 6. Similarly, if the burn and coast cycle exceed the 15-mph average speed requirement, flag = 1 and 
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 Repeatability Test 
The repeatability test initially required running the same study multiple times such that there is less than a 
1% difference in the MPG for an acceptable burn and coast cycle. The team expected there to be some 
differences between the runs due to the tool being a numerical solver. However, when comparing the results 
of the design tool with the velocity tool, the MPG values matched exactly for a given set of parameters. 
Moreover, when running the design tool with the same input multiple times, every output data point 
matched exactly with the corresponding data point of previous studies. The repeatability of the design tool 
within a single study can also be seen when looking at the comparison of multiple overlaid results as seen 
in Figure 40. When looking at the overlaid graphs generated from varying different parameters using the 
same speed cut off value, it’s clear that all the graphs converge at a single point where the all input 
parameters are equal to the nominal before splitting off again. Due to the structure of the design tool, the 
resulting MPG from the combination of nominal values is calculated for every parameter that the user 
decides to study (i.e. if the user decides to run the study for mass, drag coefficient, and gear ratio, nominal 
MPG is calculated three times). This repeated result evident in Figure 39 where the values of MPG6 are all 
equal to 2178.90169.         
 Interpretation of Results 
The following section provides a brief overview on the results of the sensitivity analysis with the intent to 
help the reader understand why certain trends exist. The interpretation of the results will also serve as a 
sanity check on the vehicle performance model that the SIMs have developed by comparing it against the 
physical behaviors once can expect to see on an actual prototype vehicle. It’s worth mentioning that the 
following analysis relies heavily on performance values that have not been empirically validated and that a 
change in such values may lead to drastically different results. The focus of the reader should be 
familiarizing themselves with the underlying biases of the model as well as understanding which features 
need to be scrutinized and which features can be ignored.   
To start off, the results of the design tool confirm some of the behaviors already known. In all cases, a 
decrease in mass and road load coefficients leads to an increase in fuel efficiency. Similarly, an increase in 
the overall drive train efficiency also leads to an increase in fuel efficiency. The former simply decreases 
the magnitude of the resistive forces while the latter increases the magnitude of the drive force. When it 
comes to the development of any vehicle, it has been proven that a lighter, aerodynamic vehicle with greater 
power conversion and transmission efficiency has the superior mileage.  
The most interesting aspect of the results are the trends in the speed cutoff values, gear ratio, and wheel 
radius along with how these three parameters interact with each other. Long story short, the purpose of 
this entire final project and the simulation tools boil down to the fact that the speed cutoff values, 
gear ratio, and wheel radius need to be optimized together as a set. It’s worth mentioning that a higher 
gear ratio entails faster acceleration due to the increased torque but limits the top speed of the vehicle. A 
greater wheel radius does the exact opposite in that since the drive torque is divided by the radius, the drive 
force is decreased while the top speed of the vehicle is increased.  
For the single-run design tool, using the “percent max” option always reports that a lower engine cut-off 
value has the superior fuel mileage. This trend is inherently biased and may mislead the user into missing 
the big picture. The energy conversion efficiency is significantly lower towards the vehicle’s top speed due 
to how the drag force increases by velocity squared. That is to say, it takes a lot more effort to produce the 
same change in velocity at higher speeds than at lower speeds. With more useful work being done by the 
power source at low speeds, the single-run design tool favors the lower cut off speeds. 
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Figure 66. Comparison of single run (left) vs full run (right) results using percent max option. 
Because the total distance that the vehicle needs to travel is not accounted for in the single run tool, it reports 
that cutting off the engine at 50% of the maximum possible speed is more fuel efficient. However, the 
results of the full run tool say otherwise because it accounts for the added losses from turning the engine 
back on every burn. It’s also worth mentioning again that the current fuel penalty value is an estimate and 
that if the fuel penalty was insignificant, perhaps in the case of an electric motor, a low cut off speed may 
still be superior.   
The full run tool has limitations of its own that are exacerbated with the percent max option. In particular, 
the results seen in Figure 66 are concerning since it inherently does not make sense for a vehicle with the 
higher mass to have the higher fuel efficiency. 
 
Figure 67. Discrepancy between full run result using percent max to real life expectation. 
The cause of this seemingly blatant “error” is simply that with a lower mass, the vehicle accelerates faster, 
and when the exact same speed is used to cut the engine for both cases, the lighter vehicle travels less 
distance during its burn cycle. Because the overall distance traveled per cycle is smaller, the lower mass 
vehicle requires an additional burn and is penalized with the fuel penalty, leading to an inferior fuel 
efficiency. If the nominal rolling resistance coefficient was higher, the decrease in the MPG value may be 
less severe or even non-existent as less distance would be traveled during the coasting cycle for the heavier 
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vehicle. However, for this particular example and certainly in most cases, the drag force dominates the 
curvature of the coasting profile. Similar “noisy” trends can be found in the full run results of the other six 
parameters using the percent max option where additional burn cycles required by superior parameters lead 
to a lower reported fuel efficiency.  
What’s important to take away from this is the fact that even with a superior combination of parameters, 
poor driving strategy can take away significantly from the overall fuel efficiency of the vehicle. Simple 
repetition of burn and coast cycles that meet the 15-mph requirement is far from an ideal driving technique. 
A “smart” control method/driving technique within the program where the final burn and coast cycle of a 
full run is adjusted such that the vehicle speed is zero right at the finish line may mitigate such misleading 
answers by improving the overall results of the simulation and serve as a starting point for the optimization 
tool.  
Using the “burn time” option can also mitigate the issue of a noisy full run result, especially with longer 
burn times that lead to a greater distance covered per cycle. Under the same conditions, burn times that 
allow the vehicle to reach terminal velocity and maintain it for some period of time extends the “smooth” 
region as seen in Figure 68 by effectively increasing the range of the design parameter that can finish the 
6.4 miles with the same number of burns.  
 
Figure 68. Results of a full run study using burn time. 
The study shown in Figure 68 uses the same exact input parameters as that of Figure 67 while using burn 
time instead of percent max to determine the engine cut off point. Similar to the results of Figure 67, the 
dip in the 30 second graph indicates an added fuel penalty. However, the behavior is much more intuitive 
to understand as the inferior combination lead to an increase in the number of burns. When using time as 
the ultimate reference point instead of terminal velocity, the lighter vehicle accelerates faster and maintains 
a higher average velocity for longer during the burn portion of its cycle. Therefore, the issue with shorter 
distances per cycle are no longer present and instead manifests for the inferior combination of parameters. 
However, it’s important to understand that the reduction of noise in the results is only true for moderately 
long burn times where the vehicle can reach speeds close to its max. Even if the distance per cycle is greater 
for superior combinations, as shown in Figure 69. Noise in full run (right) at low burn times despite superior 
MPG/cycle in single run (left)., full run studies with shorter burn times still lead to the same issue with 
noise due to the lack of the aforementioned smart feature and the forced burns whenever the vehicle reaches 
the minimum velocity for the cycle during coasting.  
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Figure 69. Noise in full run (right) at low burn times despite superior MPG/cycle in single run (left). 
In general, using the burn time option is recommended over the percent max option for the design tool since 
the trends are much easier to interpret and the results are more readily applicable. As Professor Mello 
mentioned during CDR, using burn time as a driving technique is more intuitive to follow for the driver as 
compared to some velocity value.  
The combined effect of the flatline fuel consumption rate and the 3 main parameters, burn time, gear ratio, 
and wheel radius, is discussed based on the figures shown below. The wheel radius is given in units of 
meters with the nominal value equal to 0.313 m or 12 in. All the graphs were calculated under the same 
input conditions while varying only the flatline fuel consumption rate, ENG_fuel_lower_limit, as outlined 
in the adjustable parameters section in 6.2.1. Starting with the first row, the fuel consumption rate 
corresponds to 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 lbm/hr.   
 
(Figure continued on next page) 




Figure 70. The effects of terminal fuel consumption rate and burn time on single run MPG results for 
wheel radius and gear ratio. 
Except for the last row, it’s clear that with a reasonable fuel consumption rate at the engine’s terminal speed, 
the wheel radius and gear ratio both have local maximums for each burn time graph. It’s natural that since 
the power source is limited, there needs to be a balance between the overall drive force and vehicle speed, 
the power variables for a translational system. The power variables are directly controlled by the gear ratio 
and wheel radius as they both serve to amplify or reduce the torque and rotational speed (power variables 
for a rotational system) from the source.   
For the first two rows in Figure 70, the cause of the decreasing trend in fuel efficiency as the wheel radius 
reaches its minimum value can be attributed to the cause responsible for decreasing the fuel efficiency as 
the gear ratio reaches its maximum value. With smaller wheel radii (WR) and higher gear ratios (GR) the 
acceleration of the vehicle is much faster, but at the expense of the top speed being low. This results in a 
relatively high minimum speed requirement to maintain the 15-mph average and a correspondingly high 
duty cycle of the burn phase. As seen with the linear trends in the last row of Figure 70, a low terminal fuel 
consumption rate completely bypasses the issue of the prolonged burn duty cycle as maintaining the top 
speed becomes “cheaper”. In contrast, with larger wheel radii and lower gear ratios, the acceleration of the 
vehicle is compromised for the sake of top speed. The vehicle requires a relatively expensive fuel 
consumption rate over a longer period as dictated by the engine dyno data. A comparison of these different 
phenomena using the velocity and fuel consumption rate profiles shown below makes evident the cause of 
the decreased fuel efficiency in the non-optimal regions.  





Figure 71. Velocity profile and fuel consumption rate of low GR/high WR (1st), high GR/low WR (2nd), 
high GR/low WR with low terminal fuel consumption rate (3rd).  
The values for the low GR/high WR and the high GR/low WR combinations shown in the first two rows 
were chosen specifically to yield a similar fuel efficiency. It’s evident that their burn and coast cycles differ 
significantly in all aspects including acceleration, top speed, fuel consumption, duty cycle, and distance 
traveled. When looking at the plots in the right column, the area under the red curve to the right of the 
dotted Vmin line represents the total amount of fuel consumed during each cycle. A larger area directly 
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correlates to more fuel spent during the burn phase. Since the driving force is decreased despite having to 
reach a higher speed, the acceleration phase of low GR/high WR combination takes longer, and the vehicle 
requires more fuel input to achieve a final state of higher kinetic energy. In the case of the high GR/low 
WR vehicle, although the fuel consumption is significantly less than that of the low GR/high WR vehicle 
due to the decreased kinetic energy requirement, distance traveled per cycle is very low, and a considerable 
discrepancy between the results of the single run study and that of the full run study will be seen as 
mentioned in section 5.2.2. The velocity profile of the second and third rows are exactly the same, because 
both studies used the exact same input parameters accessible through the GUI. However, a lower terminal 
fuel consumption rate as seen in the third row of Figure 71 results in the MPG being 2.5 times greater for 
the same burn and coast cycle.  
Striking a balance between acceleration and top speed is crucial in optimizing the vehicle and its 
performance on track. The trends in the different burn time graphs in the second row of Figure 70 indicate 
that the local maxima for the wheel radius and gear ratio are directly dependent on burn time and the flatline 
fuel consumption rate by extension. Note how the graphs for different burn times cross over each other at 
some point. For a smaller wheel radius, it makes sense that using a shorter burn time will maximize the 
benefits of its quick acceleration while for a bigger wheel radius, a longer burn time to utilize the “cheap 
energy” from the comparatively low terminal fuel consumption rate is favorable. A similar train of thought 
applies for the gear ratio where the short, quick burns are preferred for high gear ratios and longer burns 
are preferred for lower gear ratios. In all cases, the results of the design tool depend on the nominal value 
used for not only the flatline fuel consumption rate, but the other design parameters. Note how the peak of 
each graph does not correspond to the nominal value used for the calculation of the other. It’s also crucial 
to double check the results of a single run study with that of a full run study.   
As a side note, for more intuitive visualization and comprehension of the resultant trends, outputting the 
results as a surface plot instead of multiple overlaid graphs can prove to be beneficial.   
 
Figure 72. Surface plot of wheel radius (left) and gear ratio (right) to visualize MPG trends. 
Figure 72 shows how MPG results can be visualized as a surface plot instead of overlaid graphs. The results 
shown in the surface plots were generated using the same vehicle design parameters and terminal fuel 
consumption rate as that in the second row of Figure 70. 
 Final Verification 
The final verification will consist of the SMV team taking the vehicle out to a flat test track to confirm the 
results of the simulation. The location of this test track has not been determined but will most likely take 
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place at the Santa Maria Airport where the SMV team usually conducts their driver training. Comparing 
the results of a simulation for uphill and downhill conditions will prove to be challenging as it is difficult 
to accurately measure slope. However, along with the coast down test, a verification of the model is needed 
to improve the design tool’s accuracy and comprehensively validate the current model.  
There is no final verification plan to test the vehicle, at least not by the SIMs. The final product was 
introduced to the SMV team during a meeting where the SIMs gave a basic training process. It’s important 
that the SMV team is comfortable with the product since the SIM team will leave after graduation. The 
SMV team will be taking the vehicle out for more testing before their competition and this will be a perfect 
time for them to test out the program. The SIMs don’t necessarily need everyone in the club to be able to 
use and navigate the product which is why they gave the crash course specifically to a couple of well 
invested club members.  
As far as program verification, this was an ongoing process throughout the entirety of the implementation 
and design process. Constant debugging took place to fix errors as they occurred. Once the coding process 
was complete and was up and running without any errors then the verification process began for each 
individual model. Each engineering requirement component was checked to ensure they could all run 
functionally on their own. Next, each individual component’s interaction with one another underwent the 
verification process, leading into the verification of the overall program. To verify the overall program, the 
team went through each engineering requirement in the table, confirming that all tools and components are 
satisfactory.   
8 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Deliverable Lead Due Date 
Project Update to Sponsor Sung Ho An Winter 2020 – Week 1 
Testing Review Kimi Kodama Fall 2019 – Week 10 
Final Design Report Justice Aragon Winter 2020 – Week 10 
 
 Team Roles  
To achieve the goal at hand and to ensure steady production, roles have been assigned to keep the team on 
task and to avoid any overlap of tasks. Sung Ho An is the communications officer; all inquiries are directed 
through him when it comes to communicating with the sponsor. Kimi Kodama is responsible for keeping 
the organization of the group as far as maintaining the OneDrive files, Gantt chart and chats through Slack. 
Justice Aragon is responsible for keeping track of hard copy notes during meetings and being a stress 
mediator. As a team the goal is to work together through all forms of testing, analysis, and implementing 
the simulation. It is important for the team to keep good communication, which is done through forms of 
group messaging, linked google calendars, and team bonding.  
When going into Fall and Winter Quarter, the responsibilities became distributed according to each team 
members’ strengths. Sung became in charge of the MATLAB coding, which includes all the Simulink and 
mathematical implementations. Kimi was responsible for the GUI code view and designing the layout of 
road load coefficient calculator. Justice took on the task of writing up the user manual and implemented the 
design layout of the Sensitivities Design Tool from the prototype drawings.  
 Timeline  
In addition to having project roles, the team followed a timeline with deadlines that are accessible through 
a Gantt chart shown in Appendix J:. The Gantt chart includes major deadlines referred to as a milestone. 
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The major milestones for spring quarter were the Preliminary Design Review (PDR) report and presentation. 
Milestones for fall quarter include the Critical Design Review (CDR) along with the Design starting the 
Sensitivities module. Finally, the milestone for winter quarter is the complete, finalized program and the 
Final Design Report (FDR).  
The plans for fall quarter were altered and updated from the PDR to accommodate the changes in testing 
dates and changes in scope. The club pushed their vehicle testing to the beginning of Winter quarter on 
February 14th, therefore the SIMs made sure to know what data and measurements would be needed from 
the testing. As the SIMs are no longer incorporating cornering as a constraint, there will not be cornering 
research or testing, and there will be an empty module for cornering dynamics for possible development of 
the tool by future students. In addition, it was determined that building the code as separate modules before 
integrating them into an overall program would be a more efficient and effective method of creating the 
program. This allows for easier debugging and locating errors in code. Before combining modules, each 
can be tested separately with hard-coded input values to test for correct calculated outputs.  
So, it is important that the smaller tools are finished by the end of January, including the Road Load 
Calculator, Track Data tool, and Engine Tool. The templates for these will also be completed by the end of 
the quarter. In addition, there will be an emphasis placed on completion of the Sensitivities Tool.  
The focus of Winter Quarter in January/February is completing the Design Tool for the burn and coast 
velocity profile and integrating the Velocity Tool. Furthermore, the structure of data exchange was built, 
and the outline of the user manual was written. The team had set a goal to begin integrating the optimization 
module with the rest of the program by the end of February. March is devoted to completing the user manual 
and conducting validation testing, along with polishing up all the tools. All aspects of the program are 
integrated, and the modules will be successfully communicating and exchanging data. A table summarizing 
the project timeline is provided below.  
Table 6. Timeline Summary with Objectives 
Date Objectives 
Feb 14 Santa Maria Airport testing (canceled due to rear hub) 
Jan mid Road Load Tool, Track Tool, Engine Tool 
Jan end 
Individual modules built – focus on Design Tool 
Design Tool verification  
Feb start 
Begin building data exchange skeleton 
Begin writing user manual 
Feb end 
Velocity Tool built 
Integrate Velocity Tool module 
March 
User manual complete 
Integrate modules completed 
Validation testing 
March end Final Design Review + Report 
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9 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
The goal of this senior project is to develop an easy-to-use sensitivities analysis tool to help the Cal Poly 
Supermileage team maximize fuel efficiency on their internal combustion and battery electric vehicles. The 
simulation’s primary purpose is to determine the optimum combination of system level parameters while 
being able to consider uphill, flat, and downhill profiles. The tool is easy to use for a Cal Poly undergrad 
with little to no experience in vehicle design or MATLAB and allows the user to quickly familiarize 
themselves and start producing results. The design, manufacturing, and validation sections have been 
written out in detail to ensure that with the information provided by this final project report, the program is 
not only easy to use but also easy to modify, diagnose errors, and interpret results.  
The purpose of the design tool is to run a sensitivity analysis on multiple different combinations of 
parameters at a time. The single run design tool isolates the effects of changing a single parameter at a time 
and outputs MPG/cycle as the final result after determining an appropriate minimum velocity to maintain 
a 15-mph average burn and coast cycle. The full run design tool looks at the fuel efficiency resulting from 
using the cycle found in the single run tool across the distance required by the fuel efficiency competitions 
by taking the fuel penalty into consideration. The velocity tool exists to validate the results of the design 
tools and help the user understand why certain trends exist. The three tools should be used in conjunction 
to perform sanity checks and expose the biases that may be present in the results of any given tool as each 
tool is unique in its set of advantages and limitations. For most applications, everything can be accessed 
through the GUI which allows the user to input ranges or nominal values of vehicle parameters and gives 
them full reign on variables that determine the coarseness of results and simulation time. To run a study 
using a sloped track profile or to change certain power source performance characteristics, amongst others, 
the MATLAB function files must be accessed. 
The program can accept empirical dyno data for both a combustion engine and an electric motor. The basic 
principles of mechanical power transmission and the effects of the resistive road loads are appropriately 
modeled as part of the vehicle performance. The vehicle model developed in Simulink is compartmentalized 
into multiple subsystems and the MATLAB scripts are well documented such that modifications can be 
easily made as necessary. In this final stage of development, the program still lacks some features and 
functionality that can help to improve the simulation tool’s accuracy and modularity. A recommended 
feature to the ICE model would be the addition of a proper clutch subsystem where the dynamics of a 
centrifugal clutch is considered. However, this issue can also be completely bypassed using data from a 
transient pull test with the centrifugal clutch at the input shaft to the dyno. A proper dynamometer test, 
complete with equivalent rotational inertia within the range of what the engine is expected to see when 
mounted to the vehicle will significantly improve the functionality of the simulation. As it stands, the lack 
of empirical data regarding key engine performance characteristics and the prototype vehicle’s road load 
coefficients contribute to the overall lack of accuracy. Specific tests should be developed and performed 
under the correct conditions to acquire the desired values. Using validated inputs will allow the simulation 
to not only reflect general trends, but also report accurate results.  
As far as improvements to the program are concerned, the optimization tool using dynamic programming 
outlined in the design section would be the most ideal as it would employ a smart control method regardless 
of track profile. However, there are much simpler, incremental approaches to improving fuel efficiency 
through driving strategy as mentioned in the results verification section. For starters, the addition of a smart 
control method in the full run design tool that automatically adjusts the final burn and coast cycle to force 
the vehicle velocity to zero at the finish line would significantly improve the noise present in the full run 
studies. Some minor improvements could involve parametrizing more variables that could be subject to 
change in future competitions and making them accessible through the GUI so that it’s easier to adjust for 
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the user. Although there are no issues with having multiple function files, it would be easy and preferable 
to combine the single run and full run design tools into one function file. A more comprehensive vehicle 
performance model can also be developed with the addition of design parameters involving vehicle 
geometry such that it considers cornering effects like roll over and further tailor the driving strategy to a 
specific track.   
Based on the initial studies that the SIMs have conducted while developing the design tool, the 3 most 
important parameters to optimize as a set are the gear ratio, wheel radius, and burn time. As mentioned in 
the interpretation of results in Section 7, in contrast to the other design parameters that require either the 
lowest or highest value possible, local maxima do exist for these 3 parameters. One option to mitigate the 
issue with non-ideal gear ratio and wheel radii combinations would be the use of a cassette sprocket such 
that the drive wheels can receive greater input torque when required without having to sacrifice the top 
speed of the vehicle. While trying to optimize power transmission and driving strategy, it’s also very 
important to stay true to the basics such as decreasing road loads through streamlining the vehicle and 
improving transmission efficiency through proper bearing fits and chain/wheel alignments.  
Changes to the GUI are possible, but not necessary, though there is room for improvement. If the SMV 
club wants to further develop the GUI, they should employ someone who is familiar with object-based 
programming. App Designer is a relatively new environment within MATLAB and is frequently being 
updated, so more capability may be possible in the future. The user interface and functions could be altered 
to study more vehicle parameters; this would require changing the function files, the code in App Designer, 
and possibly the Simulink models. In addition, if a GUI is created for an Optimization tool, it could be 
added to the current app or be built separately. Either option works. The function files and App Designer 
code have been attached in Appendix K. They are also available to SMV members through the Google 
Drive, along with other important documentation.  
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APPENDIX A:  FULL LIST OF CUSTOMER NEEDS AND WANTS 
Needs List (for simulation tool): 
1. Be compatible for undergrad level user (provide a user manual) 
2. Well visualized data for comprehension 
3. Give desired burn-and-coast cycle based on input parameters 
4. Rollover calculation for corners and fuel consumption 
5. Uphill/downhill stability and fuel consumption 
6. Energy consumption for best fit shape of shell that will contribute best for aerodynamic drag 
7. Overall mass (possibly limits on weight certain sub-systems)  
Wants List (for vehicle integration):  
1. Updated speed sensor for more accurate reading 
* SMV team has decided to take on these two projects 
2. Flow meter to measure gas flowrate  
* The ICE senior project team has decided to take on this project 
3. A way for the team to compile a full script the day of seeing the track by picking and choosing 
mini scripts to make a whole. Example would be the team seeing 3 hills and a flat path and going 
to the program and picking three uphill scripts and one flat path in the order that they need. 
4. Driver aid/visualization to execute burn-and-coast properly (possibly an automated cycle like 
cruise control or simple visual cue) 
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APPENDIX B:  FULL LIST OF ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS AND 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Functional Requirements 
1. Accepts the following inputs: 
A. Vehicle + ride weight in lbf – numerical entry 
B. Wheel radius in inches – numerical entry 
C. Gear ratio (dimensionless) – numerical entry 
D. Gear efficiency (dimensionless) – numerical entry, decimal values between 0-1 
E. Road load coefficients: 
i. Aero Drag Coefficient, Cd  
ii. Rolling Resistance Coefficient, Crr 
iii. Bearing Resistance Coefficient, CB 
F. Track profile (slope and curvature vs. position)  
G. Power curve (best fit trendline from discrete points)  
2. Output data in US standard units 
3. The simulation must calculate maximum and minimum allowable speeds  
4. The simulation must utilize bang-bang controller dynamics (Either full or zero throttle) 
5. Output screens: 
A. Summary Tab:  
i. Optimized Burn-and-coast cycle 
ii. Overall Fuel Consumption 
iii. Average Speed 
iv. Velocity vs. Position Plot, Simulation Runtime 
v. Option: Save Previous Run (opens Convert Data Tab)  
B. Fuel Consumption Tab:  
i. MPG vs. Time plot 
ii. MPG vs. Lap Position plot 
iii. Plots overlaid on burn-and-coast cycle 
iv. Option to overlay on track data 
C. Speed Data Tab: 
i. Vehicle Speed vs. Time plot 
ii. Vehicle Speed vs. Lap Position plot 
iii. Option to overlay on burn-and-coast cycle 
iv. Option to overlay on track data 
D. Export Data Tab: 
i. Option to choose which data to export 
ii. Data outputs to a csv file 
iii. Destination folder can be chosen 
E. Plot Data Tab: 
i. User chooses x-axis and primary and secondary y-axes 
F. Sensitivities Tab: 
i. Comparison of parameter fuel consumption sensitivities (per MPG) 
ii. Parameters: mass, wheel radius, road load coefficients, gear ratio, gear efficiency, power 
curves 
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Non-Functional Requirements 
1. The simulation program must be on a platform that is easily accessible for Cal Poly students: 
MATLAB 
2. The runtime of the simulation should be less than one (1) minute  
3. The simulation must be fault tolerant and robust – must include error codes in the case the 
simulation fails to converge. 
4. Must make efficient use of computer memory. 
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APPENDIX C:  QFD (HOUSE OF QUALITY)  
QFD: House of Quality 
Project: Simulation and Design Tool (SIMs Senior Project) 
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APPENDIX D:  PUGH MATRIX 
Option A Option B Option C Option D 
• User supplies burn-
and-coast as in put 
• Requires vehicle 
parameter and track 
inputs 
• Outputs overall fuel 
consumption 
• Option A  
• Outputs various 
curve plots with 
significant 
numerical values 
taken away from 
plots/graphs  
• Option A 
• Comparison tool 
for different graphs 
• Outputs in both 
Metric and English 
units 
• Requires vehicle 
parameter and track 
inputs 
• Outputs a burn-
and-coast cycle 
(optimized) 
• Includes separate 






Option A Option B Option C Option D 
Usability 0 - - - + 
Ease of Use 0 s s s + 
Applicability 0 - - - + 
User Interaction 0 - s + + 
Versatility 0 - - + + 
∑+ 0 0 0 2 5 
∑- 0 4 3 2 0 
∑s 0 1 3 1 0 
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APPENDIX E:  SOFTWARE BILL OF MATERIALS 
License Version(s) Type 
MATLAB 
• App Designer 
• Global Optimization 
Toolbox 
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APPENDIX F:  LIST OF USER-DEFINED FUNCTIONS IN APP DESIGNER 
nom = update_nom( app, i ) 
- i: The index of the parameter that needs to be updated (e.g. 1 is weight, 2 is gear ratio, etc.) 
- nom: The nominal value calculated as the average of the minimum and maximum values 
- If a minimum or maximum value is changed, the function checks that the minimum is less than 
the maximum before calculating the new nominal value as the average of the two values. The 
calculated value is returned to the invoking script and is updated within the SDT_params array. 
x = overwrite_inputs( app, event ) 
- event: The Event data that is automatically passed to all the callbacks (i.e. Source, Previous 
Value, Current Value, etc.) 
- x: A Boolean that indicates an overwrite has been approved by the user. 
- The function checks if a study has been run successfully (the corresponding lamp is green) when 
the user tries to change an input. If a study has already been run, a confirmation dialogue box asks 
the user if they are sure they would like to overwrite the inputs. If the user confirms ‘OK’, the 
lamp turns grey and the user can continue. If the user selects ‘Cancel’, the lamp remains green 
and the input value returns to its original value.   
SDT_update_cut_type( app, type ) 
- type: The type of cutoff that has been chosen by the user (e.g. Percent of Max Speed) within the 
Sensitivities Design Tool Inputs tab. 
- If the cutoff type is changed, the selected cutoff type’s corresponding edit fields are enabled (and 
the de-selected cutoff type is disabled), and the SDT_cutoffs array is updated with the two cutoff 
values as well as the cutoff type. 
VPT_upate_cut_type( app, type ) 
- type: The type of cutoff that has been chosen by the user (e.g. Percent of Max Speed) within the 
Velocity Profile Tool Inputs tab. 
- If the cutoff type is changed, the selected cutoff type’s corresponding edit field is enabled (and 
the de-selected cutoff type is disabled), and the VPT_cutoffs array is updated with the cutoff 
value as well as the cutoff type. 
ready = SDT_ready( app ) 
- ready: A Boolean that is set if all the SDT inputs pass their validity checks. 
- When the “Calculate MPG” button is pressed, this function checks for the validity of all the 
inputs before attempting to pass then to the Design Tool function file. It checks that all minimum 
values are less than their maximum values, and it verifies that a valid engine data table has been 
loaded. 
ready = VPT_ready( app ) 
- ready: A Boolean that is set if all the VPT inputs pass their validity checks. 
- When the “Run” button is pressed, this function checks for the validity of all the inputs before 
attempting to pass then to the Velocity Tool function file. It verifies that a valid engine data table 
has been loaded. 
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plot_SDT( app ) 
- This function plots the MPG vs. parameter data (at each cutoff value) in their individual plots, 
located in the first two tabs in the Sensitivities Design Tool results. It also creates legends for 
each of the plots. 
plot_comparison( app ) 
- This function plots the MPG vs. parameter data at a single cutoff value for each parameter 
overlaid on one plot (for the purpose of comparing trends). Its x-axis is the index of the 
parameters tested, and its y-axis is fuel consumpiton in MPG. This function is called when a 
successful SDT study is run as well as whenever the user updates which plots they would like to 
compare. 
plot_VPT( app ) 
- This function creates four plots from the results of a VPT study. The first two are located in the 
first tab of the VPT panel and show the velocity and the burn and coast cycles over time for a 
single cycle and for a full race. The third plot contains fuel consumption and engine data over 
time. The fourth plot shows the resistive loads (road load forces) over time. 
min_max_MPGs( app ) 
- When an SDT study is run, the minimum and maximum fuel consumption for each parameter is 
found and displayed in the Compute and Compare Tab. 
autopop_data( app, file, inputs_SDT, inputs_VPT, outputs_SDT, outputs_VPT ) 
- This function is called from the startup function if there are arguments passed to a new app 
instance (i.e. user opens an existing file) and auto-populates fields with the values from the file 
that was selected. 
update_all_data( app ) 
- This function updates all the data that is necessary to save and open a file, including the inputs 
and outputs of both tools. 
catch_error( app, ME, title) 
- ME: The MException object that is caught whenever an error is thrown in MATLAB. It contains 
information about where the error occurred as well as what caused it. 
- title: The title of an error dialogue window. 
- When an error is thrown while executing some of the callbacks (specifically, the callbacks with 
more code that call other function files), this function creates an error dialgoue box that displays 
the MException message. It also shows the 2 most recent locations where the error was traced 
from on the stack. 
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APPENDIX G:  FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS (FMEA) 
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APPENDIX H:  RUNTIME DATA 
Time 
Step [s] 
Simulation Runtime [s] 
Averages Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 
0.0015 134.314 148.1451 120.4828 - - 
0.0018 102.140 108.7704 95.5094 - - 
0.0019 88.702 107.7545 69.6501 - - 
0.002 71.186 41.4164 94.8811 81.1331 92.0289 
0.005 17.288 14.9294 16.0537 22.0068 16.1644 
0.007 14.639 22.4901 13.8991 10.9883 11.9188 
0.008 13.006 13.3373 13.3373 11.3316 13.6884 
0.01 7.5103 6.9284 6.5763 7.0829 8.5735 
0.02 6.9661 8.9535 9.2993 9.4754 3.6169 
0.05 3.2462 5.9696 1.5003 1.5055 1.5665 
0.1 1.0868 1.1102 1.1871 1.1658 0.9613 
0.2 1.8078 2.0943 1.7498 2.3638 1.0231 
0.3 1.4648 1.4089 1.2958 1.7129 1.4417 
0.5 1.1812 0.6378 2.0436 1.0946 0.9486 
0.75 1.4713 0.6626 2.0680 2.2838 0.8709 
0.8 1.4297 1.6639 2.1340 0.9386 0.9823 
0.82 0.8775 0.8775 - - - 































Time Step Size (sec)
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APPENDIX I:   PRODUCT LITERATURE 
System Requirements for Running MATLAB and Simulink Products – This webpage gives detailed 
information about minimum and recommended system requirements to run MATLAB nd Simulink. 
https://www.mathworks.com/support/requirements/choosing-a-computer.html   
Global Optimization Toolbox Documentation – This website includes documentation on how to set up an 
optimization problem, which solver to use, and other features of the Global Optimization Toolbox in 
MATLAB.  
https://www.mathworks.com/help/gads/index.html?s_tid=CRUX_lftnav 
App Designer Documentation – Includes links to documentation on using App Designer to create an app, 
Programming Apps, and other features as well as example code. 
https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/app-designer.html?s_tid=CRUX_lftnav 
Spreadsheet Link Documentation – Includes information about how to use Spreadsheet Link to interface 
MATLAB and Excel. 
https://www.mathworks.com/help/exlink/index.html 
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APPENDIX J:  GANTT CHART –  FALL & WINTER 
FALL QUARTER
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APPENDIX K:  DESIGN TOOL FULL RUN CODE 
function [pct_array, vehi_param, MPG, flag] = Design_Tool_Full_Run_func(x, yes_array, 
Engine_Performance, mech_power_type, cutoffs, elems, prog_obj) 
tic 
  
% This version (B) of the design tool takes into account the fuel penalty 
% associated with turning the engine back on. Hence it simulates the entire 
% 7 laps/6.4 miles. It forces the average speed to be over 15.0 mph, 
% otherwise fuel efficiency is not calculated.  
% The design tool does not take into account slope and is simulated on flat ground, 
% but it can be added in through simulink. 
  
%% ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS THAT CANNOT BE ACCESSED VIA GUI 
% Vehicle Parameters 
FA = 1;                            % [m^2] Frontal Area of the vehicle 
% Accounted for in the CD term.                                       
% Performance characteristics (empirical data preferred) 
ENG_fuel_lower_limit = 0.05;          % [lbm/hr] for ENGINE  
ENG_torque_lower_limit = 0;       % [N-m] for ENGINE 
MOT_power_lower_limit = 0;        % [W] for MOTOR 
MOT_torque_lower_limit = 0;       % [N-m] for MOTOR 
engine_fuel_penalty = .0053756577*4/3600;    
% idle fuel consumption in [gal/hr] * 4 [s] / 3600 [hr/s]  
% idle fuel consumption value was found using HONDA GX35 displacement = 
% 35.838 cc = 0.035838 L and multiplying this by an idle fuel consumption rate 
% found on google of roughly 0.15 gal/(hr*L)  
motor_power_penalty = .0053756577*4/3600;    
% need some sort of reference value 
  
% Road profile 
flat = 0;    % Determines which type of grade profile 
             % 0 == FLAT GROUND or NO-SLOPE 
             % 1 == TABLE MODE 
             % 2 == PULSE GENERATOR MODE - SEE SIMULINK FOR INSTRUCTIONS  
  
if flat == 1 
    Road_Profile_Table = readtable('Road_Profile.xlsx','Range','A:B','PreserveVariableNames', ...  
true);   % import excel data  
    Road_Profile = table2array(Road_Profile_Table);    % convert table to array 
    Road_Profile(any(isnan(Road_Profile), 2), :) = []; % Gets rid of NaN rows 
    POSITION = Road_Profile(:,1);                      % Write Position Matrix        
    THETA = atan(Road_Profile(:,2)/100);               % [% slope] to [rad] current slope of road 
    q = length(POSITION); 
    POSITION = repmat(POSITION,7,1);                   % repeats the same profile 7 times 
    THETA = repmat(THETA,7,1); 
    for p = 2:7                                        % Increment the distance traveled per lap 
        POSITION(1+q*(p-1):q*p) = POSITION(1+q*(p-2):q*(p-1)) + 4827.42857143; 
    end 




%% Import engine/motor dyno data from spreadsheet 
  
if mech_power_type == 0     
    % Converting individual columns to arrays -> used in Simulink look-up table & saturation block 
    Engine_Speed = Engine_Performance(1:end,1);                 % Engine speed array [RPM] 
    Engine_Torque = Engine_Performance(1:end,2)./0.73756214927727;    
    % Engine torque array [lbf-ft] converted to [N-m]  
    Fuel_Mdot = Engine_Performance(1:end,3);                    % Fuel mass flowrate array [lbm/hr]      
    %fuel_pen_idx = find(Engine_Speed(:,1)>=3000,1,'first');      
    % Finding the index of where engine speed is greater than 3000 RPM 
    %fuel_penalty = Fuel_Mdot(fuel_pen_idx)*4/(3600*6.249873397);      
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    % Assigning the fuel penalty value in gallons as running the engine at idle for 4secs at 3000  
    % NOT REALLY CORRECT BECAUSE ALL THE DYNO POINTS ARE AT FULL THROTTLE SO NOT IDLE 
    % Using gasoline density of 46.75229969334 lb/ft³ and  
    % conversion factor of 7.48051948 gal/ft³. 
    fuel_penalty = engine_fuel_penalty; 
elseif mech_power_type == 1 
    % Rename Engine_Performanace array to Motor_Performance 
    Motor_Performance = Engine_Performance;    
    % Converting individual columns to arrays -> used in Simulink look-up table & saturation block 
    Motor_Speed = Motor_Performance(1:end,1);          % Motor speed array [RPM] 
    Motor_Torque = Motor_Performance(1:end,2);         % Motor torque array [N-m]  
    Motor_Power_Cons = Motor_Performance(1:end,3);     % Motor Power Consumed [W] 
    fuel_penalty = motor_power_penalty; 
end 
  
%% User Input Parameters 
% pct_min, pct_max, cut_type are included in inputs 
% design parameters such as (min, max, nom) mass, WR, GR, etc. are also 
% included as inputs 
cut_min = cutoffs(1); 
cut_max = cutoffs(2); 
cut_type = cutoffs(3); 
  
%% User can specify element and time step size 
% var_elem_size, t_step, pct_elem_size included in elems 
num_var_elem = elems(1); 
num_cut_elem = elems(2); 
t_step = elems(3); 
  
%% Initialization 
% The unchanging parameter table is the first input x 
% Rows are in the order of: m, WR, GR, eta, CD, CB, CRR 
% SINCE MASS, WR, CD, and CB is input in English units, need to go to metric 
% first row of x needs to go from lbs to kg 
% second row of x needs to go from in to m 
% fifth row of x needs to go from in^2 to m^2 
% sixth row of x needs to go from lb-s/ft to N-s/m 
x(1,:) = x(1,:)./2.20462;               % going from lbs to kgs 
x(2,:) = x(2,:)./39.3701;               % going from in to m 
x(5,:) = x(5,:)./(39.3701^2);           % going from in^2 to m^2 
x(6,:) = x(6,:).*(3.28084*4.448219);    % going from lb-s/ft to N-s/m 
  
% Creating a buffer table y to use in loop. Only want to change parts of y  
% when necessary, hence create with nominal values   
y = x(:,3); 
  
% Matrix to determine which variables to loop through 
z = yes_array; 
  
% 1x3 array containing the range of engine cut off percentages/burn times 
pct_array = zeros(num_cut_elem+1,1); 
  
% 7x21 that documents all steps of input parameters 
vehi_param = zeros(7,num_var_elem+1,num_cut_elem+1);  
  
% Resulting MPG value for given change in input parameter 
MPG = zeros(7,num_var_elem+1,num_cut_elem+1); 
  
% Indicates which type of burn and coast cycle the parameter was: 
% 1) Minimum allowable velocity = 0 (Cycle avg. velocity > 15.0 mph) 
% 2) Minimum allowable velocity > 0 (Cycle avg. velocity = 15.0 mph if 
% engine restarts at minimum allowable velocity 
% 3) Cycle avg. velocity < 15.0 mph  
flag = zeros(7,num_var_elem+1,num_cut_elem+1); 
  
%% Running the sensitivity study for each parameter  
vel_tool = 0;          % Don't output forces and torque array 
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for k = 1:num_cut_elem+1 
  
    cut_MS = cut_min+(k-1)*(cut_max - cut_min)/num_cut_elem;   
    pct_array(k,1) = cut_MS; 
  
    for j = 1:length(y)           % for each vehicle parameter, 
         
        if z(j) == 1              % runs only if the user wants to run the parameter 
         
            y(j,1) = x(j,1);          % sets the variable in the loop to its minimum value    
     
            for i = 1:num_var_elem+1      
                 
                A = [k,j,i]; 
                disp(A); 
                if prog_obj.CancelRequested     
                    MPG = "Canceled";   % if user requests cancel, exit 
                    break 
                end 
                progress = (k-1)/(num_cut_elem+1) + (j-1)/(length(y)+1)/(num_cut_elem+1); 
                prog_obj.Value = progress; 
                prog_obj.Message = sprintf(strcat('Cutoff index: ',num2str(k),', Parameter Type:', 
                    num2str(j),', Parameter index:',num2str(i))); 
                m = y(1);             %#ok<*NASGU> % Vehicle parameters in Simulink are determined  
                                      % by the values in buffer y 
                WR = y(2); 
                GR = y(3); 
                eta = y(4); 
                CD = y(5); 
                CB = y(6); 
                CRR = y(7);  
  
                if cut_type == 0  
                    % if the engine cut off type is percent max, need to initialize to find max  
% possible vehicle speed. 
                    % Calling Simulink the first time to let system reach steady state 
                    siminit = sim('DT_Both_Runs_Init','SrcWorkspace','current');  
                    engine_speeds = siminit.get('engine_speeds'); 
                    C_Max_Speed = engine_speeds(end,1);   
                    % Takes the last value of engine speed output as max possible for given params 
                    
                    % Calling Simulink the second time to calculate burn and coast data 
                    % with MAX_RPM_cutoff corresponding to a percentage of the max possible  
                    MAX_RPM_cutoff = cut_MS*C_Max_Speed;                   
                    simDTSR = sim('DT_Single_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
                    w = simDTSR.get('w'); 
                    engine_speeds = simDTSR.get('engine_speeds'); 
  
                elseif cut_type == 1 
                    % Don't need to initialize to find current maximum 
                    % since burn time doesn't care about percent max  
                    simDTSR = sim('DT_Single_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
                    w = simDTSR.get('w'); 
                    engine_speeds = simDTSR.get('engine_speeds'); 
                end 
                     
                % The wanted variable matrix 'w' from simulink is as follows: 
                % w(:,1) = velocity 
                % w(:,2) = position 
                % w(:,3) = time step 
                % w(:,4) = fuel consumption rate 
  
                % locating the burn to coast transition by marking the point when fuel 
                % consumption turns zero and seperating the burn and coast profiles to 
                % respective arrays 
                B2C_Switch = find(w(:,4)<=0,1,'first'); 
                BURN = w(1:B2C_Switch-1,:);  % array containing burn profile 
                BURN(:,5) = engine_speeds(1:B2C_Switch-1); % corresponding engine speed to burn 
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                BURN = flip(BURN);           % burn profile elements flipped in order 
                COAST = w(B2C_Switch:end,:); % array containing coast profile 
  
                % For COASTING profile: 
                pos_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,2), 7);  % polynomial fit of pos wrt vel 
                time_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,3), 7); % polynomial fit of time wrt vel 
  
                % Defining new interpolated coasting profile such that the coasting 
                % profile shares the same velocity points as the burn profile 
                Interpol_coast(:,1) = BURN(:,1);                      % velocity points 
                Interpol_coast(:,2) = polyval(pos_coeff,BURN(:,1));   % coast profile position with  
   % same velocity points as BURN profile 
                Interpol_coast(:,3) = polyval(time_coeff,BURN(:,1));  % coast profile time with  
                                                             % same velocity points as BURN profile 
  
                % On the search for 15 MPH average 
                data(:,1) = Interpol_coast(:,2)-BURN(:,2);    % Distance Traveled [m]  
                data(:,2) = Interpol_coast(:,3)-BURN(:,3);    % Time Spent [s] 
                data(:,3) = 2.23694.*data(:,1)./data(:,2);    % Average Velocity [MPH] 
  
                % Find the instantaneous velocity point at which the B&C cycle has an average  
                % velocity of 15.0 MPH  
                % Want to find the maximum possible average speed first and 
                % look below the max avergage speed. The offsets are set so 
                % that it finds 15.0 mph.  
                % Use while loop since # bad answers unknown                 
                while true    
                    avg_max = max(data(:,3));            % find maximum average velocity  
                    m_idx = find(data(:,3) == avg_max);  % index value of V_max_avg 
                    % Account for bad answers due to polynomial interpolation 
                    if data(m_idx,1) < 0 && data(m_idx,2) < 0   
                    data(m_idx,:) = 0;                   % set row of bad answers to zero  
                    else 
                        break 
                    end 
                end 
  
                if avg_max < 15.000  % B&C cycle not capable of 15.0 mph avg.           
                    flag(j,i,k) = 3; % avg. vel CANNOT be > 15.0 mph at any point in the B&C cycle  
                    MPG(j,i,k) = 0;  % don't calculate when avg velocity is below 15.0 mph 
                elseif avg_max >= 15.000   
                    speed_req = find(data(m_idx:end,3)<15.000,2,'first') + m_idx - 2;  
                    % find the first instance after the max velocity where 
                    % the avg. velocity is equal to 15.0 mph.  
                    % The addition of the (offset(m_idx) - 2) sets the 
                    % reference of the speed_req index to the global 
                    % coordinate (starts from the first cell of 'data') 
                    % because the find function offsets the index 
                    % coordinate. (sets m_idx as the first index) 
                    TF = isempty(speed_req);       % Checks to see if the 15.0 MPH has been met  
                                                   % A single B&C cycle may have an avg 
                                                   % velocity higher than 15.0 MPH                               
                    if TF == 1 
                        speed_req = length(data);  % sets the avg vel. as min. possible (>15.0 mph)  
                        flag(j,i,k) = 1;           % avg. vel. of vehi_param and burn time/percent  
% is greater than 15.0 mph 
                    elseif TF == 0 
                        [r,c] = size(speed_req); 
                        if r == 1 
                            speed_req = speed_req(1); 
                        else 
                            if speed_req(2)-speed_req(1) == 1  
                                speed_req = speed_req(1); 
                            else 
                                speed_req = speed_req(2); 
                            end 
                        end  
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                        flag(j,i,k) = 2; % Current vehi_param and burn time/percent can meet 15.0  
% mph if some min vel is met. 
                    end 
                     
                    BNC_displacement = data(speed_req,1);   % distance traveled per cycle [m] 
                    BNC_time = data(speed_req,2);           % time spent per cycle with avg vel >=  
% 15.0 mph [s] 
                    final_time = w(end,3);                  % total time for full cycle start to  
% finish [s] (final_time = BNC_time for TF == 1) 
                    if cut_type == 0 
                        burn_time = BURN(1,3) - BURN(speed_req,3); 
                        cut_delay = BURN(1,3); 
                    elseif cut_type == 1 
                        burn_time = cut_MS - BURN(speed_req,3);   % adjusted burn time [s]  
% (if TF == 1, then it subtracts zero) 
                        cut_delay = cut_MS; 
                    end 
                    coast_time = BNC_time - burn_time;      % coast time is total time-burn time 
                    pulse_width = (coast_time/BNC_time)*100; % percent of which the signal should  
               % be high for the pulse generator (high for coasting low for burning in the switch) 
                    MIN_RPM_cutoff = BURN(speed_req,5);     % Engine speed corresponding to min  
                                                            % vel. (need for percent max cut type)          
                                         
                    simDTFR = sim('DT_Full_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
                    w_B = simDTFR.get('w_B'); 
                                                       
                    if mech_power_type == 0    % for engine 
                        fuel_spent = sum(w_B(:,4))*t_step/(3600*6.249873397);  % total fuel  
% consumption in gallons 
                    else % for motor 
                        power_spent = sum(w_B(:,4))*t_step;   % total energy spent [J]  
                        % using 33.41 kWh/gal gasoline-gallon equivalent, 
                        fuel_spent = power_spent/(33.41*1000*3600); 
                    end 
                     
                    % can possibly have code for evaluating num_cycles for 
                    % min vel > 0 if min_vel = 0, def need to round up.  
                    num_cycles = w_B(end,2)/BNC_displacement;        % number of burn and coast  
% cycles required to finish 6.4 miles 
                    num_cycles = ceil(num_cycles);                   % round up number of b&c  
% cycles needed to account for static start 
                    fuel_spent_penalty = num_cycles*fuel_penalty;                 
                    total_fuel_spent = fuel_spent + fuel_spent_penalty;  % sum of all fuel/energy  
% spent 
                    distance_traveled = w_B(end,2)/1609.344;         % total distance traveled in  
% miles (6.4) 
                    MPG(j,i,k) = distance_traveled/total_fuel_spent;           % MPG     
                end          
  
                vehi_param(j,i,k) = y(j,1); 
                y(j,1) = y(j,1) + (x(j,2) - x(j,1))/num_var_elem;  % increment the value in y for  
% the next loop 
                clear Interpol_coast 
                clear BURN 
                clear COAST 
                clear data     
            end 
    
            y(j,1) = x(j,3);  % resets the variable to its nominal value 
        else 
             % do nothing - don't run the study 
        end 
         
    end 
  
end 
% SINCE MASS, WR, and CB was changed to metric need to go back to 
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% US-standard 
vehi_param(1,:,:) = vehi_param(1,:,:).*2.20462;  % kg to lb 
vehi_param(2,:,:) = vehi_param(2,:,:).*39.3701;  % m to in              
vehi_param(5,:,:) = vehi_param(5,:,:).*(39.3701^2); % m^2 to in^2 
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APPENDIX L:  DESIGN TOOL SINGLE RUN CODE
function [pct_array, vehi_param, MPG, flag] = Design_Tool_Single_Run_func(x, yes_array, 
Engine_Performance, mech_power_type, cutoffs, elems, prog_obj) 
tic 
  
% This version (A) of the design tool does not take into account the fuel 
% penalty associated with turning the engine back on. Therefore it only 
% simulates a single burn and coast cycle per each combination of independent parameters 
% and finds the fuel efficiency of the SMV in MPG while maintaining a cycle 
% average speed of 15.3 MPH. The design tool does not take into account 
% slope and is simulated on flat ground.  
%% ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS THAT CANNOT BE ACCESSED VIA GUI 
% Vehicle Parameters 
FA = 1;                          % [m^2] Frontal Area of the vehicle 
% Accounted for in the CD term.  
% Performance characteristics (empirical data preferred) 
ENG_fuel_lower_limit = 0.05;          % [lbm/hr] for ENGINE  
ENG_torque_lower_limit = 0;       % [N-m] for ENGINE 
MOT_power_lower_limit = 0;        % [W] for MOTOR 
MOT_torque_lower_limit = 0;       % [N-m] for MOTOR 
  
% Road profile 
flat = 0;    % Determines which type of grade profile 
             % 0 == FLAT GROUND or NO-SLOPE 
             % 1 == TABLE MODE 
             % 2 == PULSE GENERATOR MODE - SEE SIMULINK FOR INSTRUCTIONS  
  
if flat == 1 
    Road_Profile_Table = readtable('Road_Profile.xlsx','Range','A:B','PreserveVariableNames',  
true);   % import excel data  
    Road_Profile = table2array(Road_Profile_Table);    % convert table to array 
    Road_Profile(any(isnan(Road_Profile), 2), :) = []; % Gets rid of NaN rows 
    POSITION = Road_Profile(:,1);                      % Write Position Matrix        
    THETA = atan(Road_Profile(:,2)/100);               % [% slope] to [rad] current track slope 
    q = length(POSITION); 
    POSITION = repmat(POSITION,7,1);                   % repeats the same profile 7 times 
    THETA = repmat(THETA,7,1); 
    for p = 2:7                                        % Increment the distance traveled per lap 
        POSITION(1+q*(p-1):q*p) = POSITION(1+q*(p-2):q*(p-1)) + 4827.42857143; 
    end 




%% Import engine/motor dyno data from spreadsheet 
  
if mech_power_type == 0     
    % Converting individual columns to arrays -> used in Simulink look-up table & saturation block 
    Engine_Speed = Engine_Performance(1:end,1);                 % Engine speed array [RPM] 
    Engine_Torque = Engine_Performance(1:end,2)./0.73756214927727;   % Engine torque array [lbf-ft] 
converted to [N-m]  
    Fuel_Mdot = Engine_Performance(1:end,3);                    % Fuel mass flowrate array [lbm/hr] 
     
elseif mech_power_type == 1 
    % Rename Engine_Performanace array to Motor_Performance 
    Motor_Performance = Engine_Performance;    
    % Converting individual columns to arrays -> used in Simulink look-up table & saturation block 
    Motor_Speed = Motor_Performance(1:end,1);          % Motor speed array [RPM] 
    Motor_Torque = Motor_Performance(1:end,2);         % Motor torque array [N-m]  
    Motor_Power_Cons = Motor_Performance(1:end,3);     % Motor Power Consumed [W]                   
end 
  
%% User Input Parameters 
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% pct_min, pct_max, cut_type are included in inputs 
% design parameters such as (min, max, nom) mass, WR, GR, etc. are also 
% included as inputs 
cut_min = cutoffs(1); 
cut_max = cutoffs(2); 
cut_type = cutoffs(3); 
  
%% User can specify element and time step size 
% var_elem_size, t_step, pct_elem_size included in elems 
num_var_elem = elems(1); 
num_cut_elem = elems(2); 
t_step = elems(3); 
  
%% Initialization 
% The unchanging parameter table is the first input x 
% Rows are in the order of: m, WR, GR, eta, CD, CB, CRR 
% SINCE MASS, WR, and CB is input in English units, need to go to metric 
% first row of x (MASS) needs to go from lbs to kg 
% second row of x (WR) needs to go from in to m 
% fifth row of x (CD) needs to go from in^2 to m^2 
% sixth row of x (CB) needs to go from lb-s/ft to N-s/m 
x(1,:) = x(1,:)./2.20462;               % going from lbs to kgs 
x(2,:) = x(2,:)./39.3701;               % going from in to m 
x(5,:) = x(5,:)./(39.3701^2);           % going from in^2 to m^2 
x(6,:) = x(6,:).*(3.28084*4.448219);    % going from lb-ft/in to N-s/m 
  
% Creating a buffer table y to use in loop. Only want to change parts of y  
% when necessary, hence create with nominal values   
y = x(:,3); 
  
% Matrix to determine which variables to loop through 
z = yes_array; 
  
% 1x3 array containing the range of engine cut off percentages/burn times 
pct_array = zeros(num_cut_elem+1,1); 
  
% 7x21 that documents all steps of input parameters 
vehi_param = zeros(7,num_var_elem+1,num_cut_elem+1);  
  
% Resulting MPG value for given change in input parameter 
MPG = zeros(7,num_var_elem+1,num_cut_elem+1); 
  
% Indicates which type of burn and coast cycle the parameter was: 
% 1) Minimum allowable velocity = 0 (Cycle avg. velocity > 15.0 mph) 
% 2) Minimum allowable velocity > 0 (Cycle avg. velocity = 15.0 mph if 
% engine restarts at minimum allowable velocity 
% 3) Cycle avg. velocity < 15.0 mph  
flag = zeros(7,num_var_elem+1,num_cut_elem+1); 
  
%% Running the sensitivity study for each parameter  
vel_tool = 0;          % Don't output forces and torque array 
  
for k = 1:num_cut_elem+1 
  
    cut_MS = cut_min+(k-1)*(cut_max - cut_min)/num_cut_elem;   
    pct_array(k,1) = cut_MS; 
  
    for j = 1:length(y)           % for each vehicle parameter, 
         
        if z(j) == 1              % runs only if the user wants to run the parameter 
         
            y(j,1) = x(j,1);          % sets the variable in the loop to its minimum value    
     
            for i = 1:num_var_elem+1      
                 
                A = [k,j,i]; 
                disp(A); 
                if prog_obj.CancelRequested     
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                    MPG = "Canceled";   % if user requests cancel, exit 
                    break 
                end 
                progress = (k-1)/(num_cut_elem+1) + (j-1)/(length(y)+1)/(num_cut_elem+1); 
                prog_obj.Value = progress; 
                prog_obj.Message = sprintf(strcat('Cutoff index: ',num2str(k),', Parameter Type:',... 
                    num2str(j),', Parameter index:',num2str(i))); 
                m = y(1);             %#ok<*NASGU> % Vehicle parameters in Simulink are determined by 
the values in buffer y 
                WR = y(2); 
                GR = y(3); 
                eta = y(4); 
                CD = y(5); 
                CB = y(6); 
                CRR = y(7);  
       
                if cut_type == 0  
                    % if the engine cut off type is percent max, need to initialize to find max  
possible vehicle speed. 
                    % Calling Simulink the first time to let system reach steady state 
                    siminit = sim('DT_Both_Runs_Init','SrcWorkspace','current');  
                    engine_speeds = siminit.get('engine_speeds'); 
                    C_Max_Speed = engine_speeds(end,1);   
                    % Takes the last value of engine speed output as max possible for given vehicle  
parameters 
                    
                    % Calling Simulink the second time to calculate burn and coast data 
                    % with MAX_RPM_cutoff corresponding to a percentage of the max possible  
                    MAX_RPM_cutoff = cut_MS*C_Max_Speed;                   
                    simDT = sim('DT_Single_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
                    w = simDT.get('w'); 
                     
                elseif cut_type == 1 
                    % Don't need to initialize to find current maximum 
                    % since burn time doesn't care about percent max  
                    simDT = sim('DT_Single_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
                    w = simDT.get('w'); 
                end; 
                     
                % The wanted variable matrix 'w' from simulink is as follows: 
                % w(:,1) = velocity 
                % w(:,2) = position 
                % w(:,3) = time step 
                % w(:,4) = fuel consumption rate 
  
                % locating the burn to coast transition by marking the point when fuel 
                % consumption turns zero and seperating the burn and coast profiles to 
                % respective arrays 
                B2C_Switch = find(w(:,4)<=0,1,'first'); 
                BURN = w(1:B2C_Switch-1,:);  % array containing burn profile 
                BURN = flip(BURN);           % burn profile elements flipped in order 
                COAST = w(B2C_Switch:end,:); % array containing coast profile 
  
                % For COASTING profile: 
                pos_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,2), 7);  % polynomial fit of pos. wrt vel. 
                time_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,3), 7); % polynomial fit of time wrt vel. 
  
                % Defining new interpolated coasting profile such that the coasting 
                % profile shares the same velocity points as the burn profile 
                Interpol_coast(:,1) = BURN(:,1);                      % velocity points 
                Interpol_coast(:,2) = polyval(pos_coeff,BURN(:,1));   % coast profile position with  
same velocity points as BURN profile 
                Interpol_coast(:,3) = polyval(time_coeff,BURN(:,1));  % coast profile time with  
same velocity points as BURN profile 
  
                % On the search for 15 MPH average 
                data(:,1) = Interpol_coast(:,2)-BURN(:,2);    % Distance Traveled [m]  
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                data(:,2) = Interpol_coast(:,3)-BURN(:,3);    % Time Spent [s] 
                data(:,3) = 2.23694.*data(:,1)./data(:,2);    % Average Velocity [MPH] 
  
                % Find the instantaneous velocity point at which the B&C cycle has an average  
% velocity of 15.0 MPH  
                % Want to find the maximum possible average speed first and 
                % look below the max avergage speed. The offsets are set so 
                % that it finds 15.0 mph.  
                % Use while loop since # bad answers unknown                 
                while true    
                    avg_max = max(data(:,3));            % find maximum average velocity  
                    m_idx = find(data(:,3) == avg_max);  % index value of V_max_avg 
                    % Account for bad answers due to polynomial interpolation 
                    if data(m_idx,1) < 0 && data(m_idx,2) < 0   
                    data(m_idx,:) = 0;                   % set row of bad answers to zero  
                    else 
                        break 
                    end 
                end 
  
  
                if avg_max < 15.000  % B&C cycle not capable of 15.0 mph avg.           
                    flag(j,i,k) = 3; % avg. vel CANNOT be greater than 15.0 mph at any point in the  
B&C cycle  
                    MPG(j,i,k) = 0;  % don't calculate when avg velocity is below 15.0 mph 
                elseif avg_max >= 15.000   
                    speed_req = find(data(m_idx:end,3)<15.000,2,'first') + m_idx - 2;  
                    % find the first instance after the max velocity where 
                    % the avg. velocity is equal to 15.0 mph.  
                    % The addition of the (offset(m_idx) - 2) sets the 
                    % reference of the speed_req index to the global 
                    % coordinate (starts from the first cell of 'data') 
                    % because the find function offsets the index 
                    % coordinate. (sets m_idx as the first index) 
                    TF = isempty(speed_req);       % Checks to see if the 15.0 MPH has been met  
                                                   % A single B&C cycle may have an avg 
                                                   % velocity higher than 15.0 MPH                               
                    if TF == 1 
                        speed_req = length(data);  % sets the avg vel. as minimum possible (still  
% above 15.0 mph)  
                        flag(j,i,k) = 1;           % avg. vel. of vehi_param and burn time/percent  
% is greater than 15.0 mph 
                    elseif TF == 0 
                        [r,c] = size(speed_req); 
                        if r == 1 
                            speed_req = speed_req(1); 
                        else 
                            if speed_req(2)-speed_req(1) == 1  
                                speed_req = speed_req(1); 
                            else 
                                speed_req = speed_req(2); 
                            end 
                        end  
                        flag(j,i,k) = 2; % Current vehi_param and burn time/percent can meet 15.0  
% mph if some min vel is met. 
                    end 
                 
                    distance_traveled = data(speed_req,1);             % m 
                    distance_traveled = distance_traveled/1609.344;     % miles 
                
                    if mech_power_type == 0    % for engine 
                        fuel_spent = sum(BURN(1:speed_req,4))*t_step/(6.249873397*3600);  % fuel  
% consumption in gallons of gasoline 
                        % Using gasoline density of 46.75229969334 lb/ft³ and  
                        % conversion factor of 7.48051948 gal/ft³. 
                    else % for motor 
                        power_spent = sum(BURN(1:speed_req,4))*t_step;   % total energy spent [J]  
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                        % using 33.41 kWh/gal gasoline-gallon equivalent, 
                        fuel_spent = power_spent/(33.41*1000*3600);      % fuel consumption in  
% gallons of gasoline 
                    end 
                    MPG(j,i,k) = distance_traveled/fuel_spent;           % MPG     
                 
                end          
                 
                vehi_param(j,i,k) = y(j,1); 
                y(j,1) = y(j,1) + (x(j,2) - x(j,1))/num_var_elem;  % increment the value in y for  
% the next loop 
                clear Interpol_coast 
                clear BURN 
                clear COAST 
                clear data     
            end 
    
            y(j,1) = x(j,3);  % resets the variable to its nominal value 
        end 
         
    end 
  
end 
% SINCE MASS, WR, and CB was changed to metric need to go back to 
% US-standard 
vehi_param(1,:,:) = vehi_param(1,:,:).*2.20462; % kg to lb 
vehi_param(2,:,:) = vehi_param(2,:,:).*39.3701; % m to in  
vehi_param(5,:,:) = vehi_param(5,:,:).*(39.3701^2); % m^2 to in^2 
vehi_param(6,:,:) = vehi_param(6,:,:)./(3.28084*4.448219);  % N-s/m to lb-s/ft  
toc 
end 
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APPENDIX M:  VELOCITY TOOL FUNCTION CODE
function [w, w_B, want, torque, forces] = Velocity_Tool_func(design_params, cutoffs, 
Engine_Performance, mech_power_type, t_step, prog_obj); 
%% ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS THAT CANNOT BE ACCESSED VIA GUI 
% Performance characteristics (empirical data preferred) 
ENG_fuel_lower_limit = 0.05;          % [lbm/hr] for ENGINE  
ENG_torque_lower_limit = 0;       % [N-m] for ENGINE 
MOT_power_lower_limit = 0;        % [W] for MOTOR 
MOT_torque_lower_limit = 0;       % [N-m] for MOTOR 
engine_fuel_penalty = .0053756577*4/3600;    
% idle fuel consumption in [gal/hr] * 4 [s] / 3600 [hr/s]  
% idle fuel consumption value was found using HONDA GX35 displacement = 
% 35.838 cc = 0.035838 L and multiplying this by an idle fuel consumption rate 
% found on google of roughly 0.15 gal/(hr*L)  
motor_power_penalty = .0053756577*4/3600;    
% need some sort of reference value 
  
% Road profile 
flat = 0;    % Determines which type of grade profile 
             % 0 == FLAT GROUND or NO-SLOPE 
             % 1 == TABLE MODE 
             % 2 == PULSE GENERATOR MODE - SEE SIMULINK FOR INSTRUCTIONS  
  
if flat == 1 
    Road_Profile_Table = readtable('Road_Profile.xlsx','Range','A:B', ... 
'PreserveVariableNames',true);   % import excel data  
    Road_Profile = table2array(Road_Profile_Table);    % convert table to array 
    Road_Profile(any(isnan(Road_Profile), 2), :) = []; % Gets rid of NaN rows 
    POSITION = Road_Profile(:,1);                      % Write Position Matrix        
    THETA = atan(Road_Profile(:,2)/100);               % [% slope] to [rad] current slope  
% of the road 
    q = length(POSITION); 
    POSITION = repmat(POSITION,7,1);                   % repeats the same profile 7 times 
    THETA = repmat(THETA,7,1); 
    for p = 2:7                                        % Increment the distance traveled  
% accordingly for each lap 
        POSITION(1+q*(p-1):q*p) = POSITION(1+q*(p-2):q*(p-1)) + 4827.42857143; 
    end 




%% Import engine/motor dyno data from spreadsheet 
  
if mech_power_type == 0     
    % Converting individual columns to arrays -> used in Simulink look-up table &  
    % saturation block 
    Engine_Speed = Engine_Performance(1:end,1);             % Engine speed array [RPM] 
    Engine_Torque = Engine_Performance(1:end,2)./0.73756214927727;   % Engine torque  
% array [lbf-ft] converted to [N-m]  
    Fuel_Mdot = Engine_Performance(1:end,3);         % Fuel mass flowrate array [lbm/hr]      
    %fuel_pen_idx = find(Engine_Speed(:,1)>=3000,1,'first');      
    % Finding the index of where engine speed is greater than 3000 RPM 
    %fuel_penalty = Fuel_Mdot(fuel_pen_idx)*4/(3600*6.249873397);      
    % Assigning the fuel penalty value in gallons as running the engine at idle for 4secs     
      at 3000  
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    % NOT REALLY CORRECT BECAUSE ALL THE DYNO POINTS ARE AT FULL THROTTLE SO NOT IDLE 
    % Using gasoline density of 46.75229969334 lb/ft³ and  
    % conversion factor of 7.48051948 gal/ft³. 
    fuel_penalty = engine_fuel_penalty;    
elseif mech_power_type == 1 
    % Rename Engine_Performanace array to Motor_Performance 
    Motor_Performance = Engine_Performance;    
    % Converting individual columns to arrays -> used in Simulink look-up table &  
% saturation block 
    Motor_Speed = Motor_Performance(1:end,1);          % Motor speed array [RPM] 
    Motor_Torque = Motor_Performance(1:end,2);         % Motor torque array [N-m]  
    Motor_Power_Cons = Motor_Performance(1:end,3);     % Motor Power Consumed [W] 
    % Fuel penalty the same as engine 
    fuel_penalty = motor_power_penalty;    
end 
  
%% User Input Parameters 
% pct_min(time_min), pct_max(time_max), cut_type are included in inputs 
% design parameters such as mass, WR, GR, etc. are also 
% included as inputs 
cut_MS = cutoffs(1); 
cut_type = cutoffs(2); 
  
%% User can specify time step size 
t_step = t_step;  % simulink solves for an output every t_step in seconds 
  
%% Initialization 
% Rows are in the order of: m, WR, GR, eta, CD, CB, CRR, A 
m = design_params(1);        
WR = design_params(2); 
GR = design_params(3); 
eta = design_params(4); 
CD = design_params(5); 
CB = design_params(6); 
CRR = design_params(7);  
FA = design_params(8); 
  
% SINCE MASS, WR, CB, and FA is input in English units, need to go to metric 
m = m/2.20462;                  % going from lbs to kgs 
WR = WR/39.3701;                % going from in to m 
CB = CB*(3.28084*4.448219);    % going from lb-s/ft to N-s/m 
FA = FA/(39.3701^2);            % going from in^2 to m^2 
  
%% Running the Velocity Tool a single time 
vel_tool = 1;          % Need to output forces and torque array 
  
if cut_type == 0  
    % if the engine cut off type is percent max, need to init. to find max possible spd 
    % Calling Simulink the first time to let system reach steady state 
    siminit = sim('DT_Both_Runs_Init','SrcWorkspace','current');  
    engine_speeds = siminit.get('engine_speeds'); 
    C_Max_Speed = engine_speeds(end,1);   
    % Takes the last value of engine speed output as max possible for given vehicle param 
  
    % Calling Simulink the second time to calculate burn and coast data 
    % with MAX_RPM_cutoff corresponding to a percentage of the max possible  
    MAX_RPM_cutoff = cut_MS*C_Max_Speed;                   
    simDTSR = sim('DT_Single_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
    w = simDTSR.get('w'); 
    engine_speeds = simDTSR.get('engine_speeds'); 
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    torque = simDTSR.get('torque'); 
    forces = simDTSR.get('forces'); 
  
elseif cut_type == 1 
    % Don't need to initialize to find current maximum 
    % since burn time doesn't care about percent max  
    simDTSR = sim('DT_Single_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
    w = simDTSR.get('w'); 
    engine_speeds = simDTSR.get('engine_speeds'); 
    torque = simDTSR.get('torque'); 
    forces = simDTSR.get('forces'); 
end 
  
% Update the progress bar 
prog_obj.Value = 0.4; 
prog_obj.Message = 'Sorting/Analyzing Data'; 
% The wanted variable matrix 'w' from simulink is as follows: 
% w(:,1) = velocity 
% w(:,2) = position 
% w(:,3) = time step 
% w(:,4) = fuel consumption rate 
  
% locating the burn to coast transition by marking the point when fuel 
% consumption turns zero and seperating the burn and coast profiles to 
% respective arrays 
B2C_Switch = find(w(:,4)<=0,1,'first'); 
BURN = w(1:B2C_Switch-1,:);  % array containing burn profile 
BURN(:,5) = engine_speeds(1:B2C_Switch-1); % corresponding engine speed to burn 
BURN = flip(BURN);           % burn profile elements flipped in order 
COAST = w(B2C_Switch:end,:); % array containing coast profile 
  
% For COASTING profile: 
pos_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,2), 7);  % polynomial fit of position wrt velocity 
time_coeff = polyfit(COAST(:,1),COAST(:,3), 7); % polynomial fit of time wrt velocity 
  
% Defining new interpolated coasting profile such that the coasting 
% profile shares the same velocity points as the burn profile 
Interpol_coast(:,1) = BURN(:,1);                      % velocity points 
Interpol_coast(:,2) = polyval(pos_coeff,BURN(:,1));   % coast profile position with same 
velocity points as BURN profile 
Interpol_coast(:,3) = polyval(time_coeff,BURN(:,1));  % coast profile time with same 
velocity points as BURN profile 
  
% On the search for 15 MPH average 
data(:,1) = Interpol_coast(:,2)-BURN(:,2);    % Distance Traveled [m]  
data(:,2) = Interpol_coast(:,3)-BURN(:,3);    % Time Spent [s] 
data(:,3) = 2.23694.*data(:,1)./data(:,2);    % Average Velocity [MPH] 
  
% Find the instantaneous velocity point at which the B&C cycle has an average velocity of 
15.3 MPH  
% Want to find the maximum possible average speed first and 
% look below the max avergage speed. The offsets are set so 
% that it finds 15.0 mph.  
% Use while loop since # bad answers unknown                 
while true    
    avg_max = max(data(:,3));            % find maximum average velocity  
    m_idx = find(data(:,3) == avg_max);  % index value of V_max_avg 
    % Account for bad answers due to polynomial interpolation 
    if data(m_idx,1) < 0 && data(m_idx,2) < 0   
    data(m_idx,:) = 0;                   % set row of bad answers to zero  
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    else 
        break 
    end 
end 
  
if avg_max < 15.000  % B&C cycle not capable of 15.3 mph avg.           
    flag = 3; % avg. vel CANNOT be greater than 15.3 mph at any point in the B&C cycle  
    % Indicates which type of burn and coast cycle the parameter was: 
    % 1) Minimum allowable velocity = 0 (Cycle avg. velocity > 15.0 mph) 
    % 2) Minimum allowable velocity > 0 (Cycle avg. velocity = 15.0 mph if 
    % engine restarts at minimum allowable velocity 
    % 3) Cycle avg. velocity < 15.0 mph  
    speed_req = length(data);  % avg. vel as max possible 
elseif avg_max >= 15.000   
    speed_req = find(data(m_idx:end,3)<15.000,2,'first') + m_idx - 2;  
    % find the first instance after the max velocity where 
    % the avg. velocity is equal to 15.0 mph.  
    % The addition of the (offset(m_idx) - 2) sets the 
    % reference of the speed_req index to the global 
    % coordinate (starts from the first cell of 'data') 
    % because the find function offsets the index 
    % coordinate. (sets m_idx as the first index) 
    TF = isempty(speed_req);       % Checks to see if the 15.3 MPH has been met  
                                   % A single B&C cycle may have an avg 
                                   % velocity higher than 15.3 MPH                               
    if TF == 1 
        speed_req = length(data);  % sets the avg vel. as minimum possible (>15.3 mph)  
        flag = 1;                  % avg. vel. of vehi_param & burn time/percent>15.3 mph 
    elseif TF == 0 
        [r,c] = size(speed_req); 
        if r == 1 
            speed_req = speed_req(1); 
        else 
            if speed_req(2)-speed_req(1) == 1  
                speed_req = speed_req(1); 
            else 
                speed_req = speed_req(2); 
            end 
        end  
        flag = 2; % Current vehi_param and burn time/percent can meet 15.3 mph if some  
% min vel is met. 
    end 
end 
  
BNC_displacement = data(speed_req,1);     % distance traveled per cycle [m] 
BNC_time = data(speed_req,2);             % time spent per cycle with avg vel >= 15.3 mph  
final_time = w(end,3);                    % total time for full cycle start to finish [s]  
% (final_time = BNC_time for TF == 1) 
if cut_type == 0 
    burn_time = BURN(1,3) - BURN(speed_req,3); 
    cut_delay = BURN(1,3); 
elseif cut_type == 1 
    burn_time = cut_MS - BURN(speed_req,3);   % adjusted burn time [s] (if TF == 1, then  
% it subtracts zero) 
    cut_delay = cut_MS; 
end 
coast_time = BNC_time - burn_time;        % coast time is total time - burn time [s] 
pulse_width = (coast_time/BNC_time)*100;  % percent of which the signal should be high  
% for the pulse generator (high for coasting low for burning in the switch) 
MIN_RPM_cutoff = BURN(speed_req,5);       % Engine speed corresponding to min vel. (need  
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% for percent max cut type)          
distance_traveled_A = BNC_displacement/1609.344;     % distance traveled per cycle [mi] 
  
simDTFR = sim('DT_Full_Run_Main','SrcWorkspace','current'); 
w_B = simDTFR.get('w_B'); 
  
% w_B(:,1) = velocity 
% w_B(:,2) = position 
% w_B(:,3) = time step 
% w_B(:,4) = fuel consumption rate 
  
if mech_power_type == 0    % for engine 
    fuel_spent_A = sum(BURN(1:speed_req,4))*t_step/(6.249873397*3600);  % fuel consump.  
% in gallons of gasoline 
    % Using gasoline density of 46.75229969334 lb/ft³ and  
    % conversion factor of 7.48051948 gal/ft³. 
    fuel_spent_B = sum(w_B(:,4))*t_step/(3600*6.249873397);  % total fuel consump in gal 
else % for motor 
    power_spent_A = sum(BURN(1:speed_req,4))*t_step;   % total energy spent [J]  
    % using 33.41 kWh/gal gasoline-gallon equivalent, 
    fuel_spent_A = power_spent_A/(33.41*1000*3600);      % fuel consumption in gal of gas 
    power_spent_B = sum(w_B(:,4))*t_step;   % total energy spent [J]  
    % using 33.41 kWh/gal gasoline-gallon equivalent, 
    fuel_spent_B = power_spent_B/(33.41*1000*3600); 
end 
  
MPG_A = distance_traveled_A/fuel_spent_A;           % MPG 
MPG_A = round(MPG_A,0);                             % round MPG value 
  
% can possibly have code for evaluating num_cycles for 
% min vel>0 if min_vel = 0, def need to round up.  
num_cycles = w_B(end,2)/BNC_displacement;        % number of burn and coast cycles required 
to finish 6.12 miles 
num_cycles = ceil(num_cycles);                   % round up number of b&c cycles needed to 
account for static start 
fuel_spent_penalty = num_cycles*fuel_penalty;                 
total_fuel_spent = fuel_spent_B + fuel_spent_penalty;   % sum of all fuel/energy spent 
distance_traveled_B = w_B(end,2)/1609.344;              % total distance traveled in miles 
(6.4) 
MPG_B = distance_traveled_B/total_fuel_spent;           % MPG    
MPG_B = round(MPG_B,0);                                 % MPG value 
  
cycle_time = Interpol_coast(speed_req,3); % [s] cycle time for 15.0 mph 
max_vel = BURN(1,1)*2.236936;             % [m/s] to [mph] Top vehicle velocity  
min_vel = BURN(speed_req,1)*2.236936;     % [m/s] to [mph] minimum required velocity in mph 
to keep 15.3 mph average 
duty_cycle = 100*burn_time/BNC_time;      % [%] duty cycle of the burn 
w(:,1) = w(:,1).*2.236936;                % [m/s] to [mph] 
w_B(:,1) = w_B(:,1).*2.236936;            % [m/s] to [mph] 
w_B(:,5) = ~w_B(:,5);                     % setting high as burning and low as coasting 
torque = torque.*0.73756214927727;        % [N-m] to [ft-lbf] 
forces = forces.*0.22480894387096;        % [N] to [lbf]  
  
want = zeros(9,1); 
want(1) = MPG_A; 
want(2) = MPG_B; 
want(3) = flag; 
want(4) = cycle_time; 
want(5) = distance_traveled_A; 
want(6) = min_vel; 
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want(7) = max_vel; 
want(8) = duty_cycle; 
want(9) = B2C_Switch; 
want(10) = speed_req; 
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APPENDIX N:  CODE FROM APP DESIGNER 
classdef SIMsApp_exported < matlab.apps.AppBase 
  
    % Properties that correspond to app components 
    properties (Access = public) 
        SIMsTool                        matlab.ui.Figure 
        FileMenu                        matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        NewMenu                         matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        OpenMenu                        matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        SaveMenuGroup                   matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        SaveMenu                        matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        SaveAsMenu                      matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        CloseMenu                       matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        TemplatesMenu                   matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        EngineTableMenu                 matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        TrackDataMenu                   matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        CoastDownTestMenu               matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        HelpMenu                        matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        UserManualMenu                  matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        HALPMEMenu                      matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        IvefallenMenu                   matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        andicantgetupMenu               matlab.ui.container.Menu 
        GridLayout                      matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        LeftPanel                       matlab.ui.container.Panel 
        LeftGrid                        matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        InputTabs                       matlab.ui.container.TabGroup 
        InputTab_Sensitivities          matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        GridLayout_Inputs_Sens          matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel    matlab.ui.control.Label 
        WeightlbLabel                   matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinWeight                       matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxWeight                       matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel     matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinWR                           matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxWR                           matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        GearRatioEditFieldLabel         matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinGR                           matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxGR                           matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinETA                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxETA                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        AreaDragCoeffin2Label           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinC_D                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxC_D                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinC_B                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxC_B                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        RollingCoefficientLabel         matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinCrr                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxCrr                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MinLabel                        matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MaxLabel                        matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh1                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh2                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh3                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh4                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh5                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh6                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Label_7                         matlab.ui.control.Label 
        NominalLabel                    matlab.ui.control.Label 
        NominalWeight                   matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        NominalWR                       matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
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        NominalGR                       matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        NominalETA                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        NominalC_D                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        NominalC_B                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        NominalCrr                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        SelectAllCheck                  matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        WeightCheck                     matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        WRCheck                         matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        GRCheck                         matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        ETACheck                        matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        C_DCheck                        matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        C_BCheck                        matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        CrrCheck                        matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel          matlab.ui.control.Label 
        CUTOFFTYPEListBox               matlab.ui.control.ListBox 
        PercentMaxSpeedLabel            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinPercentCut                   matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxPercentCut                   matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        BurnTimesecLabel                matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MinBurnTime                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        MaxBurnTime                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        dsh9                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh8                            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        NumberVarElements               matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        NumberCutElements               matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        TimestepsecLabel                matlab.ui.control.Label 
        TimeStep                        matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        EngineMotorTablesLabel          matlab.ui.control.Label 
        SDT_EngineFileField             matlab.ui.control.EditField 
        EngineDataBrowseButton          matlab.ui.control.Button 
        EngineType_SDT                  matlab.ui.control.Switch 
        CalculateMPGButton              matlab.ui.control.Button 
        MPGLamp                         matlab.ui.control.Lamp 
        SingleORFull                    matlab.ui.control.Switch 
        InputTab_VelProf                matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf       matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        INPUTPARAMETERSLabel            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel      matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_Weight                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        WheelRadiusRwinLabel            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_WR                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        GearRatioGRLabel                matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_GR                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel    matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_ETA                         matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        ROADLOADSLabel                  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        DragC_DEditFieldLabel           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_CD                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        FrontalAreaAin2Label            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_FA                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        BearingC_BlbsftLabel            matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_CB                          matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel       matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_Crr                         matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        RoadLoadApp_Button              matlab.ui.control.Button 
        TrackElevationDataLabel         matlab.ui.control.Label 
        TrackFileEditField              matlab.ui.control.EditField 
        BrowseTrackVPT                  matlab.ui.control.Button 
        EngineMotorTablesLabel_2        matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_EngineFileField             matlab.ui.control.EditField 
        BrowseEngineVPT                 matlab.ui.control.Button 
        EngineType_VPT                  matlab.ui.control.Switch 
        CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label        matlab.ui.control.Label 
        CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2             matlab.ui.control.ListBox 
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        PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2          matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_PercentCut                  matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        BurnTimesecLabel_2              matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_BurnTime                    matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        TimestepsecLabel_2              matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_Time_Step                   matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        RunVPTButton                    matlab.ui.control.Button 
        VPT_Lamp                        matlab.ui.control.Lamp 
        RightPanel                      matlab.ui.container.Panel 
        RightGrid                       matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        MainTabGroup                    matlab.ui.container.TabGroup 
        DesignSensitivitiesTab          matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        GridLayout4                     matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        SensitivitiesTabGroup           matlab.ui.container.TabGroup 
        MPGPlotsTab_1                   matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        MPGPlotsGrid1                   matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        W_Plot                          matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        R_w_Plot                        matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        GR_Plot                         matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        eta_dt_Plot                     matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        MPGPlotsTab_2                   matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        GridLayout12                    matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        C_d_Plot                        matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        C_b_Plot                        matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        C_rr_Plot                       matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        ExportDataButton                matlab.ui.control.Button 
        SimRuntimeLabel                 matlab.ui.control.Label 
        ComparisonPlotTab               matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        PlotTabGrid                     matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        ComparisonPlot                  matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        ChooseParamPlot                 matlab.ui.container.Panel 
        GridLayout13                    matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        PlotW_Check                     matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        PlotWR_Check                    matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        PlotGR_Check                    matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        PlotETA_Check                   matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        PlotCD_Check                    matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        PlotCB_Check                    matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        PlotCrr_Check                   matlab.ui.control.CheckBox 
        CHOOSECUTOFFLabel               matlab.ui.control.Label 
        CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown            matlab.ui.control.DropDown 
        ComputeandCompareTab            matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        CnCTabGrid                      matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        MPGRangeLabel                   matlab.ui.control.Label 
        WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2        matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Min_MPG_Weight                  matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        Max_MPG_Weight                  matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2   matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Min_MPG_WR                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        Max_MPG_WR                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2       matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Min_MPG_GR                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        Max_MPG_GR                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Min_MPG_ETA                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        Max_MPG_ETA                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Min_MPG_CD                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        Max_MPG_CD                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Min_MPG_CB                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        Max_MPG_CB                      matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        Min_MPG_Crr                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        Max_MPG_Crr                     matlab.ui.control.NumericEditField 
        dsh10                           matlab.ui.control.Label 
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        dsh11                           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh12                           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh13                           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh14                           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh15                           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        dsh16                           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        UIAxes                          matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        VelocityProfileTab              matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        GridLayout3                     matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        VelProfTabGroup                 matlab.ui.container.TabGroup 
        VPT_ResultsTab                  matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        VPT_ResultsGrid                 matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        VPTPlot1Label                   matlab.ui.control.Label 
        SingleBNCPlot                   matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        FullBNCPlot                     matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        FuelConsumptionLabel_Single     matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MPGLabel_Single                 matlab.ui.control.Label 
        DistanceperCycleLabel           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        DutyCycleLabel                  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        DistanceperCycleValue           matlab.ui.control.Label 
        DutyCyleValue                   matlab.ui.control.Label 
        FuelConsumptionLabel_Full       matlab.ui.control.Label 
        MPGLabel_Full                   matlab.ui.control.Label 
        TotalTimeLabel                  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        TotalTimeValue                  matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPT_SimRuntimeLabel             matlab.ui.control.Label 
        ExportDataButton_VPT            matlab.ui.control.Button 
        VPT_FuelTab                     matlab.ui.container.Tab 
        VPT_FuelGrid                    matlab.ui.container.GridLayout 
        FuelConsumpTitle                matlab.ui.control.Label 
        VPTFuelPlot                     matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        VPTForcePlot                    matlab.ui.control.UIAxes 
        FuelConsumpNote                 matlab.ui.control.Label 
    end 
  
    % Properties that correspond to apps with auto-reflow 
    properties (Access = private) 
        onePanelWidth = 576; 
    end 
  
     
    properties (Access = public) 
        file_name   =       ''          % Character array of file name, shown as figure title 
        path_name   =       ''          % Character array of file path/location 
        need_init_save =    1           % Boolean cleared when "Save As" function is run once 
        file_data   =       {}          % Array to store file_name, path_name, need_init_save 
        inputs_SDT  =       cell(8,1)   % Cell array to store design_params, checked, engine,  
% step_size, cutoffs 
        inputs_VPT  =       cell(7,1)   % Cell array to store velocity profile tool inputs 
        outputs_SDT =       cell(3,1)   % Cell array to store cut_array, SDT_vehi_param, MPG 
        outputs_VPT =       cell(5,1)   % Cell array to store velocity profile tool outputs 
        alldata     =       {}          % Initialize empty cell array to hold all information  
    end 
     
    properties (Access = private) 
        SDT_params   =   zeros(7,3)         % 7x3 array to store min, max, and nom values 
        SDT_checked         =   [1 1;1 1;1 1;1 1;1 1;1 1;1 1]     % 7x2 array store checkbox values 
        SDT_Engine_Performance                  % Array of engine dyno data read from Excel file 
        SDT_mech_pwr_type   =   0               % 0 for combustion, 1 for electric 
        SDT_cutoffs         =   []          % Array to store min and max cutoffs (percent max speed  
% or burn time) 
        SDT_step_size       =   []          % 3x1 array to store #var_elems, #cut_elems, time_step 
        SDT_single_full     =   'Single'        % Character array of which SDT function to use 
        SDT_cut_array       =   []              % Cutoffs (% max speed, burn time) used by SDT  
        SDT_vehi_param      =   []              % 3D array to store tested parameters output by SDT 
        SDT_MPG             =   []              % 3D array to store calculated MPG values output 
        SDT_flag                =   []          % 3D array to store flag values output by SDT 
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        SDT_engine_file     =   '...'           % String holding engine file path and name 
         
        VPT_params          = zeros(8,1)    % 8x1 array to store nominal values 
        VPT_cutoffs         = []            % 2x1 array to store cutoff value and type 
        VPT_Engine_Performance              % Array of engine dyno data read from Excel file 
        VPT_mech_pwr_type   =   0           % 0 for combustion, 1 for electric 
        VPT_track_file      =   ''          % Track file name and path 
        VPT_engine_file     =   ''          % Engine file name and path 
        VPT_tstep           = 0.05          % Time step for Simulink solver 
        VPT_w               =   []          % VPT output of velocity values for single run 
        VPT_w_B             =   []          % VPT output of velocity values for full run 
        VPT_want            =   []          % VPT output of MPG, flag, distance, and other values 
        VPT_torque          =   []          % VPT output of engine torque/power 
        VPT_forces          =   []          % VPT output of road load forces 
         
        SDT_plots_obj                       % Array to hold plot objects 
        SDT_Input_obj                       % Array to store input objects (EditFields, checkboxes) 
        SDT_Input_obj2                      % Array to store other input objects for SDT 
        Min_Max_Outputs                     % Array to store minimum and maximum MPG output objects 
        VPT_Input_obj                       % Array to store VPT input objects (Edit Fields) 
        VPT_Input_obj2                      % Array to store other input objects for VPT 
         
        param_abbr      =   {'WEIGHT';'WR';'GR';'\eta_{dt}';'C_d*A';'C_b';'C_{rr}'} 
        need_save       =   0 
    end 
     
    methods (Access = private)       
         
        function nom = update_nom(app, i) 
            % i is an integer 1 - 7 which indicates which parameter was updated 
            min = app.SDT_params(i,1); 
            max = app.SDT_params(i,2); 
            % Check that minimum is less than max, then calculate nominal as the average 
            if min < max 
                nom = (min + max)/2;  
                % Set nominal parameter in the input array 
                app.SDT_params(i,3) = nom; 
            else 
                nom = app.SDT_params(i,3);      % If min > max, keep nominal the same 
            end 
        end 
         
        function x = overwrite_inputs(app, event) 
            % event:  
            x = 0; 
            current_tab = event.Source.Parent.Parent.Title; 
            if strcmpi(current_tab,'Sensitivities Inputs') 
                lamp1 = app.MPGLamp;            % If the current tool is SDT, change SDT lamp 
            else 
                lamp1 = app.VPT_Lamp;           % If the current tool is VPT, change VPT lamp 
            end 
             
            if isequal(lamp1.Color,[0 1 0])     % If lamp is green, ask user if they are sure 
                user_ans = uiconfirm(app.SIMsTool,'Are you sure you want to overwrite current  
data?','Overwrite Data?'); 
                if strcmpi(user_ans, 'Cancel')      % If user selects Cancel, 
                    x = 1;                          % return a 1 and undo user change 
                    event.Source.Value = event.PreviousValue; 
                    return; 
                else 
                    lamp1.Color = [0.9, 0.9, 0.9];  % If user selects OK, change lamp to gray 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        function SDT_update_cut_type(app, type) 
            % type - character array that describes the selected cut-off type 
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            item1 = app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Items(1);     % First item in List Box 
            if strcmp(type,item1)       % Percent Cut is chosen 
                percent = 'on';         % Enable percent fields 
                burn = 'off';           % Disable burn time fieldes 
                app.SDT_cutoffs(1) = app.MinPercentCut.Value / 100;     % Update values in cutoffs 
                app.SDT_cutoffs(2) = app.MaxPercentCut.Value / 100; 
                app.SDT_cutoffs(3) = 0;         % Update cutoff type 
            else                        % Burn Time is chosen 
                percent = 'off';        % Disable percent fields 
                burn = 'on';            % Enable burn time fields 
                app.SDT_cutoffs(1) = app.MinBurnTime.Value;     % Update values in cutoffs array 
                app.SDT_cutoffs(2) = app.MaxBurnTime.Value; 
                app.SDT_cutoffs(3) = 1;         % Update cutoff type 
            end 
            app.MinPercentCut.Enable = percent; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.Enable = percent; 
            app.MinBurnTime.Enable = burn; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.Enable = burn; 
            app.need_save = 1; 
        end 
         
        function VPT_update_cut_type(app, type) 
             
            item1 = app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Items{1}; 
            if strcmp(type,item1)       % Percent Cut is chosen 
                percent = 'on'; 
                burn = 'off'; 
                app.VPT_cutoffs(1) = app.VPT_PercentCut.Value / 100; 
                app.VPT_cutoffs(2) = 0; 
            else 
                percent = 'off';        % Burn Time is chosen 
                burn = 'on'; 
                app.VPT_cutoffs(1) = app.VPT_BurnTime.Value; 
                app.VPT_cutoffs(2) = 1; 
            end 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.Enable = percent; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.Enable = burn; 
            app.need_save = 1; 
        end 
                 
        function ready = SDT_ready(app) 
            error_flags = 0;            % Initialize error flags at 0 
            err_msgs = cell(1,1);       % Initialize a cell array to store error messages 
            msg1 = ''; 
            msg2 = ''; 
            for i = 1:7 
                % For each parameter, check if values are acceptable 
                min = app.SDT_params(i,1); 
                max = app.SDT_params(i,2); 
                nom = app.SDT_params(i,3); 
                 
                % If checkbox checked, raise flag if min > max 
                if app.SDT_checked(i) == 1 
                    if min >= max  
                        error_flags = 1; 
                        msg1 = strcat(msg1,'[#',num2str(i),']'); 
                        err_msgs{1} = strcat('Check Vehicle Parameter Ranges: A minimum is greater  
than maximum ',msg1); 
                    end 
                % If checkbox not checked, need nominal value to be acceptable 
                else 
                    if nom <= 0 
                        if error_flags 
                            error_flags = 2; 
                        else 
                            error_flags = 1; 
                        end 
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                        msg2 = strcat(msg2,'[',num2str(i),']'); 
                        err_msgs{error_flags} = strcat('Nominal value is not acceptable ',msg2); 
                    else 
                        app.SDT_params(i,1) = 0;     % set min and max to 0 
                        app.SDT_params(i,2) = 0; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            % Cutoff range must be acceptable 
            if app.SDT_cutoffs(2) < app.SDT_cutoffs(1) 
                error_flags = error_flags + 1; 
                err_msgs{error_flags} = 'Cutoff Min. is greater than Cutoff Max'; 
            end 
            % Engine file must download correctly 
            if isempty(app.SDT_Engine_Performance) || strcmp(app.SDT_EngineFileField.Value,'...') 
                    || strcmp(app.SDT_engine_file,'...') 
                error_flags = error_flags + 1; 
                err_msgs{error_flags} = 'Invalid Engine File/Data'; 
            end 
             
            if error_flags == 0 
                ready = 1;              % Return 1 if no errors 
            else 
                ready = 0;              % Return 0 if errors and show alert message 
                msg = 'Check the following inputs:'; 
                for x = 1:error_flags 
                    msg = strcat(msg,' \n',err_msgs{x}); 
                end 
                msg = sprintf(msg); 
                uialert(app.SIMsTool,msg,'Not ready to run'); 
            end 
        end 
         
        function ready = VPT_ready(app) 
            error_flags = 0; 
            err_msgs = cell(1,1); 
             
            % Check engine file/data for validity 
            if isempty(app.VPT_Engine_Performance) || strcmp(app.VPT_engine_file,'...')... 
                    || strcmp(app.VPT_EngineFileField.Value, '...')  
|| isempty(app.VPT_EngineFileField) 
                error_flags = error_flags + 1; 
                err_msgs{error_flags} = 'Engine File/Data Invalid'; 
            end 
             
            % Check track file/data for validity 
%  COMMENTED OUT, useful for future 
%             if strcmp(app.TrackFileEditField.Value,'...') 
%                 error_flags = error_flags + 1; 
%                 err_msgs{error_flags} = 'Track File/Data Invalid'; 
%             end 
             
            if error_flags 
                ready = 0; 
                msg = 'Check the following inputs: '; 
                for x = 1:error_flags 
                    msg = strcat(msg,' \n',err_msgs{x}); 
                end 
                msg = sprintf(msg); 
                uialert(app.SIMsTool,msg,'Not ready to run'); 
            else 
                ready = 1; 
            end 
             
        end 
         
        function plot_SDT(app,num_cut_elem) 
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            %% Plot Output 
            for i = 1:7 
                if app.SDT_checked(i,1) == 1 
                    fig = app.SDT_plots_obj(i); 
                    cla(fig);                       % First delete any objects prev plotted     
                    for p = 1:(num_cut_elem+1)      % Every cut value has a plot 
                        x = app.SDT_vehi_param(i,:,p);   
                        y = app.SDT_MPG(i,:,p); 
                        plot(fig,x,y);              % Plot MPG vs. vehicle parameters 
                        hold(fig,'on'); 
                    end 
                    hold(fig,'off'); 
                end 
            end 
            % Create a legend for each plot 
            for j = 1:7 
                if app.SDT_checked(j) == 1 
                    fig = app.SDT_plots_obj(j); 
                     
                    if ~app.SDT_cutoffs(3)      % Percent of Engine Max selected 
                        lgd = legend(fig,[num2str(app.SDT_cut_array.*100)],'Location','best',... 
                            'TextColor','w','FontSize',8); %#ok<*NBRAK>  
                        title(lgd,'Engine Cut-Off Percentage'); 
                    else                        % Burn Time selected 
                        lgd = legend(fig,[num2str(app.SDT_cut_array)],'Location','best',... 
                            'TextColor','w','FontSize',8); %#ok<*NBRAK>  
                        title(lgd,'Burn Time [s]'); 
                    end 
                end 
            end     
        end 
         
        function plot_comparison(app) 
            % Check the user has run a study before attempting to plot 
            if ischar(app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Value) 
                uialert(app.SIMsTool,'Run the calculation before plotting','Error Plotting Data'); 
            else 
                fig = app.ComparisonPlot; 
                cla(fig);                   % First delete any objects prev plotted 
                 
                % Plot each chosen MPG vs. params at the selected cutoff value 
                cut_value = app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Value; 
                lgd_vals = [];              % Array to store which parameters to show in legend 
                for i = 1:7 
                    if app.SDT_checked(i,2) 
                        x = [1:app.NumberVarElements.Value+1];      % x = [1 2 3 ... n] 
                        y = app.SDT_MPG(i,:,cut_value);             % y = [MPG values] 
                        lgd_vals = [lgd_vals, app.param_abbr(i)];   %#ok<AGROW>  
                        color = app.W_Plot.ColorOrder(i,:);         % Specify color 
                        plot(fig,x,y,'Color',color);                % Plot MPG vs. parameter 
                        hold(fig,'on'); 
                    end 
                end 
                hold(fig,'off'); 
            end 
             
            lgd = legend(fig,lgd_vals,'TextColor','w','FontSize',8);    % Create a legend 
            title(lgd,'Vehicle Parameters'); 
         
        end 
         
        function plot_VPT(app) 
            w = app.VPT_w;                  % 4 columns [1-velocity, 2-position , 3-time, 4-fuel] 
            w_B = app.VPT_w_B;              % 5 columns [1-4 same as above, 5-pulse width] 
            want = app.VPT_want;            % 10x1 array of important values 
            torque = app.VPT_torque;        % n x 1 array of torque values (over time) 
            forces = app.VPT_forces;        % n x 4 array of road load forces (over time) 
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            MPG_A = want(1);                % MPG of single run 
            MPG_B = want(2);            % MPG of full run 
            flag = want(3);             % Indicates what minimum velocity is req to meet 15.3 mph 
            cycle_time = want(4);       % Time of one BNC cycle 
            distance = want(5);         % Distance traveled during one BNC cycle 
            min_vel = want(6);          % Minimum velocity of vehicle during BNC cycle 
            max_vel = want(7);          % Maximum velocity of vehicle during BNC cycle 
            duty_cycle = want(8);       % Percentage of time spent burning vs coasting in one cycle 
            B2C_Switch = want(9);       % When the engine is cut-off 
            speed_req = want(10);       % Index of minimum velocity data point 
            w_A = w_B(:,5);                     % Create a pulse width plot - all burning are 1 
            w_A(1:B2C_Switch-speed_req) = 0;    % start at the min vel. for the single B&C graph 
            
            %% Single B&C Plot 
            BNC1 = app.SingleBNCPlot; 
            cla(BNC1)                           % clear previous plotted data 
            yyaxis(BNC1, 'left') 
            plot(BNC1, w(:,3),w(:,1),'b');      % plot the velocity data of a single burn in blue 
            set(BNC1.YAxis(1),'Color','b'); 
             
            if flag == 3 
                str = {'Average vehicle speed < 15.3 mph','Try different combination of  
parameters'}; 
                text(BNC1,0.44,0.925,str,'Units','normalized','Color','white') 
                app.MPGLabel_Single.Text = "----- MPG"; 
                app.DistanceperCycleValue.Text = "----- miles"; 
                app.DutyCycleValue.Text = "--- %"; 
            else 
                str1 = "V_{max}= " + num2str(round(max_vel,1)) + " mph"; 
                text(BNC1,w(B2C_Switch+200,3),max_vel-1,str1,'Color','white');  
                str2 = "V_{min} = " + num2str(round(min_vel,1)) + " mph";  
                 
                if flag == 2 
                    yline(BNC1,min_vel,'--w',str2); 
                else 
                    text(BNC1,0.7,0.7,str2,'Units','normalized','Color','white'); 
                end    
                app.MPGLabel_Single.Text = num2str(MPG_A) + " MPG"; 
                app.DistanceperCycleValue.Text = num2str(round(distance,2)) + " miles"; 
                app.DutyCyleValue.Text = num2str(round(duty_cycle,1)) + " %"; 
                 
                % plot BNC pulse in red 
                hold(BNC1,'on') 
                yyaxis(BNC1,'right') 
                set(BNC1.YAxis(2),'Color','r'); 
                plot(BNC1,w_B(B2C_Switch-speed_req:B2C_Switch,3),w_A(B2C_Switch- 
speed_req:B2C_Switch),'r'); 
                BNC1.YAxis(2).Limits = [0,2]; 
                BNC1.YAxis(2).TickValues = [0,1]; 
                BNC1.YAxis(2).TickLabels = {'COAST','BURN'}; 
                hold(BNC1,'off') 
            end 
             
            %% Full B&C Plot 
            BNC2 = app.FullBNCPlot; 
            cla(BNC2) 
            yyaxis(BNC2, 'left') 
            set(BNC2.YAxis(1),'Color','b'); 
            plot(BNC2, w_B(:,3),w_B(:,1),'b');  
             
            if flag == 3 
                string1 = {'Average vehicle speed < 15.3 mph','Try different combination of  
parameters'}; 
                text(BNC2, 0.44,0.925,string1,'Units','normalized','Color','white') 
            else 
                % Update MPG and Total Time values  
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                app.MPGLabel_Full.Text = num2str(MPG_B) + " MPG"; 
                app.TotalTimeValue.Text = num2str(round(w_B(end,3)/60,1)) + " minutes"; 
                 
                % Plot BNC pulse 
                hold(BNC2,'on') 
                yyaxis(BNC2,'right')  
                set(BNC2.YAxis(2),'Color','r'); 
                plot(BNC2,w_B(:,3),w_B(:,5),'r'); 
                BNC2.YAxis(2).Limits = [0,5]; 
                BNC2.YAxis(2).TickValues = [0,1]; 
                BNC2.YAxis(2).TickLabels = {'COAST','BURN'}; 
                hold(BNC2,'off') 
            end 
             
            %% Fuel Consumption Plot 
            plot3 = app.VPTFuelPlot; 
            cla(plot3) 
            yyaxis(plot3, 'left') 
            set(plot3.YAxis(1),'Color','b'); 
            plot(plot3, w(1:B2C_Switch,3),torque(1:B2C_Switch),'b');      % Plot torque in blue 
             
            yyaxis(plot3,'right') 
            set(plot3.YAxis(2),'Color','r'); 
            plot(plot3,w(1:B2C_Switch,3),w(1:B2C_Switch,4),'r');   % Plot fuel consumption in red 
             
            if app.VPT_mech_pwr_type == 0                          % Change axes labels for engine 
                plot3.YAxis(1).Label.String = 'Engine Torque [ft-lb_f]'; 
                plot3.YAxis(2).Label.String = 'Fuel Consumption Rate [lb_m/hr]'; 
            elseif app.VPT_mech_pwr_type == 1                      % Change axes labels for motor 
                plot3.YAxis(1).Label.String = 'Motor Torque [ft-lb_f]'; 
                plot3.YAxis(2).Label.String = 'Motor Input Power [W]'; 
            end 
             
            if flag == 2 
                text2 = "V_{min} = " + num2str(round(min_vel,1)) + " mph"; 
                xline(plot3,w(B2C_Switch-speed_req,3),'--w', text2, 'LabelHorizontalAlignment', ... 
'center','LabelOrientation','horizontal'); 
            elseif flag == 1 
                text2 = "V_{min} = 0 MPH"; 
                xline(plot3,0,'--w',text2,'LabelHorizontalAlignment', 'right','LabelOrientation', 
                        'horizontal'); 
            end 
             
            %% Plot Road Loads vs. Time 
            cla(app.VPTForcePlot) 
            plot(app.VPTForcePlot,w(:,3),forces);  
            legend(app.VPTForcePlot,'Drag Resistance','Bearing Resistance','Rolling Resistance',  
'Grade Resistance','textcolor','white')  
        end 
         
        function min_max_MPGs(app) 
            minis = zeros(7,app.SDT_step_size(2),"double");         % Array to store min mpg values 
            maxis = zeros(7,app.SDT_step_size(2),"double");         % Array to store max mpg values 
            minmaxparam = zeros(7,2*(app.SDT_step_size(2)+1));      % min in column 1, max in col 2 
            for i = 1:7 
                for p = 1:(app.SDT_step_size(2)+1)          % For each value in cut-array, 
                    if app.SDT_checked(i) == 1      % if the parameter's checkbox is checked, 
                        x = app.SDT_vehi_param(i,:,p); 
                        y = app.SDT_MPG(i,:,p); 
                        [M,j] = min(y);         % Find minimum MPG value 
                        minis(i,p) = M;         % Store min MPG value in array 
                        minmaxparam(i, 2*p-1) = x(j);   % Store corresponding parameter in array 
                        [N,k] = max(y);         % Find maximum MPG value 
                        maxis(i,p) = N;         % Store max MPG value in array 
                        minmaxparam(i, 2*p) = x(k);     % Store corresponding parameter in array 
                        if p == 1 
                            minobj = app.Min_Max_Outputs(i,1);  % Choose min edit field to update 
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                            maxobj = app.Min_Max_Outputs(i,2);  % Choose max edit field to update 
                            minobj.Value = M;       % Update min edit field 
                            maxobj.Value = N;       % Update max edit field 
                        end 
                    end 
                end     
            end      
        end 
         
        function autopop_data(app,file,inputs_SDT,inputs_VPT,outputs_SDT,outputs_VPT) 
            try 
                % Update the file_data 
                app.file_name = file{1}; 
                app.path_name = file{2}; 
                app.need_init_save = file{3}; 
                app.file_data = {app.file_name; app.path_name; app.need_init_save}; 
                app.SIMsTool.Name = app.file_name; 
                 
                %%======================== SENSITIVITES INPUTS ======================== 
                % Update the vehicle parameter ranges and Checked items 
                app.SDT_params = inputs_SDT{1}; 
                app.SDT_checked = inputs_SDT{2}; 
                 
                for i = 1:7 
                    field1 = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,4); 
                    field1.Value = app.SDT_checked(i,1); 
                    if field1.Value 
                        for j = 1:3 
                            field = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,j); 
                            field.Value = app.SDT_params(i,j); 
                        end 
                    else 
                        field = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,3); 
                        field.Value = app.SDT_params(i,3); 
                    end 
                    field2 = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,5); 
                    field2.Value = app.SDT_checked(i,2); 
                end 
                 
                % Update Engine Performance data and user selection of type 
                app.SDT_Engine_Performance = inputs_SDT{3}; 
                app.SDT_mech_pwr_type = inputs_SDT{4}; 
                if app.SDT_mech_pwr_type        % electric = 1 
                    app.EngineType_SDT.Value = 'Motor'; 
                else 
                    app.EngineType_SDT.Value = 'Combustion'; 
                end 
                 
                % Update Cut-off Types and Values 
                app.SDT_cutoffs = inputs_SDT{5}; 
                if app.SDT_cutoffs(3)    % Burn time is selected (cut_type = 1) 
                    cut_type = 'Burn Time'; 
                    app.MinBurnTime.Value = app.SDT_cutoffs(1); 
                    app.MaxBurnTime.Value = app.SDT_cutoffs(2); 
                else 
                    cut_type = 'Percent of Max Speed'; 
                    app.MinPercentCut.Value = app.SDT_cutoffs(1)*100; 
                    app.MaxPercentCut.Value = app.SDT_cutoffs(2)*100; 
                end 
                app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Value = cut_type; 
                SDT_update_cut_type(app,cut_type); 
                 
                % Update Step Sizes 
                app.SDT_step_size = inputs_SDT{6}; 
                app.NumberVarElements.Value = app.SDT_step_size(1); 
                app.NumberCutElements.Value = app.SDT_step_size(2); 
                app.TimeStep.Value = app.SDT_step_size(3); 
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                % Update Engine File 
                app.SDT_engine_file = inputs_SDT{7}; 
                app.SDT_EngineFileField.Value = app.SDT_engine_file; 
                 
                % Update if Single or Full Design Tool was used 
                app.SDT_single_full = inputs_SDT{8}; 
                app.SingleORFull.Value = app.SDT_single_full; 
                 
                %% ======================== SENSITIVITIES OUTPUTS ======================== 
                % If there are outputs, auto-fill output arrays 
                if ~isempty(outputs_SDT{1}) 
                    app.SDT_cut_array = outputs_SDT{1};      
                    app.SDT_vehi_param = outputs_SDT{2}; 
                    app.SDT_MPG = outputs_SDT{3}; 
                     
                    % Plot data to individual plots and turn lamps green 
                    num_cut_elem = app.SDT_step_size(2); 
                    plot_SDT(app,num_cut_elem); 
                    app.MPGLamp.Color = [0 1 0]; 
                     
                    % Update the Comparison Plot 
                    cut_array_str = cell(1,length(app.SDT_cut_array)); 
                    itemdata = zeros(1,length(app.SDT_cut_array)); 
                    for k = 1:length(app.SDT_cut_array) 
                        cut_array_str{k} = num2str(app.SDT_cut_array(k)); 
                        itemdata(k) = k; 
                    end 
                    app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Items = cut_array_str; 
                    app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.ItemsData = itemdata; 
                    plot_comparison(app); 
                end 
                 
                % ======================== VELOCITY PROFILE INPUTS ======================== 
                % Update the vehicle parameters in VPT 
                app.VPT_params = inputs_VPT{1}; 
                for i = 1:8 
                    field1 = app.VPT_Input_obj(i); 
                    field1.Value = app.VPT_params(i); 
                end 
                 
                % Update the cutoff value and type (cutoffs is a 2x1 array) 
                app.VPT_cutoffs = inputs_VPT{2}; 
                 
                if app.VPT_cutoffs(2)       % not 0, 1 is burn time 
                    % update List Box value 
                    app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Value = app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Items{2}; 
                    VPT_cut_type = app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Value; 
                    app.VPT_BurnTime.Value = app.VPT_cutoffs(1); 
                else 
                    % Leave List Box value as default (percent) 
                    % uUdate the proper cutoff value (either pct or burn time) 
                    app.VPT_PercentCut.Value = app.VPT_cutoffs(1) * 100; 
                end 
                VPT_update_cut_type(app,VPT_cut_type);      % Enables and disables cutoff fields 
                 
                % Update Engine data and type 
                app.VPT_Engine_Performance = inputs_VPT{3}; 
                app.VPT_mech_pwr_type = inputs_VPT{4}; 
                if app.VPT_mech_pwr_type        % electric = 1 
                    app.EngineType_VPT.Value = 'Motor'; 
                else 
                    app.EngineType_VPT.Value = 'Combustion'; 
                end 
                 
                % Update track and engine files 
                app.VPT_track_file = inputs_VPT{5}; 
                app.TrackFileEditField.Value = app.VPT_track_file; 
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                app.VPT_engine_file =inputs_VPT{6}; 
                app.VPT_EngineFileField.Value = app.VPT_engine_file; 
                 
                % Update time step field 
                app.VPT_tstep = inputs_VPT{7}; 
                app.VPT_Time_Step.Value = app.VPT_tstep; 
                 
                %% ======================== VELOCITY PROFILE OUTPUTS ======================== 
                 
                if ~isempty(outputs_VPT{1}) 
                    app.VPT_w = outputs_VPT{1}; 
                    app.VPT_w_B = outputs_VPT{2}; 
                    app.VPT_want = outputs_VPT{3}; 
                    app.VPT_torque = outputs_VPT{4}; 
                    app.VPT_forces = outputs_VPT{5}; 
                     
                    plot_VPT(app);      % Create plots using output data 
                end 
                app.need_save = 0; 
                 
            catch ME 
                catch_error(app,ME,'Error Opening Data'); 
            end 
        end 
         
        function update_all_data(app) 
             
            app.file_data = {app.file_name; app.path_name; app.need_init_save}; 
             
            app.inputs_SDT = {app.SDT_params; app.SDT_checked; app.SDT_Engine_Performance;  
app.SDT_mech_pwr_type;.SDT_cutoffs; app.SDT_step_size; ...  
app.SDT_engine_file; app.SDT_single_full}; 
             
            app.inputs_VPT = {app.VPT_params; app.VPT_cutoffs; app.VPT_Engine_Performance;... 
                                app.VPT_mech_pwr_type; app.VPT_track_file; app.VPT_engine_file;  
app.VPT_tstep};     
             
            app.outputs_SDT = {app.SDT_cut_array; app.SDT_vehi_param; app.SDT_MPG}; 
             
            app.outputs_VPT = {app.VPT_w; app.VPT_w_B; app.VPT_want; app.VPT_torque;  
app.VPT_forces}; 
             
            app.alldata = {app.file_data; app.inputs_SDT; app.inputs_VPT; app.outputs_SDT;... 
                                app.outputs_VPT}; 
        end 
         
        function catch_error(app, ME, title) 
            msg = "[1] " + ME.stack(1).name + ", line:" + num2str(ME.stack(1).line); 
            msg1 = "[2] " + ME.stack(2).name + ", line:" + num2str(ME.stack(2).line); 
            msg2 = strcat(ME.message,'\n',msg,'\n',msg1); 
            uialert(app.SIMsTool,sprintf(msg2), title); 
        end 
         
    end 
  
  
    % Callbacks that handle component events 
    methods (Access = private) 
  
        % Code that executes after component creation 
        function startupFcn(app, file_data, in_SDT, in_VPT, out_SDT, out_VPT) 
             
            app.SDT_plots_obj = gobjects(7);     % Initialize a graphic objects array to hold plots 
            app.SDT_plots_obj = [app.W_Plot; app.R_w_Plot; app.GR_Plot;... 
                                app.eta_dt_Plot; app.C_d_Plot; app.C_b_Plot; app.C_rr_Plot]; 
             
            % Initialize the graphic objects array to store Sensitivities Tool input fields                 
            app.SDT_Input_obj = gobjects(7,5); 
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            app.SDT_Input_obj = [app.MinWeight, app.MaxWeight, app.NominalWeight, app.WeightCheck,  
app.PlotW_Check; 
                                app.MinWR, app.MaxWR, app.NominalWR, app.WRCheck, app.PlotWR_Check;  
                                app.MinGR, app.MaxGR, app.NominalGR, app.GRCheck, app.PlotGR_Check; 
                                app.MinETA, app.MaxETA, app.NominalETA, app.ETACheck,  
app.PlotETA_Check; 
                                app.MinC_D, app.MaxC_D, app.NominalC_D, app.C_DCheck,  
app.PlotCD_Check; 
                                app.MinC_B, app.MaxC_B, app.NominalC_B, app.C_BCheck,  
app.PlotCB_Check; 
                                app.MinCrr, app.MaxCrr, app.NominalCrr, app.CrrCheck,  
app.PlotCrr_Check]; 
            app.SDT_Input_obj2 = gobjects(11,1); 
            app.SDT_Input_obj2 = [app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox;app.MinPercentCut; app.MaxPercentCut;  
app.MinBurnTime; 
                                    app.MaxBurnTime; app.NumberVarElements; app.NumberCutElements;  
app.TimeStep; 
                                    app.SDT_EngineFileField; app.EngineDataBrowseButton;  
app.EngineType_SDT; app.SingleORFull]; 
             
            % Initialize an objects array for Velocity Profile Tool input fields 
            app.VPT_Input_obj = gobjects(8,1); 
            app.VPT_Input_obj = [app.VPT_Weight; app.VPT_WR; app.VPT_GR; app.VPT_ETA;... 
                                    app.VPT_CD; app.VPT_CB; app.VPT_Crr; app.VPT_FA]; 
            app.VPT_Input_obj2 = gobjects(6,1); 
            app.VPT_Input_obj2 = [app.VPT_PercentCut; app.VPT_BurnTime; app.VPT_Time_Step;... 
                                    app.TrackFileEditField; app.VPT_EngineFileField;  
app.EngineType_VPT];                          
             
            % First update SDT and VPT design_params using default values 
            for i = 1:7 
                for j = 1:3 
                    field = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,j); 
                    app.SDT_params(i,j) = field.Value; 
                end 
            end 
            for i = 1:8 
                field2 = app.VPT_Input_obj(i); 
                app.VPT_params(i)=field2.Value; 
            end 
             
            SDT_update_cut_type(app,app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Value);       % Update app.SDT_cutoffs 
            app.SDT_step_size(1) = app.NumberVarElements.Value;         % Update app.SDT_step_size 
            app.SDT_step_size(2) = app.NumberCutElements.Value; 
            app.SDT_step_size(3) = app.TimeStep.Value; 
             
            app.VPT_cutoffs(1) = app.VPT_PercentCut.Value / 100;        % Update app.VPT_cutoffs  
            app.VPT_cutoffs(2) = 0; 
            app.VPT_tstep = app.VPT_Time_Step.Value; 
             
            % Initialize the objects array to store Compute and Compare output fields 
            app.Min_Max_Outputs = gobjects(7,2);        % Columns are minMPG, maxMPG 
            app.Min_Max_Outputs = [app.Min_MPG_Weight, app.Max_MPG_Weight; 
                                    app.Min_MPG_WR, app.Max_MPG_WR; 
                                    app.Min_MPG_GR, app.Max_MPG_GR; 
                                    app.Min_MPG_ETA, app.Max_MPG_ETA; 
                                    app.Min_MPG_CD, app.Max_MPG_CD; 
                                    app.Min_MPG_CB, app.Max_MPG_CB; 
                                    app.Min_MPG_Crr, app.Max_MPG_Crr]; 
             
            % Change title color of plots to white 
            for i = 1:7 
                plot = app.SDT_plots_obj(i); 
                titlename = app.param_abbr(i); 
                title(plot,titlename,'Color','w'); 
                plot.ColorOrder = [ 0.00,0.24,0.90 
                                    1.00,0.00,0.00 
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                                    1.00,1.00,0.07 
                                    0.00,1.00,1.00 
                                    0.00,1.00,0.00 
                                    1.00,0.00,0.50 
                                    1.00,0.41,0.16 
                                    0.85,0.50,1.00]; 
            end 
            title(app.SingleBNCPlot,'Single Burn & Coast Velocity Profile','Color','w'); 
            title(app.FullBNCPlot,'Full Burn & Coast Velocity Profile','Color','w'); 
            title(app.VPTFuelPlot,'Engine/Motor Torque & Fuel Consumption Rate','Color','w'); 
            title(app.VPTForcePlot,'Resistive Loads','Color','w'); 
             
            % If there are multiple input arguments on startup (file opened), load the 
            % data to proper fields 
            if nargin > 1 
                autopop_data(app, file_data, in_SDT, in_VPT, out_SDT, out_VPT); 
            else 
                update_all_data(app); 
            end 
             
            app.CalculateMPGButton.Enable = 'on'; 
        end 
  
        % Close request function: SIMsTool 
        function SIMsToolCloseRequest(app, event) 
            figure(app.SIMsTool);       % Bring app to front 
            if app.need_save            % If needs a save, create confirm dialgoue box 
                msg = 'Would you like to save before closing?'; 
                userans = uiconfirm(app.SIMsTool,msg,'Save Before Closing?',"Options",  
{'Yes','No','Cancel'}); 
                if strcmpi(userans,'Yes') 
                    app.SaveMenuSelected(app);   % If user selects Yes, save app before closing 
                    delete(app); 
                elseif strcmpi(userans, 'No') 
                    delete(app);                % If user selects No, close without saving anything  
                else  
                    figure(app.SIMsTool);       % If user selects Cancel, bring app back to front 
                    return; 
                end 
            else 
                delete(app);            % If it doesn't need a save, close the app 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: NewMenu 
        function NewMenuSelected(app, event) 
            SIMsAppColor(app); 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: OpenMenu 
        function OpenMenuSelected(app, event) 
            % Only allow user to open a previous run (which is saved as a *mat file) 
            [filename,pathname] = uigetfile('*.mat','Open File'); 
            if filename == 0 
                figure(app.SIMsTool); 
                return; 
            elseif strcmpi(filename,app.file_name) 
                figure(app.SIMsTool);           % If file selected is already open, bring to front 
            else 
                try 
                    new = load([pathname,filename],"-mat");  
                    thisfileopen = findall(groot,'Type','Figure','Name',filename); 
                     
                    if ~isempty(thisfileopen)                      % Check if that file is open 
                        figure(thisfileopen)                             
                    else    
                        % In case the user changed the file or path name 
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                        % outside of the app, the filename and pathname 
                        % will be updated upon opening 
                        new.file_data{1} = filename; 
                        new.file_data{2} = pathname; 
                         
                        SIMsAppColor(new.file_data, new.inputs_SDT, new.inputs_VPT,... 
                                        new.outputs_SDT, new.outputs_VPT); 
                    end 
                     
                catch ME 
                    catch_error(app,ME,'Error Loading File'); 
                end 
                 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: SaveMenu 
        function SaveMenuSelected(app, event) 
            if app.need_init_save 
                SaveAsMenuSelected(app,event) 
            else 
                app.need_save = 0;              % clear Need Save Boolean 
                update_all_data(app);           % update all data to be saved in file 
                file_data = app.file_data;       %#ok<ADPROPLC> % prepare all data to be saved 
                inputs_SDT = app.inputs_SDT;        %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                inputs_VPT = app.inputs_VPT;        %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                outputs_SDT = app.outputs_SDT;      %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                outputs_VPT = app.outputs_VPT;      %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                 
                % save to the current existing file   
              
save([app.path_name,app.file_name],'file_data','inputs_SDT','inputs_VPT','outpu
ts_SDT','outputs_VPT'); 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: SaveAsMenu 
        function SaveAsMenuSelected(app, event) 
            % Create a new file as specified by the user 
            [newfile,newpath] = uiputfile('.mat','Save App As','Untitled'); 
             
            if newfile 
                % User creates a new file and selects a location 
                 
                if ~app.need_init_save 
                % If an existing file is open, need to save data first 
                % before creating new file 
                all_data = app.alldata; 
                save([app.path_name,app.file_name],'all_data','-mat') 
                end 
                 
                % Set new file name and path 
                app.file_name = newfile; 
                app.path_name = newpath; 
                 
                try 
                    app.need_init_save = 0;         % Set flag to 0 
                    update_all_data(app); 
                    file_data = app.file_data;       %#ok<ADPROPLC>  % Prepare all data to be saved 
                    inputs_SDT = app.inputs_SDT;        %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                    inputs_VPT = app.inputs_VPT;        %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                    outputs_SDT = app.outputs_SDT;      %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                    outputs_VPT = app.outputs_VPT;      %#ok<ADPROPLC>  
                     
                     
save([app.path_name,app.file_name],'file_data','inputs_SDT','inputs_VPT','outpu
ts_SDT','outputs_VPT'); 
                    app.SIMsTool.Name = app.file_name; 
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                    app.need_save = 0; 
                    figure(app.SIMsTool); 
                     
                catch ME 
                    catch_error(app,ME,'Error Saving Data'); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: CloseMenu 
        function CloseMenuSelected(app, event) 
            SIMsToolCloseRequest(app); 
        end 
  
        % Selection change function: MainTabGroup 
        function MainTabGroupSelectionChanged(app, event) 
            selectedTab = app.MainTabGroup.SelectedTab; 
            % If output tab is changed, bring corresponding input tab forward 
            if strcmp(selectedTab.Title, 'Velocity Profile') 
                app.InputTabs.SelectedTab = app.InputTab_VelProf; 
            else 
                app.InputTabs.SelectedTab = app.InputTab_Sensitivities; 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Selection change function: InputTabs 
        function InputTabsSelectionChanged(app, event) 
            selectedTab = app.InputTabs.SelectedTab; 
            % If input tab is changed, bring corresponding output tab forward 
            if strcmp(selectedTab.Title, 'Velocity Profile Inputs') 
                app.MainTabGroup.SelectedTab = app.VelocityProfileTab; 
            else 
                app.MainTabGroup.SelectedTab = app.DesignSensitivitiesTab; 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: SelectAllCheck 
        function SelectAllCheckValueChanged(app, event) 
            value = app.SelectAllCheck.Value; 
            if value == 1 
                % Check then disable all check boxes (not editable by user) 
                for i = 1:7 
                    app.SDT_Input_obj(i,4).Enable = 'off'; 
                    app.SDT_Input_obj(i,4).Value = 1; 
                    app.SDT_checked(i) = 1; 
                end 
                 
            elseif value == 0 
                % Enable all check boxes to be editable by user 
                for i = 1:7 
                    app.SDT_Input_obj(i,4).Enable = 'on'; 
                    app.SDT_checked(i) = 1; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: C_BCheck, C_DCheck, CrrCheck,  
        % ETACheck, GRCheck, WRCheck, WeightCheck 
        function SDT_CheckValueChanged(app, event) 
            obj = event.Source; 
            if overwrite_inputs(app, event)     % check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            for i = 1:7 
                if obj == app.SDT_Input_obj(i,4) 
                    app.SDT_checked(i,1) = obj.Value;       % Update the input 'checked' array 
                    if obj.Value == 0               % If unchecked, only nominal is editable 
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                        ON_OFF = 'off'; 
                        nom_ON_OFF = 'on'; 
                    else                            % If checked, min and max are editable 
                        ON_OFF = 'on'; 
                        nom_ON_OFF = 'off'; 
                        app.SDT_params(i,1) = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,1).Value; 
                        app.SDT_params(i,2) = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,2).Value; 
                    end 
                     
                    app.SDT_Input_obj(i,1).Editable = ON_OFF; 
                    app.SDT_Input_obj(i,2).Editable = ON_OFF; 
                    app.SDT_Input_obj(i,3).Editable = nom_ON_OFF; 
                    app.need_save = 1; 
                end 
            end 
             
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: MaxC_B, MaxC_D, MaxCrr, MaxETA,  
        % MaxGR, MaxWR, MaxWeight, MinC_B, MinC_D, MinCrr, MinETA,  
        % MinGR, MinWR, MinWeight, NominalC_B, NominalC_D,  
        % NominalCrr, NominalETA, NominalGR, NominalWR,  
        % NominalWeight 
        function RangeValueChanged(app, event) 
            obj = event.Source; 
            if overwrite_inputs(app, event)     % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            for i = 1:7 
                for j = 1:2         % If a min or max value changed 
                    if app.SDT_Input_obj(i,j) == obj 
                        app.SDT_params(i,j) = obj.Value;                    % Update input array 
                        app.SDT_Input_obj(i,3).Value = update_nom(app,i);   % Calculate new nom 
                    end 
                end 
                if app.SDT_Input_obj(i,3) == obj            % If a nominal value was changed 
                    app.SDT_params(i,3) = app.obj.Value;    % Update the nominal value in the array 
                end 
            end 
             
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: CUTOFFTYPEListBox 
        function CUTOFFTYPEListBoxValueChanged(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app, event)     % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            value = app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Value; 
            SDT_update_cut_type(app,value);           
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: MaxBurnTime, MaxPercentCut,  
        % MinBurnTime, MinPercentCut, NumberCutElements,  
        % NumberVarElements, TimeStep 
        function SDT_InputValueChanged(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app,event)      % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            obj = event.Source;         % Determine which field was changed 
            for i = 2:8 
                if app.SDT_Input_obj2(i) == obj 
                    if i == 2 || i == 3         % Percent Engine Speed Min/Max 
                        app.SDT_cutoffs(i-1) = obj.Value/100; 
                    elseif i == 4 || i == 5     % Burn Time Min/Mx 
                        app.SDT_cutoffs(i-3) = obj.Value; 
                    else                        % Step sizes/elements 
                        app.SDT_step_size(i-5) = obj.Value; 
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                    end  
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: EngineDataBrowseButton 
        function BrowseEngineSDTPushed(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app,event)      % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            [file,path] = uigetfile({'*.csv; *.xlsx'},'Select Engine Data File'); 
             
            if isequal(file,0)              % If user selects 'Cancel', filename = '' 
                file = ''; 
            else 
                filename = fullfile(path,file);     % Filename becomes full path + file 
                app.SDT_EngineFileField.Value = filename;   % Display chosen file in the edit field 
                try 
                    % Try import Engine data from excel spreadsheet 
Engine_Dyno_Data = readtable(filename,'PreserveVariableNames',true);    
                    app.SDT_Engine_Performance = table2array(Engine_Dyno_Data);   
                    app.SDT_Engine_Performance(any(isnan(app.SDT_Engine_Performance(:,1:3)),2),:) = 
[]; 
                    app.SDT_engine_file = filename;                 % Update engine file location 
                    app.need_save = 1;                              % Raise flag - need to save 
                catch ME 
                    catch_error(app,ME,'Dyno data read failed'); 
                    app.SDT_Engine_Performance = [];        % Engine data array is empty if failed  
                end 
            end 
            figure(app.SIMsTool);                           % Bring the app to front 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: SDT_EngineFileField 
        function SDT_EngineFileFieldValueChanged(app, event) 
            filename = app.SDT_EngineFileField.Value; 
            try 
                Engine_Dyno_Data = readtable(filename,'PreserveVariableNames',true);    
% Import Engine data from excel spreadsheet 
                app.SDT_Engine_Performance = table2array(Engine_Dyno_Data); 
                app.SDT_Engine_Performance(any(isnan(app.SDT_Engine_Performance(:,1:3)),2),:) = []; 
                app.SDT_engine_file = filename;      
            catch ME 
                catch_error(app,ME,'Error Reading Engine Data File'); 
                app.SDT_Engine_Performance = [];        % If error, empty engine performance data  
                app.SDT_engine_file = '';               % Replace engine file 
            end 
            figure(app.SIMsTool);  
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: EngineType_SDT, EngineType_VPT 
        function EngineType_ValueChanged(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app,event)      % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            value = event.Source.Value; 
            type = 0;           % Initialize type as Combustion 
            if strcmp(value,'Electric') 
                type = 1;       % If selected value is Electric, change type 
            end 
            if app.InputTabs.SelectedTab == app.InputTab_Sensitivities 
                app.SDT_mech_pwr_type = type;       % Change SDT engine type 
            else 
                app.VPT_mech_pwr_type = type;       % Change VPT engine type 
            end 
            app.need_save = 1; 
        end 
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        % Value changed function: SingleORFull 
        function SingleORFullValueChanged(app, event) 
            app.SDT_single_full = app.SingleORFull.Value; 
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: CalculateMPGButton 
        function CalculateMPGButtonPushed(app, event) 
            % Check if the inputs are all valid 
            ready = SDT_ready(app); 
            if ready 
                try 
                    tic        % Start a stopwatch and open a progress bar 
                    d = uiprogressdlg(app.SIMsTool,'Title','Calculating MPG Values','Message', ...  
'Calculating MPG values...',... 
                                        "Value",0.1,'Cancelable','on','ShowPercentage','on'); 
                     
                    if strcmp(app.SDT_single_full,'Single')  % Run the Sensitivities Design Tool  
                        [app.SDT_cut_array, app.SDT_vehi_param, app.SDT_MPG, app.SDT_flag] =... 
 Design_Tool_Single_Run_func(app.SDT_params,app.SDT_checked,... 
                            app.SDT_Engine_Performance, app.SDT_mech_pwr_type, ... 
 app.SDT_cutoffs,app.SDT_step_size, d); 
                    else 
                        [app.SDT_cut_array, app.SDT_vehi_param, app.SDT_MPG, app.SDT_flag] = ... 
Design_Tool_Full_Run_func(app.SDT_params,app.SDT_checked,... 
                           app.SDT_Engine_Performance, app.SDT_mech_pwr_type, ... 
app.SDT_cutoffs,app.SDT_step_size, d); 
                    end 
                     
                    if strcmpi(app.SDT_MPG,"Canceled") 
                        app.MPGLampColor = [1 0 0]; % Lamp is red 
                        return;         % If user cancels study, do not continue 
                    end 
  
                    % Fill out min and max MPG values 
                    min_max_MPGs(app); 
                    app.MPGLamp.Color = [0,1,0];    % Lamp is green 
                     
                    % Update cutoff values in comparison plot drop-down 
                    cut_array_str = cell(1,length(app.SDT_cut_array)); 
                    itemdata = zeros(1,length(app.SDT_cut_array));           
                    for k = 1:length(app.SDT_cut_array) 
                        cut_array_str{k} = num2str(app.SDT_cut_array(k)); 
                        itemdata(k) = k; 
                    end 
                    app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Items = cut_array_str; 
                    app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.ItemsData = itemdata; 
                    plot_comparison(app); 
                     
                    % Create individual plots 
                    d.Value = 0.95; 
                    d.Message = 'Plotting the data'; 
                    pause(0.5) 
             
                    plot_SDT(app, app.SDT_step_size(2));             % Try plotting MPG vs. params 
                    app.SensitivitiesTabGroup.SelectedTab = app.MPGPlotsTab_1; 
                catch ME 
                    catch_error(app,ME,'Error Running Sensitivities Tool'); 
                end 
                 
                close(d);                   % Close the progress bar 
                app.need_save = 1; 
                sim_time = num2str(toc);    % Display simulation runtime 
                app.SimRuntimeLabel.Text = strcat('    Simulation Runtime:'," ",sim_time,' sec.'); 
            else 
                app.MPGLamp.Color = [1,0,0];        % If not ready to run, lamp is red 
            end 
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        end 
  
        % Value changed function: CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown 
        function CHOOSECUTOFFDropDownValueChanged(app, event) 
            plot_comparison(app);               % Update the comparison plot 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: PlotCB_Check, PlotCD_Check,  
        % PlotCrr_Check, PlotETA_Check, PlotGR_Check, PlotWR_Check,  
        % PlotW_Check 
        function Plot_CheckValueChanged(app, event) 
            name = event.Source.Text; 
            value = event.Source.Value; 
            for i = 1:7 
                chkbox_obj = app.SDT_Input_obj(i,5);    % Update the proper value in SDT_checked  
                if strcmpi(name,chkbox_obj.Text) 
                    app.SDT_checked(i,2) = value; 
                end 
            end 
            plot_comparison(app);               % Update the comparison plot 
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: ExportDataButton 
        function ExportDataButtonPushed(app, event) 
            if ~isequal(app.MPGLamp.Color,[0 1 0]) 
                uialert(app.SIMsTool,'No data to export','Error Exporting') 
                return; 
            end 
             
            [datafile, datapath] = uiputfile({'*.xlsx','*.xls'},'Export Data to...'); 
             
            if datafile == 0            % User pressed Cancel, bring app to front 
                figure(app.SIMsTool); 
            else 
                file2save = [datapath,datafile]; 
                 
                % Write input design parameters at top of sheet 
                T0 = array2table(app.SDT_params,"RowNames",app.param_abbr', ... 
                    "VariableNames",{'Min','Max','Nominal'}); 
                writetable(T0,file2save); 
                 
                SDT_export_input_names = {'File:';'Cut-off Type: ';'Min Cutoff: ';'Max Cutoff: '; 
                    '# of Element Steps: ';'# Cutoff Steps: ';'Time Step: ';'Engine Type: '}; 
                writecell(SDT_export_input_names,file2save,'Range','E1'); 
                 





                 
                % Create column names for vehicle parameters and MPG 
                num_columns = size(app.SDT_vehi_param,2); 
                names1 = cell(1,num_columns); 
                names2 = cell(1,num_columns); 
                for i = 1:num_columns 
                    names1{i} = strcat('x',num2str(i)); 
                    names2{i} = strcat('MPG',num2str(i)); 
                end 
                 
                % Write the tested vehicle parameters into cells below inputs 
                T1 = array2table(app.SDT_vehi_param(:,:,1),"RowNames",app.param_abbr', ... 
"VariableNames",names1); 
                writetable(T1,file2save,'Range','A10'); 
                 
                % Write the MPG values into cells below tested vehicle parameters 
                for p = 1:(app.SDT_step_size(2) + 1) 
                    T2 = array2table(app.SDT_MPG(:,:,p),"RowNames",app.param_abbr', ... 
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"VariableNames",names2); 
                    writetable(T2,file2save,'Range',strcat('A',num2str((p+1)*10))); 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: RoadLoadApp_Button 
        function RoadLoadApp_ButtonPushed(app, event) 
            RoadLoad_Colors();          % open Road Load Calculator App 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: VPT_CB, VPT_CD, VPT_Crr, VPT_ETA,  
        % VPT_FA, VPT_GR, VPT_WR, VPT_Weight 
        function VPTParamChanged(app, event) 
            obj = event.Source; 
            if overwrite_inputs(app, event)     % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            % Test each VPT input object against the event source 
            for i = 1:8 
                if app.VPT_Input_obj(i) == obj 
                    app.VPT_params(i) = obj.Value;         % Update in Input array   
                    return; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: VPT_BurnTime, VPT_PercentCut,  
        % VPT_Time_Step 
        function VPT_InputValueChanged(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app,event)      % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            obj = event.Source; 
            for i = 1:3 
                if app.VPT_Input_obj2(i) == obj 
                    switch i 
                        case 1      % Percent of Max Engine Speed 
                            app.VPT_cutoffs(1) = obj.Value / 100; 
                            break; 
                        case 2      % Burn Time 
                            app.VPT_cutoffs(1) = obj.Value; 
                            break; 
                        case 3      % Time Step 
                            app.VPT_tstep = obj.Value; 
                            break; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: BrowseTrackVPT 
        function BrowseTrackVPTPushed(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app,event)      % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            [file,path] = uigetfile({'*.csv';'*.xlsx'},'Select Track Data File'); 
             
            if isequal(file,0)              % User pressed Cancel 
                file = '...'; %#ok<*NASGU>  
            else                            % Update Track Data filepath 
                filename = fullfile(path,file); 
                try 
                    app.VPT_track_file  = filename; 
                    app.TrackFileEditField.Value = filename; 
                catch ME 
                    catch_error(app,ME,'Track Profile data read failed'); 
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                end 
                app.need_save = 1; 
            end 
            figure(app.SIMsTool);           % Bring main app to front 
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: BrowseEngineVPT 
        function BrowseEngineVPTPushed(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app,event)      % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            [file,path] = uigetfile({'*.csv; *.xlsx'},'Select Engine Data File'); 
             
            if isequal(file,0)              % If user selects 'Cancel', revert to default 
                app.VPT_engine_file = '...';                
            else                            % Otherwise, show filepath in GUI 
                filename = fullfile(path,file); 
                app.VPT_EngineFileField.Value = filename; 
                try 
                    % Import Engine data from excel spreadsheet 
                    Engine_Dyno_Data = readtable(filename,'PreserveVariableNames',true); 
                    app.VPT_Engine_Performance = table2array(Engine_Dyno_Data);   
                    app.VPT_Engine_Performance(any(isnan(app.VPT_Engine_Performance(:,1:3)),2),:)  
=[]; 
                    app.VPT_engine_file = filename;                 % Update engine file location 
                    app.need_save = 1;                              % Raise flag - need to save 
                catch ME 
                    catch_error(app,ME,'Dyno data read failed'); 
                    app.VPT_Engine_Performance = [];    % Engine data array is empty if failed  
                end 
            end 
            figure(app.SIMsTool)             % Bring the app to front 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: VPT_EngineFileField 
        function VPT_EngineFileFieldValueChanged(app, event) 
            filename = app.VPT_EngineFileField.Value; 
            if overwrite_inputs(app,event) 
                return; 
            end 
            try     
     % Import Engine data from excel spreadsheet 
                Engine_Dyno_Data = readtable(filename,'PreserveVariableNames',true);    
                app.VPT_Engine_Performance = table2array(Engine_Dyno_Data); 
                app.VPT_Engine_Performance(any(isnan(app.VPT_Engine_Performance(:,1:3)),2),:) = []; 
                app.VPT_engine_file = filename;      
                app.need_save = 1; 
            catch ME 
                catch_error(app,ME,'Error Reading Engine Data File'); 
                app.VPT_Engine_Performance = [];        % If error, empty engine performance data  
                app.VPT_engine_file = '';               % Replace engine file 
            end 
            figure(app.SIMsTool);  
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: RunVPTButton 
        function RunVPTButtonPushed(app, event) 
            % Check if the inputs are all valid 
            ready = VPT_ready(app); 
            if ready 
                try 
                    tic            % Start a stopwatch and create a progress bar 
                    d = uiprogressdlg(app.SIMsTool,'Title','Running Velocity Profile Tool',... 
                                         'Message','Calculating Velocity values...', "Value",0.1); 
                     
                    % Run the velocity profile tool function 
                    [app.VPT_w, app.VPT_w_B, app.VPT_want, app.VPT_torque, app.VPT_forces] =  
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Velocity_Tool_func(app.VPT_params, app.VPT_cutoffs,... 
                                         app.VPT_Engine_Performance, app.VPT_mech_pwr_type, ... 
app.VPT_tstep, d); 
                                                          
                    % If successful, update progress bar 
                    d.Value = 0.7; 
                    d.Message = 'Plotting Velocity and Burn and Coast Cycles'; 
                    % If successful, turn lamp green and plot data 
                    app.VPT_Lamp.Color = [0 1 0]; 
                    plot_VPT(app); 
                catch ME 
                    catch_error(app,ME,'Error Running Velocity Profile Tool'); 
                end 
                close(d);                   % Close the progress bar 
                app.need_save = 1; 
                sim_time = num2str(toc);    % Display simulation runtime 
                app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel.Text = strcat('    Simulation Runtime:',{' '},sim_time, 
{' '},'sec.'); 
            else 
                app.VPT_Lamp.Color = [1,0,0];        % If not ready to run, lamp is red 
            end   
        end 
  
        % Window key press function: SIMsTool 
        function SIMsToolWindowKeyPress(app, event) 
            app.need_save = 1;              % If any key is pressed in GUI, raise Need Save flag 
        end 
  
        % Value changed function: CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2 
        function CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2ValueChanged(app, event) 
            if overwrite_inputs(app, event)     % Check if user is overwriting completed study 
                return; 
            end 
            type = app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Value; 
            VPT_update_cut_type(app,type)       % Enable/disable cutoff fields and update cutoffs  
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: UserManualMenu 
        function UserManualMenuSelected(app, event) 
            open('SIMs_User_Manual.pdf');   % Open user manual 
        end 
  
        % Button pushed function: ExportDataButton_VPT 
        function ExportDataButton_VPTPushed(app, event) 
            if ~isequal(app.VPT_Lamp.Color,[0 1 0]) 
                uialert(app.SIMsTool,'No data to export','Error Exporting') 
                return; 
            end 
             
            [datafile, datapath] = uiputfile({'*.xlsx','*.xls'},'Export Data to...'); 
             
            if datafile == 0            % User pressed Cancel, bring app to front 
                figure(app.SIMsTool); 
            else 
                file2save = [datapath,datafile]; 
                 
                % Write input design parameters at top of sheet 
                abbr = app.param_abbr'; 
                abbr{8} = 'A'; 
                T0 = array2table(app.VPT_params,"RowNames",abbr, ... 
                    "VariableNames",{'Values'}); 
                writetable(T0,file2save,"WriteRowNames",true,"WriteVariableNames",false); 
                 
                VPT_export_input_names = {'File:';'Cut-off Type: '; 'Cutoff Value: ';... 
                    'Time Step: ';'Engine Type: '}; 
                writecell(VPT_export_input_names,file2save,'Range','D1'); 
                 
                VPT_export_inputs = {[app.path_name,app.file_name];app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Value;  
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app.VPT_cutoffs(1);... 
                    app.VPT_tstep;app.EngineType_VPT.Value}; 
                writecell(VPT_export_inputs,file2save,'Range','E1'); 
                 
                T1 = array2table(app.VPT_w,"VariableNames", {'Velocity','Position','Time','Fuel  
Consumed'}); 
                T2 = array2table(app.VPT_w_B,"VariableNames",{'Velocity','Position','Time','Fuel  
Consumed','BNC'}); 
T3 = array2table(app.VPT_want(1:5),"RowNames",{'MPG_Single','MPG_Full','flag',  
'Cycle_Time','Distance Traveled'}); 
                T4 = array2table(app.VPT_want(6:10),"RowNames",  
{'min_vel','max_vel','duty_cycle','B2C_Switch','speed_req'}); 
                writetable(T1,file2save,'Range','A11'); 
                writetable(T2,file2save,'Range','F11'); 
                writecell({'Single Burn and Coast Cycle'},file2save,"Range",'A10'); 
                writecell({'Full Race'},file2save,"Range",'F10'); 
                
writetable(T3,file2save,'Range','G1',"WriteRowNames",true,"WriteVariableNames",false
); 
                
writetable(T4,file2save,'Range','J1',"WriteRowNames",true,"WriteVariableNames",false
); 
                 
                T5 = array2table(app.VPT_torque); 
                T6 = array2table(app.VPT_forces,"VariableNames", {'Drag','Bearing','Rolling',  
'Grade'}); 
                writecell({'Torque'},file2save,'Range','K10'); 
                writecell({'Forces'},file2save,'Range','L10'); 
                writetable(T5,file2save,'Range','K11'); 
                writetable(T6,file2save,'Range','L11'); 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: EngineTableMenu 
        function EngineTableMenuSelected(app, event) 
            current_folder = pwd; 
            filename = ['C:\Downloads\Engine_Performace.xlsx']; 
            template = readtable(strcat(current_folder,'\Engine Performance Template.xlsx'),  
"PreserveVariableNames",true); 
            writetable(template,filename); 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: TrackDataMenu 
        function TrackDataMenuSelected(app, event) 
            current_folder = pwd; 
            filename = ['C:\Downloads\Track_Profile.xlsx']; 
            template = readtable(strcat(current_folder,'\Track Profile Template.xlsx'),  
"PreserveVariableNames",true); 
            writetable(template,filename); 
        end 
  
        % Menu selected function: CoastDownTestMenu 
        function CoastDownTestMenuSelected(app, event) 
           current_folder = pwd; 
            filename = ['C:\Downloads\Coast_Down.xlsx']; 
            template = readtable(strcat(current_folder,'Coast Down Data Template.xlsx'),  
"PreserveVariableNames",true); 
            writetable(template,filename); 
        end 
  
        % Changes arrangement of the app based on UIFigure width 
        function updateAppLayout(app, event) 
            currentFigureWidth = app.SIMsTool.Position(3); 
            if(currentFigureWidth <= app.onePanelWidth) 
                % Change to a 2x1 grid 
                app.GridLayout.RowHeight = {742, 742}; 
                app.GridLayout.ColumnWidth = {'1x'}; 
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                app.RightPanel.Layout.Row = 2; 
                app.RightPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 
            else 
                % Change to a 1x2 grid 
                app.GridLayout.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 
                app.GridLayout.ColumnWidth = {366, '1x'}; 
                app.RightPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 
                app.RightPanel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
  
    % Component initialization 
    methods (Access = private) 
  
        % Create UIFigure and components 
        function createComponents(app) 
  
            % Create SIMsTool and hide until all components are created 
            app.SIMsTool = uifigure('Visible', 'off'); 
            app.SIMsTool.AutoResizeChildren = 'off'; 
            app.SIMsTool.Color = [0 0 0]; 
            app.SIMsTool.Position = [100 100 1302 742]; 
            app.SIMsTool.Name = 'SIMs Tool'; 
            app.SIMsTool.CloseRequestFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SIMsToolCloseRequest, true); 
            app.SIMsTool.SizeChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @updateAppLayout, true); 
            app.SIMsTool.WindowKeyPressFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SIMsToolWindowKeyPress, true); 
  
            % Create FileMenu 
            app.FileMenu = uimenu(app.SIMsTool); 
            app.FileMenu.Text = 'File'; 
  
            % Create NewMenu 
            app.NewMenu = uimenu(app.FileMenu); 
            app.NewMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @NewMenuSelected, true); 
            app.NewMenu.Accelerator = 'n'; 
            app.NewMenu.Text = '&New'; 
  
            % Create OpenMenu 
            app.OpenMenu = uimenu(app.FileMenu); 
            app.OpenMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @OpenMenuSelected, true); 
            app.OpenMenu.Accelerator = 'o'; 
            app.OpenMenu.Text = 'Open'; 
  
            % Create SaveMenuGroup 
            app.SaveMenuGroup = uimenu(app.FileMenu); 
            app.SaveMenuGroup.Text = 'Save...'; 
  
            % Create SaveMenu 
            app.SaveMenu = uimenu(app.SaveMenuGroup); 
            app.SaveMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SaveMenuSelected, true); 
            app.SaveMenu.Accelerator = 's'; 
            app.SaveMenu.Text = 'Save'; 
  
            % Create SaveAsMenu 
            app.SaveAsMenu = uimenu(app.SaveMenuGroup); 
            app.SaveAsMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SaveAsMenuSelected, true); 
            app.SaveAsMenu.Text = 'Save As'; 
  
            % Create CloseMenu 
            app.CloseMenu = uimenu(app.FileMenu); 
            app.CloseMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @CloseMenuSelected, true); 
            app.CloseMenu.Accelerator = 'w'; 
            app.CloseMenu.Text = 'Close'; 
  
            % Create TemplatesMenu 
            app.TemplatesMenu = uimenu(app.SIMsTool); 
            app.TemplatesMenu.Text = 'Templates'; 
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            % Create EngineTableMenu 
            app.EngineTableMenu = uimenu(app.TemplatesMenu); 
            app.EngineTableMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @EngineTableMenuSelected, 
true); 
            app.EngineTableMenu.Text = 'Engine Table'; 
  
            % Create TrackDataMenu 
            app.TrackDataMenu = uimenu(app.TemplatesMenu); 
            app.TrackDataMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @TrackDataMenuSelected, 
true); 
            app.TrackDataMenu.Text = 'Track Data'; 
  
            % Create CoastDownTestMenu 
            app.CoastDownTestMenu = uimenu(app.TemplatesMenu); 
            app.CoastDownTestMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@CoastDownTestMenuSelected, true); 
            app.CoastDownTestMenu.Text = 'Coast Down Test'; 
  
            % Create HelpMenu 
            app.HelpMenu = uimenu(app.SIMsTool); 
            app.HelpMenu.Text = 'Help'; 
  
            % Create UserManualMenu 
            app.UserManualMenu = uimenu(app.HelpMenu); 
            app.UserManualMenu.MenuSelectedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @UserManualMenuSelected, 
true); 
            app.UserManualMenu.Text = 'User Manual'; 
  
            % Create HALPMEMenu 
            app.HALPMEMenu = uimenu(app.HelpMenu); 
            app.HALPMEMenu.Text = 'HALPME'; 
  
            % Create IvefallenMenu 
            app.IvefallenMenu = uimenu(app.HelpMenu); 
            app.IvefallenMenu.Text = 'I''ve fallen'; 
  
            % Create andicantgetupMenu 
            app.andicantgetupMenu = uimenu(app.HelpMenu); 
            app.andicantgetupMenu.Text = 'and i cant get up'; 
  
            % Create GridLayout 
            app.GridLayout = uigridlayout(app.SIMsTool); 
            app.GridLayout.ColumnWidth = {366, '1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout.ColumnSpacing = 0; 
            app.GridLayout.RowSpacing = 0; 
            app.GridLayout.Padding = [0 0 0 0]; 
            app.GridLayout.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create LeftPanel 
            app.LeftPanel = uipanel(app.GridLayout); 
            app.LeftPanel.ForegroundColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.LeftPanel.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.LeftPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.LeftPanel.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.LeftPanel.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create LeftGrid 
            app.LeftGrid = uigridlayout(app.LeftPanel); 
            app.LeftGrid.ColumnWidth = {'1x'}; 
            app.LeftGrid.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 
            app.LeftGrid.Padding = [9.49797058105469 7.50039672851563 9.49797058105469 
7.50039672851563]; 
  
            % Create InputTabs 
            app.InputTabs = uitabgroup(app.LeftGrid); 
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            app.InputTabs.SelectionChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @InputTabsSelectionChanged, 
true); 
            app.InputTabs.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.InputTabs.Layout.Column = 1; 
  
            % Create InputTab_Sensitivities 
            app.InputTab_Sensitivities = uitab(app.InputTabs); 
            app.InputTab_Sensitivities.Title = 'Sensitivities Inputs'; 
            app.InputTab_Sensitivities.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
  
            % Create GridLayout_Inputs_Sens 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens = uigridlayout(app.InputTab_Sensitivities); 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens.ColumnWidth = {26, '2.75x', 40, 12, 40, 50}; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens.RowHeight = {36, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 10, 44, 22, 
22, 10, 22, 22, 22, 10, 22, 22, 22, 10, 22, 22}; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens.ColumnSpacing = 6; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens.RowSpacing = 6; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.FontSize = 14; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.FontColor = [0.1804 0.9098 0.8]; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.Layout.Column = [1 6]; 
            app.VEHICLEPARAMETERSRANGESLabel.Text = 'VEHICLE PARAMETERS: RANGES'; 
  
            % Create WeightlbLabel 
            app.WeightlbLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.WeightlbLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.WeightlbLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.WeightlbLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.WeightlbLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.WeightlbLabel.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.WeightlbLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.WeightlbLabel.Text = 'Weight [lb]'; 
  
            % Create MinWeight 
            app.MinWeight = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinWeight.Limits = [110 500]; 
            app.MinWeight.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinWeight.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinWeight.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinWeight.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinWeight.Tooltip = {'Insert a minimum weight to test. Note: Competition requires the 
rider be at least 50kg ~= 110 lb.'}; 
            app.MinWeight.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.MinWeight.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinWeight.Value = 150; 
  
            % Create MaxWeight 
            app.MaxWeight = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxWeight.Limits = [110 550]; 
            app.MaxWeight.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MaxWeight.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxWeight.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxWeight.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxWeight.Tooltip = {'Insert a maximum weight to test.'}; 
            app.MaxWeight.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.MaxWeight.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxWeight.Value = 250; 
  
            % Create WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel 
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            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Wheel Radius [in.]'; 
  
            % Create MinWR 
            app.MinWR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinWR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MinWR.Limits = [0 48]; 
            app.MinWR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinWR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinWR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinWR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinWR.Tooltip = {'Insert a minimum wheel radius to test.'}; 
            app.MinWR.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.MinWR.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinWR.Value = 9; 
  
            % Create MaxWR 
            app.MaxWR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxWR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MaxWR.Limits = [0 48]; 
            app.MaxWR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MaxWR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxWR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxWR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxWR.Tooltip = {'Insert a maximum wheel radius to test.'}; 
            app.MaxWR.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.MaxWR.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxWR.Value = 15; 
  
            % Create GearRatioEditFieldLabel 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Gear Ratio'; 
  
            % Create MinGR 
            app.MinGR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinGR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MinGR.Limits = [0 40]; 
            app.MinGR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinGR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinGR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinGR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinGR.Tooltip = {'Insert a minimum gear ratio to test.'}; 
            app.MinGR.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.MinGR.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinGR.Value = 10; 
  
            % Create MaxGR 
            app.MaxGR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxGR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MaxGR.Limits = [0 40]; 
            app.MaxGR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MaxGR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxGR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxGR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxGR.Tooltip = {'Insert a maximum wheel radius to test.'}; 
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            app.MaxGR.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.MaxGR.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxGR.Value = 20; 
  
            % Create DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel.Layout.Row = 6; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Drivetrain Efficiency'; 
  
            % Create MinETA 
            app.MinETA = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinETA.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MinETA.Limits = [0 1]; 
            app.MinETA.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinETA.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinETA.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinETA.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinETA.Tooltip = {'Insert a minimum drivetrain efficiency to test.'}; 
            app.MinETA.Layout.Row = 6; 
            app.MinETA.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinETA.Value = 0.85; 
  
            % Create MaxETA 
            app.MaxETA = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxETA.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MaxETA.Limits = [0 1]; 
            app.MaxETA.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MaxETA.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxETA.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxETA.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxETA.Tooltip = {'Insert a maximum drivetrain efficiency to test.'}; 
            app.MaxETA.Layout.Row = 6; 
            app.MaxETA.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxETA.Value = 1; 
  
            % Create AreaDragCoeffin2Label 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.AreaDragCoeffin2Label.Text = 'Area Drag Coeff. [in^2]'; 
  
            % Create MinC_D 
            app.MinC_D = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinC_D.Limits = [300 2000]; 
            app.MinC_D.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinC_D.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinC_D.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinC_D.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinC_D.Tooltip = {'Insert a minimum area drag coefficient to test. NOTE: This 
coefficient includes both C_D and Frontal Area in square inches!'}; 
            app.MinC_D.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.MinC_D.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinC_D.Value = 400; 
  
            % Create MaxC_D 
            app.MaxC_D = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxC_D.Limits = [300 2000]; 
            app.MaxC_D.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
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            app.MaxC_D.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxC_D.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxC_D.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxC_D.Tooltip = {'Insert a maximum area drag coefficient to test. NOTE: This 
coefficient includes both C_D and Frontal Area'}; 
            app.MaxC_D.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.MaxC_D.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxC_D.Value = 800; 
  
            % Create BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Bearing Coefficient'; 
  
            % Create MinC_B 
            app.MinC_B = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinC_B.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MinC_B.Limits = [0 0.01]; 
            app.MinC_B.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinC_B.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinC_B.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinC_B.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinC_B.Tooltip = {'Insert a minimum bearing coefficient to test.'}; 
            app.MinC_B.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.MinC_B.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinC_B.Value = 0.0005; 
  
            % Create MaxC_B 
            app.MaxC_B = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxC_B.Limits = [0 0.01]; 
            app.MaxC_B.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MaxC_B.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxC_B.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxC_B.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxC_B.Tooltip = {'Insert a maximum bearing coefficient to test.'}; 
            app.MaxC_B.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.MaxC_B.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxC_B.Value = 0.004; 
  
            % Create RollingCoefficientLabel 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.RollingCoefficientLabel.Text = 'Rolling Coefficient'; 
  
            % Create MinCrr 
            app.MinCrr = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinCrr.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MinCrr.Limits = [0 0.05]; 
            app.MinCrr.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinCrr.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinCrr.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinCrr.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinCrr.Tooltip = {'Insert a minimum rolling resistance coefficient to test.'}; 
            app.MinCrr.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.MinCrr.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinCrr.Value = 0.001; 
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            % Create MaxCrr 
            app.MaxCrr = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxCrr.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MaxCrr.Limits = [0 0.05]; 
            app.MaxCrr.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.MaxCrr.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxCrr.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxCrr.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxCrr.Tooltip = {'Insert a maximum rolling resistance coefficient to test.'}; 
            app.MaxCrr.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.MaxCrr.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxCrr.Value = 0.01; 
  
            % Create MinLabel 
            app.MinLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.MinLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.MinLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MinLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinLabel.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.MinLabel.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinLabel.Text = 'Min.'; 
  
            % Create MaxLabel 
            app.MaxLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.MaxLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.MaxLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MaxLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxLabel.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.MaxLabel.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxLabel.Text = 'Max.'; 
  
            % Create dsh1 
            app.dsh1 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh1.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh1.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh1.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh1.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.dsh1.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.dsh1.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh2 
            app.dsh2 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh2.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh2.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh2.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.dsh2.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.dsh2.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh3 
            app.dsh3 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh3.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh3.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh3.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh3.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.dsh3.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.dsh3.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh4 
            app.dsh4 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh4.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh4.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh4.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh4.Layout.Row = 6; 
            app.dsh4.Layout.Column = 4; 
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            app.dsh4.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh5 
            app.dsh5 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh5.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh5.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh5.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh5.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.dsh5.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.dsh5.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh6 
            app.dsh6 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh6.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh6.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh6.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh6.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.dsh6.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.dsh6.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create Label_7 
            app.Label_7 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.Label_7.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Label_7.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.Label_7.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Label_7.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.Label_7.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.Label_7.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create NominalLabel 
            app.NominalLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.NominalLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.NominalLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.NominalLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalLabel.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.NominalLabel.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalLabel.Text = 'Nominal'; 
  
            % Create NominalWeight 
            app.NominalWeight = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NominalWeight.Limits = [110 550]; 
            app.NominalWeight.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.NominalWeight.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.NominalWeight.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalWeight.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalWeight.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NominalWeight.Tooltip = {'Nominal weight value to test.'}; 
            app.NominalWeight.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.NominalWeight.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalWeight.Value = 200; 
  
            % Create NominalWR 
            app.NominalWR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NominalWR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.NominalWR.Limits = [0 48]; 
            app.NominalWR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.NominalWR.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.NominalWR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalWR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalWR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NominalWR.Tooltip = {'Nominal wheel radius value to test.'}; 
            app.NominalWR.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.NominalWR.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalWR.Value = 12; 
  
            % Create NominalGR 
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            app.NominalGR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NominalGR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.NominalGR.Limits = [0 40]; 
            app.NominalGR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.NominalGR.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.NominalGR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalGR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalGR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NominalGR.Tooltip = {'Nominal gear ratio value to test.'}; 
            app.NominalGR.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.NominalGR.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalGR.Value = 15; 
  
            % Create NominalETA 
            app.NominalETA = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NominalETA.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.NominalETA.Limits = [0 1]; 
            app.NominalETA.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.NominalETA.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.NominalETA.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalETA.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalETA.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NominalETA.Tooltip = {'Nominal drivetrain efficiency to test.'}; 
            app.NominalETA.Layout.Row = 6; 
            app.NominalETA.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalETA.Value = 0.925; 
  
            % Create NominalC_D 
            app.NominalC_D = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NominalC_D.Limits = [300 2000]; 
            app.NominalC_D.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.NominalC_D.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.NominalC_D.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalC_D.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalC_D.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NominalC_D.Tooltip = {'Nominal area drag coefficient to test.'}; 
            app.NominalC_D.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.NominalC_D.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalC_D.Value = 600; 
  
            % Create NominalC_B 
            app.NominalC_B = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NominalC_B.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.NominalC_B.Limits = [0 0.001]; 
            app.NominalC_B.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.NominalC_B.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.NominalC_B.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalC_B.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalC_B.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NominalC_B.Tooltip = {'Nominal bearing coefficient to test.'}; 
            app.NominalC_B.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.NominalC_B.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalC_B.Value = 0.0002; 
  
            % Create NominalCrr 
            app.NominalCrr = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NominalCrr.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.NominalCrr.Limits = [0 0.5]; 
            app.NominalCrr.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RangeValueChanged, true); 
            app.NominalCrr.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.NominalCrr.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NominalCrr.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NominalCrr.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NominalCrr.Tooltip = {'Nominal rolling resistance coefficient to test.'}; 
            app.NominalCrr.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.NominalCrr.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.NominalCrr.Value = 0.0055; 
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            % Create SelectAllCheck 
            app.SelectAllCheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.SelectAllCheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SelectAllCheckValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.SelectAllCheck.Text = 'Select All'; 
            app.SelectAllCheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.SelectAllCheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SelectAllCheck.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.SelectAllCheck.Layout.Column = [1 2]; 
  
            % Create WeightCheck 
            app.WeightCheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.WeightCheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.WeightCheck.Tooltip = {'Check if you want to include weight in the study.'}; 
            app.WeightCheck.Text = ''; 
            app.WeightCheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.WeightCheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.WeightCheck.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.WeightCheck.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.WeightCheck.Value = true; 
  
            % Create WRCheck 
            app.WRCheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.WRCheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.WRCheck.Tooltip = {'Check if you want to include wheel radius in the study.'}; 
            app.WRCheck.Text = ''; 
            app.WRCheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.WRCheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.WRCheck.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.WRCheck.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.WRCheck.Value = true; 
  
            % Create GRCheck 
            app.GRCheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.GRCheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.GRCheck.Tooltip = {'Check if you want to include gear ratio in the study.'}; 
            app.GRCheck.Text = ''; 
            app.GRCheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.GRCheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GRCheck.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.GRCheck.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.GRCheck.Value = true; 
  
            % Create ETACheck 
            app.ETACheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.ETACheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.ETACheck.Tooltip = {'Check if you want to include drivetrain efficiency in the 
study.'}; 
            app.ETACheck.Text = ''; 
            app.ETACheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.ETACheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ETACheck.Layout.Row = 6; 
            app.ETACheck.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.ETACheck.Value = true; 
  
            % Create C_DCheck 
            app.C_DCheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.C_DCheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.C_DCheck.Tooltip = {'Check if you want to include area drag coefficient in the 
study.'}; 
            app.C_DCheck.Text = ''; 
            app.C_DCheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.C_DCheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_DCheck.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.C_DCheck.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.C_DCheck.Value = true; 
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            % Create C_BCheck 
            app.C_BCheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.C_BCheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.C_BCheck.Tooltip = {'Check if you want to include bearing coefficient in the study.'}; 
            app.C_BCheck.Text = ''; 
            app.C_BCheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.C_BCheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_BCheck.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.C_BCheck.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.C_BCheck.Value = true; 
  
            % Create CrrCheck 
            app.CrrCheck = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.CrrCheck.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.CrrCheck.Tooltip = {'Check if you want to include rolling resistance coefficient in 
the study.'}; 
            app.CrrCheck.Text = ''; 
            app.CrrCheck.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.CrrCheck.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.CrrCheck.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.CrrCheck.Layout.Column = 1; 
            app.CrrCheck.Value = true; 
  
            % Create CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel.FontSize = 14; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel.Layout.Row = 11; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel.Layout.Column = [1 2]; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBoxLabel.Text = 'CUT-OFF TYPE'; 
  
            % Create CUTOFFTYPEListBox 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox = uilistbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Items = {'Percent of Max Speed', 'Burn Time'}; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@CUTOFFTYPEListBoxValueChanged, true); 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Layout.Row = 11; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Layout.Column = [3 6]; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox.Value = 'Percent of Max Speed'; 
  
            % Create PercentMaxSpeedLabel 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel.Text = 'Percent Max Speed :'; 
  
            % Create MinPercentCut 
            app.MinPercentCut = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinPercentCut.Limits = [10 100]; 
            app.MinPercentCut.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_InputValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.MinPercentCut.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MinPercentCut.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinPercentCut.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinPercentCut.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinPercentCut.Tooltip = {'Enter a value between 50-100%. This controls the burn-and-
coast cycle. (e.g. the burn will end at 50% of the engine''s maximum speed)'}; 
            app.MinPercentCut.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.MinPercentCut.Layout.Column = 3; 
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            app.MinPercentCut.Value = 80; 
  
            % Create MaxPercentCut 
            app.MaxPercentCut = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxPercentCut.Limits = [10 100]; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_InputValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.MaxPercentCut.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.Tooltip = {'Enter a value between 50-100%. This controls the burn-and-
coast cycle.'; '(e.g. the burn will end at 50% of the engine''s maximum speed)'}; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxPercentCut.Value = 100; 
  
            % Create BurnTimesecLabel 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel.Text = 'Burn Time (sec): '; 
  
            % Create MinBurnTime 
            app.MinBurnTime = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MinBurnTime.Limits = [5 300]; 
            app.MinBurnTime.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_InputValueChanged, true); 
            app.MinBurnTime.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MinBurnTime.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MinBurnTime.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MinBurnTime.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MinBurnTime.Enable = 'off'; 
            app.MinBurnTime.Tooltip = {'Enter a minimum burn time (in seconds) to test. '; ' This 
controls the burn and coast cycle (e.g. the engine will be on for 50 seconds before shutting off)'}; 
            app.MinBurnTime.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.MinBurnTime.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.MinBurnTime.Value = 50; 
  
            % Create MaxBurnTime 
            app.MaxBurnTime = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.MaxBurnTime.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.Limits = [5 300]; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_InputValueChanged, true); 
            app.MaxBurnTime.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.Enable = 'off'; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.Tooltip = {'Enter a minimum burn time (in seconds) to test. '; ' This 
controls the burn and coast cycle (e.g. the engine will be on for 50 seconds before shutting off)'}; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.MaxBurnTime.Value = 100; 
  
            % Create dsh9 
            app.dsh9 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh9.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh9.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh9.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh9.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.dsh9.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.dsh9.Text = '-'; 
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            % Create dsh8 
            app.dsh8 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.dsh8.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.dsh8.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh8.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh8.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.dsh8.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.dsh8.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.Tooltip = {'per parameter'}; 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.Layout.Row = 15; 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.Layout.Column = [2 4]; 
            app.NumberofElementStepstoTestLabel.Text = 'Number of Element Steps to Test:'; 
  
            % Create NumberVarElements 
            app.NumberVarElements = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NumberVarElements.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.NumberVarElements.Limits = [0 100]; 
            app.NumberVarElements.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_InputValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.NumberVarElements.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.NumberVarElements.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NumberVarElements.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NumberVarElements.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NumberVarElements.Tooltip = {'How many steps of each parameter to solve for (e.g. if 
range of Weight is 110-120lb, and # elements is 5 the weights tested will be 110, 112, 114, 116, 118, 
and 120lb.)'}; 
            app.NumberVarElements.Layout.Row = 15; 
            app.NumberVarElements.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.NumberVarElements.Value = 10; 
  
            % Create NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel.Layout.Row = 16; 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel.Layout.Column = [2 4]; 
            app.NumberofCutOffStepstoTestLabel.Text = 'Number of Cut-Off Steps to Test :'; 
  
            % Create NumberCutElements 
            app.NumberCutElements = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.NumberCutElements.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.NumberCutElements.Limits = [0 10]; 
            app.NumberCutElements.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_InputValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.NumberCutElements.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.NumberCutElements.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.NumberCutElements.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.NumberCutElements.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.NumberCutElements.Tooltip = {'e.g. if number of cut-off steps = 4 and Burn Time is 
between 20 and 30 seconds, the simulation will test for burn times 20, 23.3, 26.7, and 30 seconds'}; 
            app.NumberCutElements.Layout.Row = 16; 
            app.NumberCutElements.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.NumberCutElements.Value = 3; 
  
            % Create TimestepsecLabel 
            app.TimestepsecLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.TimestepsecLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
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            app.TimestepsecLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel.Layout.Column = [2 4]; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel.Text = 'Time step (sec) :'; 
  
            % Create TimeStep 
            app.TimeStep = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'numeric'); 
            app.TimeStep.Limits = [0.001 0.8]; 
            app.TimeStep.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SDT_InputValueChanged, true); 
            app.TimeStep.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.TimeStep.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.TimeStep.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.TimeStep.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.TimeStep.Tooltip = {'Simulation solver time step.'; 'Default: 0.05 seconds'}; 
            app.TimeStep.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.TimeStep.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.TimeStep.Value = 0.05; 
  
            % Create EngineMotorTablesLabel 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel.Layout.Row = 19; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel.Layout.Column = [1 2]; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel.Text = 'Engine / Motor Tables'; 
  
            % Create SDT_EngineFileField 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'text'); 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@SDT_EngineFileFieldValueChanged, true); 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.Tooltip = {'Enter a file location and name of the Excel/.csv file 
that holds the engine dyno data (or press the Browse Engine Data File button)'}; 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.Layout.Row = 20; 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.Layout.Column = [1 6]; 
            app.SDT_EngineFileField.Value = '...'; 
  
            % Create EngineDataBrowseButton 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton = uibutton(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'push'); 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@BrowseEngineSDTPushed, true); 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.Icon = 'foldericon.png'; 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.BackgroundColor = [0.502 0.502 0.502]; 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.Tooltip = {'Click to browse for an engine data file. The file 
should be in the specified format (.csv or .xlsx).'}; 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.Layout.Row = 19; 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.Layout.Column = [3 6]; 
            app.EngineDataBrowseButton.Text = 'Choose Engine Data File'; 
  
            % Create EngineType_SDT 
            app.EngineType_SDT = uiswitch(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'slider'); 
            app.EngineType_SDT.Items = {'Combustion', 'Electric'}; 
            app.EngineType_SDT.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @EngineType_ValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.EngineType_SDT.Tooltip = {'Choose Engine Type: Combustion Engine (fuel) or Electric 
Motor (power)'}; 
            app.EngineType_SDT.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.EngineType_SDT.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.EngineType_SDT.Layout.Row = 21; 
            app.EngineType_SDT.Layout.Column = [2 5]; 
            app.EngineType_SDT.Value = 'Combustion'; 
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            % Create CalculateMPGButton 
            app.CalculateMPGButton = uibutton(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'push'); 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@CalculateMPGButtonPushed, true); 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.BackgroundColor = [0.502 0.502 0.502]; 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.FontName = 'Segoe UI Historic'; 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.Enable = 'off'; 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.Tooltip = {'Calculate all MPG values for given combinations of 
inputs.'}; 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.Layout.Row = 24; 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.Layout.Column = [2 5]; 
            app.CalculateMPGButton.Text = 'Calculate MPG = function(params)'; 
  
            % Create MPGLamp 
            app.MPGLamp = uilamp(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens); 
            app.MPGLamp.Layout.Row = 24; 
            app.MPGLamp.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.MPGLamp.Color = [0.902 0.902 0.902]; 
  
            % Create SingleORFull 
            app.SingleORFull = uiswitch(app.GridLayout_Inputs_Sens, 'slider'); 
            app.SingleORFull.Items = {'Single', 'Full'}; 
            app.SingleORFull.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @SingleORFullValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.SingleORFull.Tooltip = {'Choose to run a single BNC cycle or the full length of a 
race'}; 
            app.SingleORFull.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.SingleORFull.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SingleORFull.Layout.Row = 23; 
            app.SingleORFull.Layout.Column = [2 5]; 
            app.SingleORFull.Value = 'Single'; 
  
            % Create InputTab_VelProf 
            app.InputTab_VelProf = uitab(app.InputTabs); 
            app.InputTab_VelProf.Title = 'Velocity Profile Inputs'; 
            app.InputTab_VelProf.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
  
            % Create GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf = uigridlayout(app.InputTab_VelProf); 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf.ColumnWidth = {'1x', 20, 80, 70, 60, 20, '1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf.RowHeight = {40, 20, 20, 20, 20, 5, 20, 22, 22, 22, 22, 22, 
5, 24, 24, 4, 22, 22, 22, 4, 48, 22, 22, '1x', 22, 22, '1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf.ColumnSpacing = 7; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf.RowSpacing = 4; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf.Padding = [8 2 8 2]; 
            app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create INPUTPARAMETERSLabel 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.FontSize = 16; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.Layout.Column = [2 6]; 
            app.INPUTPARAMETERSLabel.Text = 'INPUT PARAMETERS'; 
  
            % Create VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel 
            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel.Layout.Row = 2; 
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            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel.Layout.Column = [2 4]; 
            app.VehicleRiderWeightWlbLabel.Text = 'Vehicle + Rider Weight, W [lb] = '; 
  
            % Create VPT_Weight 
            app.VPT_Weight = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_Weight.Limits = [110 500]; 
            app.VPT_Weight.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_Weight.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_Weight.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_Weight.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_Weight.Tooltip = {'Enter the vehicle and rider''s combined weight in lbs.'}; 
            app.VPT_Weight.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.VPT_Weight.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_Weight.Value = 250; 
  
            % Create WheelRadiusRwinLabel 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.WheelRadiusRwinLabel.Text = 'Wheel Radius, Rw [in.] = '; 
  
            % Create VPT_WR 
            app.VPT_WR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_WR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_WR.Limits = [5 40]; 
            app.VPT_WR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_WR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_WR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_WR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_WR.Tooltip = {'Enter the wheel radius in inches.'}; 
            app.VPT_WR.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.VPT_WR.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_WR.Value = 12; 
  
            % Create GearRatioGRLabel 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.GearRatioGRLabel.Text = 'Gear Ratio, GR = '; 
  
            % Create VPT_GR 
            app.VPT_GR = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_GR.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_GR.Limits = [0 30]; 
            app.VPT_GR.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_GR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_GR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_GR.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_GR.Tooltip = {'Enter the overall gear/drivetrain ratio.'}; 
            app.VPT_GR.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.VPT_GR.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_GR.Value = 15; 
  
            % Create DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
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            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyetaLabel.Text = 'Drivetrain Efficiency, eta = '; 
  
            % Create VPT_ETA 
            app.VPT_ETA = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_ETA.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_ETA.Limits = [0 1]; 
            app.VPT_ETA.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_ETA.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_ETA.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_ETA.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_ETA.Tooltip = {'Enter the overall drivetrain efficiency.'}; 
            app.VPT_ETA.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.VPT_ETA.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_ETA.Value = 0.925; 
  
            % Create ROADLOADSLabel 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI Historic'; 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel.Layout.Column = [3 5]; 
            app.ROADLOADSLabel.Text = 'ROAD LOADS:'; 
  
            % Create DragC_DEditFieldLabel 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.DragC_DEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Drag, C_D ='; 
  
            % Create VPT_CD 
            app.VPT_CD = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_CD.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_CD.Limits = [0 30]; 
            app.VPT_CD.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_CD.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_CD.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_CD.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_CD.Tooltip = {'Enter a value for the area drag coefficient. NOTE: this is only 
the drag coefficient (C_D). It is NOT multiplied by the frontal area (A) of the vehicle.'}; 
            app.VPT_CD.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.VPT_CD.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_CD.Value = 0.2; 
  
            % Create FrontalAreaAin2Label 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.FrontalAreaAin2Label.Text = 'Frontal Area, A [in.^2] = '; 
  
            % Create VPT_FA 
            app.VPT_FA = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_FA.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_FA.Limits = [100 2000]; 
            app.VPT_FA.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_FA.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
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            app.VPT_FA.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_FA.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_FA.Tooltip = {'Enter a frontal area value in square inches.'}; 
            app.VPT_FA.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.VPT_FA.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_FA.Value = 620; 
  
            % Create BearingC_BlbsftLabel 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel.Layout.Row = 10; 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.BearingC_BlbsftLabel.Text = 'Bearing, C_B [lb-s/ft] ='; 
  
            % Create VPT_CB 
            app.VPT_CB = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_CB.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_CB.Limits = [0 0.005]; 
            app.VPT_CB.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_CB.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_CB.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_CB.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_CB.Tooltip = {'Enter a bearing coefficient value (in English units lbf-s/inch)'}; 
            app.VPT_CB.Layout.Row = 10; 
            app.VPT_CB.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_CB.Value = 0.001; 
  
            % Create RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel.Layout.Row = 11; 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.RollingC_rrEditFieldLabel.Text = 'Rolling, C_rr ='; 
  
            % Create VPT_Crr 
            app.VPT_Crr = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_Crr.LowerLimitInclusive = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_Crr.Limits = [0 10]; 
            app.VPT_Crr.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPTParamChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_Crr.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_Crr.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_Crr.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_Crr.Tooltip = {'Enter a value for rolling resistance coefficient.'}; 
            app.VPT_Crr.Layout.Row = 11; 
            app.VPT_Crr.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_Crr.Value = 0.0055; 
  
            % Create RoadLoadApp_Button 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button = uibutton(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'push'); 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@RoadLoadApp_ButtonPushed, true); 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.BackgroundColor = [0.502 0.502 0.502]; 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.Tooltip = {'Open the road load coefficient calculator (in a new 
window).'}; 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.Layout.Column = [3 5]; 
            app.RoadLoadApp_Button.Text = 'Road Load Calcuator'; 
  
            % Create TrackElevationDataLabel 
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            app.TrackElevationDataLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.TrackElevationDataLabel.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.TrackElevationDataLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.TrackElevationDataLabel.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.TrackElevationDataLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.TrackElevationDataLabel.Layout.Row = 14; 
            app.TrackElevationDataLabel.Layout.Column = [2 4]; 
            app.TrackElevationDataLabel.Text = 'Track Elevation Data'; 
  
            % Create TrackFileEditField 
            app.TrackFileEditField = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'text'); 
            app.TrackFileEditField.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.TrackFileEditField.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.TrackFileEditField.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.TrackFileEditField.Tooltip = {'Insert filepath to Track Data spreadsheet here 
(optional)'}; 
            app.TrackFileEditField.Layout.Row = 15; 
            app.TrackFileEditField.Layout.Column = [2 6]; 
            app.TrackFileEditField.Value = '...'; 
  
            % Create BrowseTrackVPT 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT = uibutton(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'push'); 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @BrowseTrackVPTPushed, 
true); 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.Icon = 'foldericon.png'; 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.BackgroundColor = [0.502 0.502 0.502]; 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.Tooltip = {'Browse for a track profile file.'}; 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.Layout.Row = 14; 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.Layout.Column = [5 6]; 
            app.BrowseTrackVPT.Text = 'Browse...'; 
  
            % Create EngineMotorTablesLabel_2 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2.Layout.Column = [2 4]; 
            app.EngineMotorTablesLabel_2.Text = 'Engine/Motor Tables'; 
  
            % Create VPT_EngineFileField 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'text'); 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@VPT_EngineFileFieldValueChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.Tooltip = {'Type the location of the engine dyno data file (or 
press the Browse button)'}; 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.Layout.Row = 18; 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.Layout.Column = [2 6]; 
            app.VPT_EngineFileField.Value = '...'; 
  
            % Create BrowseEngineVPT 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT = uibutton(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'push'); 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @BrowseEngineVPTPushed, 
true); 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.Icon = 'foldericon.png'; 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.BackgroundColor = [0.502 0.502 0.502]; 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.Tooltip = {'Browse for the engine dyno data file.'}; 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.BrowseEngineVPT.Layout.Column = [5 6]; 
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            app.BrowseEngineVPT.Text = 'Browse...'; 
  
            % Create EngineType_VPT 
            app.EngineType_VPT = uiswitch(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'slider'); 
            app.EngineType_VPT.Items = {'Combustion', 'Electric'}; 
            app.EngineType_VPT.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @EngineType_ValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.EngineType_VPT.Tooltip = {'Choose Engine Type: Combustion (fuel) or Electric 
(power)'}; 
            app.EngineType_VPT.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.EngineType_VPT.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.EngineType_VPT.Layout.Row = 19; 
            app.EngineType_VPT.Layout.Column = [2 6]; 
            app.EngineType_VPT.Value = 'Combustion'; 
  
            % Create CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label.FontSize = 14; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label.Layout.Row = 21; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label.Layout.Column = [2 3]; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2Label.Text = 'CUT-OFF TYPE'; 
  
            % Create CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2 = uilistbox(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Items = {'Percent of Max Speed', 'Burn Time'}; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2ValueChanged, true); 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Tooltip = {'Choose the cut-off type (how the study determines 
when to switch from a burn to a coast)'}; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Layout.Row = 21; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Layout.Column = [4 6]; 
            app.CUTOFFTYPEListBox_2.Value = 'Percent of Max Speed'; 
  
            % Create PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2.Layout.Row = 22; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.PercentMaxSpeedLabel_2.Text = 'Percent Max Speed :'; 
  
            % Create VPT_PercentCut 
            app.VPT_PercentCut = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.Limits = [50 100]; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPT_InputValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.Tooltip = {'Enter a value between 50-100%. This controls the burn-and-
coast cycle. (e.g. the engine will turn off once it reaches 50% of its maximum possible speed)'}; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.Layout.Row = 22; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_PercentCut.Value = 80; 
  
            % Create BurnTimesecLabel_2 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
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            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2.Layout.Row = 23; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.BurnTimesecLabel_2.Text = 'Burn Time (sec): '; 
  
            % Create VPT_BurnTime 
            app.VPT_BurnTime = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.Limits = [5 300]; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPT_InputValueChanged, true); 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.Enable = 'off'; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.Tooltip = {'Enter a value for '; 'burn time. This controls the burn-and-
coast cycle. (e.g. the engine will turn off after 50 seconds)'}; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.Layout.Row = 23; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_BurnTime.Value = 100; 
  
            % Create TimestepsecLabel_2 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2 = uilabel(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2.Layout.Row = 25; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.TimestepsecLabel_2.Text = 'Time step (sec) :'; 
  
            % Create VPT_Time_Step 
            app.VPT_Time_Step = uieditfield(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'numeric'); 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.Limits = [0.001 0.8]; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @VPT_InputValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.Tooltip = {'Simulation solver time step.'; 'Default: 0.05 seconds'}; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.Layout.Row = 25; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_Time_Step.Value = 0.05; 
  
            % Create RunVPTButton 
            app.RunVPTButton = uibutton(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf, 'push'); 
            app.RunVPTButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @RunVPTButtonPushed, true); 
            app.RunVPTButton.BackgroundColor = [0.502 0.502 0.502]; 
            app.RunVPTButton.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.RunVPTButton.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.RunVPTButton.Tooltip = {'Run the Velocity Profile Tool function and plot the results 
in the right panel.'}; 
            app.RunVPTButton.Layout.Row = 26; 
            app.RunVPTButton.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.RunVPTButton.Text = 'Run'; 
  
            % Create VPT_Lamp 
            app.VPT_Lamp = uilamp(app.GridLayout_Inputs_VelProf); 
            app.VPT_Lamp.Layout.Row = 26; 
            app.VPT_Lamp.Layout.Column = 5; 
            app.VPT_Lamp.Color = [0.902 0.902 0.902]; 
  
            % Create RightPanel 
            app.RightPanel = uipanel(app.GridLayout); 
            app.RightPanel.ForegroundColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.RightPanel.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.RightPanel.Layout.Row = 1; 
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            app.RightPanel.Layout.Column = 2; 
  
            % Create RightGrid 
            app.RightGrid = uigridlayout(app.RightPanel); 
            app.RightGrid.ColumnWidth = {'1x'}; 
            app.RightGrid.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 
  
            % Create MainTabGroup 
            app.MainTabGroup = uitabgroup(app.RightGrid); 
            app.MainTabGroup.SelectionChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@MainTabGroupSelectionChanged, true); 
            app.MainTabGroup.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.MainTabGroup.Layout.Column = 1; 
  
            % Create DesignSensitivitiesTab 
            app.DesignSensitivitiesTab = uitab(app.MainTabGroup); 
            app.DesignSensitivitiesTab.Title = 'Design - Sensitivities'; 
            app.DesignSensitivitiesTab.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
  
            % Create GridLayout4 
            app.GridLayout4 = uigridlayout(app.DesignSensitivitiesTab); 
            app.GridLayout4.ColumnWidth = {'2x'}; 
            app.GridLayout4.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 
  
            % Create SensitivitiesTabGroup 
            app.SensitivitiesTabGroup = uitabgroup(app.GridLayout4); 
            app.SensitivitiesTabGroup.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.SensitivitiesTabGroup.Layout.Column = 1; 
  
            % Create MPGPlotsTab_1 
            app.MPGPlotsTab_1 = uitab(app.SensitivitiesTabGroup); 
            app.MPGPlotsTab_1.Title = 'Plots'; 
            app.MPGPlotsTab_1.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
  
            % Create MPGPlotsGrid1 
            app.MPGPlotsGrid1 = uigridlayout(app.MPGPlotsTab_1); 
            app.MPGPlotsGrid1.RowHeight = {300, '1x', 300, '1x'}; 
            app.MPGPlotsGrid1.ColumnSpacing = 4; 
            app.MPGPlotsGrid1.RowSpacing = 4; 
            app.MPGPlotsGrid1.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create W_Plot 
            app.W_Plot = uiaxes(app.MPGPlotsGrid1); 
            title(app.W_Plot, 'Weight ') 
            xlabel(app.W_Plot, 'W') 
            ylabel(app.W_Plot, 'MPG') 
            app.W_Plot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.38006230529595 1 1]; 
            app.W_Plot.ColorOrder = [0 0.2392 0.902;1 0 0;1 1 0.0706;0 1 1;0 1 0;1 0 0.502;1 0.4118 
0.1608;0.851 0.502 1]; 
            app.W_Plot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.W_Plot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.W_Plot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.W_Plot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.W_Plot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.W_Plot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.W_Plot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.W_Plot.Layout.Row = [1 2]; 
            app.W_Plot.Layout.Column = 1; 
  
            % Create R_w_Plot 
            app.R_w_Plot = uiaxes(app.MPGPlotsGrid1); 
            title(app.R_w_Plot, 'Wheel Radius') 
            xlabel(app.R_w_Plot, 'R_w') 
            ylabel(app.R_w_Plot, 'MPG') 
            app.R_w_Plot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.42394822006472 1 1]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
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            app.R_w_Plot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.Layout.Row = [1 2]; 
            app.R_w_Plot.Layout.Column = 2; 
  
            % Create GR_Plot 
            app.GR_Plot = uiaxes(app.MPGPlotsGrid1); 
            title(app.GR_Plot, 'Gear Ratio') 
            xlabel(app.GR_Plot, 'GR') 
            ylabel(app.GR_Plot, 'MPG') 
            app.GR_Plot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.39240506329114 1 1]; 
            app.GR_Plot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GR_Plot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GR_Plot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GR_Plot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GR_Plot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GR_Plot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.GR_Plot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.GR_Plot.Layout.Row = [3 4]; 
            app.GR_Plot.Layout.Column = 1; 
  
            % Create eta_dt_Plot 
            app.eta_dt_Plot = uiaxes(app.MPGPlotsGrid1); 
            title(app.eta_dt_Plot, 'Drivetrain Efficiency') 
            xlabel(app.eta_dt_Plot, '\eta_{dt}') 
            ylabel(app.eta_dt_Plot, 'MPG') 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.39308176100629 1 1]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.YTick = [0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.Layout.Row = [3 4]; 
            app.eta_dt_Plot.Layout.Column = 2; 
  
            % Create MPGPlotsTab_2 
            app.MPGPlotsTab_2 = uitab(app.SensitivitiesTabGroup); 
            app.MPGPlotsTab_2.Title = 'Plots'; 
            app.MPGPlotsTab_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
  
            % Create GridLayout12 
            app.GridLayout12 = uigridlayout(app.MPGPlotsTab_2); 
            app.GridLayout12.ColumnWidth = {380, '1x', 100, 180, 100, '1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout12.RowHeight = {300, '1x', 60, 20, 10, 20, 180, '1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout12.ColumnSpacing = 4; 
            app.GridLayout12.RowSpacing = 4; 
            app.GridLayout12.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create C_d_Plot 
            app.C_d_Plot = uiaxes(app.GridLayout12); 
            title(app.C_d_Plot, 'Drag Coefficient') 
            xlabel(app.C_d_Plot, 'C_D') 
            ylabel(app.C_d_Plot, 'MPG') 
            app.C_d_Plot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.36624203821656 1 1]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.YTick = [0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.ZTick = [0 0.25 0.375 0.5 1]; 
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            app.C_d_Plot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.Layout.Row = [1 2]; 
            app.C_d_Plot.Layout.Column = [1 2]; 
  
            % Create C_b_Plot 
            app.C_b_Plot = uiaxes(app.GridLayout12); 
            title(app.C_b_Plot, 'Bearing Coefficient') 
            xlabel(app.C_b_Plot, 'C_B') 
            ylabel(app.C_b_Plot, 'MPG') 
            app.C_b_Plot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.42675159235669 1 1]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.Layout.Row = [1 2]; 
            app.C_b_Plot.Layout.Column = [3 6]; 
  
            % Create C_rr_Plot 
            app.C_rr_Plot = uiaxes(app.GridLayout12); 
            title(app.C_rr_Plot, 'Rolling Resistance Coefficient') 
            xlabel(app.C_rr_Plot, 'C_{rr}') 
            ylabel(app.C_rr_Plot, 'MPG') 
            app.C_rr_Plot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.36448598130841 1 1]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.Layout.Row = [3 8]; 
            app.C_rr_Plot.Layout.Column = [1 2]; 
  
            % Create ExportDataButton 
            app.ExportDataButton = uibutton(app.GridLayout12, 'push'); 
            app.ExportDataButton.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @ExportDataButtonPushed, 
true); 
            app.ExportDataButton.BackgroundColor = [0.302 0.302 0.302]; 
            app.ExportDataButton.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ExportDataButton.Layout.Row = 6; 
            app.ExportDataButton.Layout.Column = 4; 
            app.ExportDataButton.Text = 'Export Data '; 
  
            % Create SimRuntimeLabel 
            app.SimRuntimeLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout12); 
            app.SimRuntimeLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.SimRuntimeLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.SimRuntimeLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SimRuntimeLabel.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.SimRuntimeLabel.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.SimRuntimeLabel.Text = '      Simulation Runtime: -- seconds'; 
  
            % Create ComparisonPlotTab 
            app.ComparisonPlotTab = uitab(app.SensitivitiesTabGroup); 
            app.ComparisonPlotTab.Tooltip = {'Compare Trends'}; 
            app.ComparisonPlotTab.Title = 'Comparison Plot'; 
            app.ComparisonPlotTab.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
  
            % Create PlotTabGrid 
            app.PlotTabGrid = uigridlayout(app.ComparisonPlotTab); 
            app.PlotTabGrid.ColumnWidth = {'1x', 120, 450, 120, '1x'}; 
            app.PlotTabGrid.RowHeight = {440, 60, 30, 70, '1x'}; 
            app.PlotTabGrid.Scrollable = 'on'; 
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            % Create ComparisonPlot 
            app.ComparisonPlot = uiaxes(app.PlotTabGrid); 
            title(app.ComparisonPlot, '') 
            xlabel(app.ComparisonPlot, 'Parameter Index') 
            ylabel(app.ComparisonPlot, 'Fuel Consumption [MPG]') 
            app.ComparisonPlot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.91146881287726 1 1]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.ComparisonPlot.Layout.Column = [1 5]; 
  
            % Create ChooseParamPlot 
            app.ChooseParamPlot = uipanel(app.PlotTabGrid); 
            app.ChooseParamPlot.ForegroundColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ChooseParamPlot.Title = 'Choose parameters to plot: MPG vs...'; 
            app.ChooseParamPlot.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.ChooseParamPlot.Layout.Row = [2 4]; 
            app.ChooseParamPlot.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.ChooseParamPlot.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
  
            % Create GridLayout13 
            app.GridLayout13 = uigridlayout(app.ChooseParamPlot); 
            app.GridLayout13.ColumnWidth = {'1x', 130, 180, '1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout13.RowHeight = {29, 21, 21, 21, 21}; 
            app.GridLayout13.RowSpacing = 6; 
  
            % Create PlotW_Check 
            app.PlotW_Check = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.PlotW_Check.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @Plot_CheckValueChanged, true); 
            app.PlotW_Check.Text = 'Weight'; 
            app.PlotW_Check.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PlotW_Check.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PlotW_Check.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.PlotW_Check.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.PlotW_Check.Value = true; 
  
            % Create PlotWR_Check 
            app.PlotWR_Check = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.PlotWR_Check.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @Plot_CheckValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.PlotWR_Check.Text = 'Wheel Radius'; 
            app.PlotWR_Check.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PlotWR_Check.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PlotWR_Check.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.PlotWR_Check.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.PlotWR_Check.Value = true; 
  
            % Create PlotGR_Check 
            app.PlotGR_Check = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.PlotGR_Check.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @Plot_CheckValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.PlotGR_Check.Text = 'Gear Ratio'; 
            app.PlotGR_Check.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PlotGR_Check.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PlotGR_Check.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.PlotGR_Check.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.PlotGR_Check.Value = true; 
  
            % Create PlotETA_Check 
            app.PlotETA_Check = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout13); 
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            app.PlotETA_Check.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @Plot_CheckValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.PlotETA_Check.Text = 'Drivetrain Efficiency'; 
            app.PlotETA_Check.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PlotETA_Check.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PlotETA_Check.Layout.Row = 5; 
            app.PlotETA_Check.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.PlotETA_Check.Value = true; 
  
            % Create PlotCD_Check 
            app.PlotCD_Check = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.PlotCD_Check.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @Plot_CheckValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.PlotCD_Check.Text = 'Area Drag Coefficient'; 
            app.PlotCD_Check.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PlotCD_Check.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PlotCD_Check.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.PlotCD_Check.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.PlotCD_Check.Value = true; 
  
            % Create PlotCB_Check 
            app.PlotCB_Check = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.PlotCB_Check.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @Plot_CheckValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.PlotCB_Check.Text = 'Bearing Coefficient'; 
            app.PlotCB_Check.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PlotCB_Check.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PlotCB_Check.Layout.Row = 3; 
            app.PlotCB_Check.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.PlotCB_Check.Value = true; 
  
            % Create PlotCrr_Check 
            app.PlotCrr_Check = uicheckbox(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.PlotCrr_Check.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, @Plot_CheckValueChanged, 
true); 
            app.PlotCrr_Check.Text = 'Rolling Resistance Coefficient'; 
            app.PlotCrr_Check.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.PlotCrr_Check.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.PlotCrr_Check.Layout.Row = 4; 
            app.PlotCrr_Check.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.PlotCrr_Check.Value = true; 
  
            % Create CHOOSECUTOFFLabel 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFLabel = uilabel(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFLabel.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFLabel.Text = 'CHOOSE CUTOFF:  '; 
  
            % Create CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown = uidropdown(app.GridLayout13); 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Items = {'Run Calculation First', 'Cut_1', 'Cut_2', 'Cut_3'}; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.ValueChangedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@CHOOSECUTOFFDropDownValueChanged, true); 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.BackgroundColor = [0.302 0.302 0.302]; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Layout.Column = 3; 
            app.CHOOSECUTOFFDropDown.Value = 'Run Calculation First'; 
  
            % Create ComputeandCompareTab 
            app.ComputeandCompareTab = uitab(app.SensitivitiesTabGroup); 
            app.ComputeandCompareTab.Title = 'Compute and Compare'; 
            app.ComputeandCompareTab.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
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            % Create CnCTabGrid 
            app.CnCTabGrid = uigridlayout(app.ComputeandCompareTab); 
            app.CnCTabGrid.ColumnWidth = {'0.5x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '0.5x', '1x', '1x', '0.5x'}; 
            app.CnCTabGrid.RowHeight = {'0.5x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '0.2x', 
'1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x', '1x'}; 
            app.CnCTabGrid.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create MPGRangeLabel 
            app.MPGRangeLabel = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.MPGRangeLabel.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MPGRangeLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MPGRangeLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MPGRangeLabel.Layout.Row = 11; 
            app.MPGRangeLabel.Layout.Column = [5 7]; 
            app.MPGRangeLabel.Text = 'MPG'; 
  
            % Create WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.WeightlbEditFieldLabel_2.Text = 'Weight [lb]'; 
  
            % Create Min_MPG_Weight 
            app.Min_MPG_Weight = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Min_MPG_Weight.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Min_MPG_Weight.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Min_MPG_Weight.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Min_MPG_Weight.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Min_MPG_Weight.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.Min_MPG_Weight.Layout.Column = 5; 
  
            % Create Max_MPG_Weight 
            app.Max_MPG_Weight = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Max_MPG_Weight.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Max_MPG_Weight.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Max_MPG_Weight.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Max_MPG_Weight.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Max_MPG_Weight.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.Max_MPG_Weight.Layout.Column = 7; 
  
            % Create WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.WheelRadiusinEditFieldLabel_2.Text = 'Wheel Radius [in]'; 
  
            % Create Min_MPG_WR 
            app.Min_MPG_WR = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Min_MPG_WR.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Min_MPG_WR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Min_MPG_WR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Min_MPG_WR.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Min_MPG_WR.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.Min_MPG_WR.Layout.Column = 5; 
  
            % Create Max_MPG_WR 
            app.Max_MPG_WR = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Max_MPG_WR.Editable = 'off'; 
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            app.Max_MPG_WR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Max_MPG_WR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Max_MPG_WR.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Max_MPG_WR.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.Max_MPG_WR.Layout.Column = 7; 
  
            % Create GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Row = 14; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.GearRatioEditFieldLabel_2.Text = 'Gear Ratio'; 
  
            % Create Min_MPG_GR 
            app.Min_MPG_GR = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Min_MPG_GR.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Min_MPG_GR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Min_MPG_GR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Min_MPG_GR.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Min_MPG_GR.Layout.Row = 14; 
            app.Min_MPG_GR.Layout.Column = 5; 
  
            % Create Max_MPG_GR 
            app.Max_MPG_GR = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Max_MPG_GR.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Max_MPG_GR.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Max_MPG_GR.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Max_MPG_GR.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Max_MPG_GR.Layout.Row = 14; 
            app.Max_MPG_GR.Layout.Column = 7; 
  
            % Create DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Row = 15; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.DrivetrainEfficiencyEditFieldLabel_2.Text = 'Drivetrain Efficiency'; 
  
            % Create Min_MPG_ETA 
            app.Min_MPG_ETA = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Min_MPG_ETA.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Min_MPG_ETA.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Min_MPG_ETA.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Min_MPG_ETA.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Min_MPG_ETA.Layout.Row = 15; 
            app.Min_MPG_ETA.Layout.Column = 5; 
  
            % Create Max_MPG_ETA 
            app.Max_MPG_ETA = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Max_MPG_ETA.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Max_MPG_ETA.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Max_MPG_ETA.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Max_MPG_ETA.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Max_MPG_ETA.Layout.Row = 15; 
            app.Max_MPG_ETA.Layout.Column = 7; 
  
            % Create DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2 
            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
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            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Row = 16; 
            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.DragCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Text = 'Drag Coefficient'; 
  
            % Create Min_MPG_CD 
            app.Min_MPG_CD = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Min_MPG_CD.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Min_MPG_CD.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Min_MPG_CD.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Min_MPG_CD.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Min_MPG_CD.Layout.Row = 16; 
            app.Min_MPG_CD.Layout.Column = 5; 
  
            % Create Max_MPG_CD 
            app.Max_MPG_CD = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Max_MPG_CD.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Max_MPG_CD.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Max_MPG_CD.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Max_MPG_CD.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Max_MPG_CD.Layout.Row = 16; 
            app.Max_MPG_CD.Layout.Column = 7; 
  
            % Create BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.BearingCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Text = 'Bearing Coefficient'; 
  
            % Create Min_MPG_CB 
            app.Min_MPG_CB = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Min_MPG_CB.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Min_MPG_CB.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Min_MPG_CB.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Min_MPG_CB.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Min_MPG_CB.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.Min_MPG_CB.Layout.Column = 5; 
  
            % Create Max_MPG_CB 
            app.Max_MPG_CB = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Max_MPG_CB.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Max_MPG_CB.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Max_MPG_CB.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Max_MPG_CB.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Max_MPG_CB.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.Max_MPG_CB.Layout.Column = 7; 
  
            % Create RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Row = 18; 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.RollingResistanceCoefficientEditFieldLabel_2.Text = 'Rolling Resistance 
Coefficient'; 
  
            % Create Min_MPG_Crr 
            app.Min_MPG_Crr = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Min_MPG_Crr.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Min_MPG_Crr.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Min_MPG_Crr.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
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            app.Min_MPG_Crr.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Min_MPG_Crr.Layout.Row = 18; 
            app.Min_MPG_Crr.Layout.Column = 5; 
  
            % Create Max_MPG_Crr 
            app.Max_MPG_Crr = uieditfield(app.CnCTabGrid, 'numeric'); 
            app.Max_MPG_Crr.Editable = 'off'; 
            app.Max_MPG_Crr.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.Max_MPG_Crr.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.Max_MPG_Crr.BackgroundColor = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.Max_MPG_Crr.Layout.Row = 18; 
            app.Max_MPG_Crr.Layout.Column = 7; 
  
            % Create dsh10 
            app.dsh10 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.dsh10.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.dsh10.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh10.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh10.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.dsh10.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.dsh10.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh11 
            app.dsh11 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.dsh11.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.dsh11.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh11.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh11.Layout.Row = 13; 
            app.dsh11.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.dsh11.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh12 
            app.dsh12 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.dsh12.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.dsh12.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh12.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh12.Layout.Row = 14; 
            app.dsh12.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.dsh12.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh13 
            app.dsh13 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.dsh13.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.dsh13.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh13.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh13.Layout.Row = 15; 
            app.dsh13.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.dsh13.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh14 
            app.dsh14 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.dsh14.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.dsh14.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh14.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh14.Layout.Row = 16; 
            app.dsh14.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.dsh14.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create dsh15 
            app.dsh15 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.dsh15.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.dsh15.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh15.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh15.Layout.Row = 17; 
            app.dsh15.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.dsh15.Text = '-'; 
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            % Create dsh16 
            app.dsh16 = uilabel(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            app.dsh16.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.dsh16.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.dsh16.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.dsh16.Layout.Row = 18; 
            app.dsh16.Layout.Column = 6; 
            app.dsh16.Text = '-'; 
  
            % Create UIAxes 
            app.UIAxes = uiaxes(app.CnCTabGrid); 
            title(app.UIAxes, 'Title') 
            xlabel(app.UIAxes, 'X') 
            ylabel(app.UIAxes, 'Y') 
            app.UIAxes.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [3.04072398190045 1 1]; 
            app.UIAxes.GridColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.UIAxes.MinorGridColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.UIAxes.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.UIAxes.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.UIAxes.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.UIAxes.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.UIAxes.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.UIAxes.Layout.Row = [2 9]; 
            app.UIAxes.Layout.Column = [2 8]; 
  
            % Create VelocityProfileTab 
            app.VelocityProfileTab = uitab(app.MainTabGroup); 
            app.VelocityProfileTab.Title = 'Velocity Profile'; 
            app.VelocityProfileTab.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
  
            % Create GridLayout3 
            app.GridLayout3 = uigridlayout(app.VelocityProfileTab); 
            app.GridLayout3.ColumnWidth = {'1x'}; 
            app.GridLayout3.RowHeight = {'1x'}; 
  
            % Create VelProfTabGroup 
            app.VelProfTabGroup = uitabgroup(app.GridLayout3); 
            app.VelProfTabGroup.Layout.Row = 1; 
            app.VelProfTabGroup.Layout.Column = 1; 
  
            % Create VPT_ResultsTab 
            app.VPT_ResultsTab = uitab(app.VelProfTabGroup); 
            app.VPT_ResultsTab.Title = 'Results'; 
            app.VPT_ResultsTab.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
  
            % Create VPT_ResultsGrid 
            app.VPT_ResultsGrid = uigridlayout(app.VPT_ResultsTab); 
            app.VPT_ResultsGrid.ColumnWidth = {'1x', 220, 90, 20, 40, 40, 40, 180, 110, '1x'}; 
            app.VPT_ResultsGrid.RowHeight = {22, 22, 10, 300, '1x', 6, 22, 22, 22, '1x', 30, 16}; 
            app.VPT_ResultsGrid.ColumnSpacing = 8; 
            app.VPT_ResultsGrid.RowSpacing = 6; 
            app.VPT_ResultsGrid.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create VPTPlot1Label 
            app.VPTPlot1Label = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.FontSize = 16; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.FontColor = [0.1804 0.9098 0.8]; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.Layout.Column = [2 9]; 
            app.VPTPlot1Label.Text = 'BURN AND COAST and VELOCITY vs. TIME'; 
  
            % Create SingleBNCPlot 
            app.SingleBNCPlot = uiaxes(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
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            title(app.SingleBNCPlot, 'Single Burn & Coast Velocity Profile') 
            xlabel(app.SingleBNCPlot, 'Time [s]') 
            ylabel(app.SingleBNCPlot, 'Vehicle Speed [mph]') 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.19891008174387 1 1]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.Layout.Row = [4 5]; 
            app.SingleBNCPlot.Layout.Column = [1 5]; 
  
            % Create FullBNCPlot 
            app.FullBNCPlot = uiaxes(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            title(app.FullBNCPlot, 'Full Burn & Coast Velocity Profile') 
            xlabel(app.FullBNCPlot, 'Time [s]') 
            ylabel(app.FullBNCPlot, 'Vehicle Speed [mph]') 
            app.FullBNCPlot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.28494623655914 1 1]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.Layout.Row = [4 5]; 
            app.FullBNCPlot.Layout.Column = [6 10]; 
  
            % Create FuelConsumptionLabel_Single 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Single.Text = 'Fuel Consumption:'; 
  
            % Create MPGLabel_Single 
            app.MPGLabel_Single = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.MPGLabel_Single.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MPGLabel_Single.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MPGLabel_Single.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MPGLabel_Single.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MPGLabel_Single.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.MPGLabel_Single.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.MPGLabel_Single.Text = '------ MPG'; 
  
            % Create DistanceperCycleLabel 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.DistanceperCycleLabel.Text = 'Distance per cycle:'; 
  
            % Create DutyCycleLabel 
            app.DutyCycleLabel = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.DutyCycleLabel.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.DutyCycleLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.DutyCycleLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DutyCycleLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DutyCycleLabel.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.DutyCycleLabel.Layout.Column = 2; 
            app.DutyCycleLabel.Text = 'Duty Cycle:'; 
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            % Create DistanceperCycleValue 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.DistanceperCycleValue.Text = '------ miles'; 
  
            % Create DutyCyleValue 
            app.DutyCyleValue = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.DutyCyleValue.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.DutyCyleValue.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.DutyCyleValue.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.DutyCyleValue.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.DutyCyleValue.Layout.Row = 9; 
            app.DutyCyleValue.Layout.Column = [3 4]; 
            app.DutyCyleValue.Text = '------ %'; 
  
            % Create FuelConsumptionLabel_Full 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full.Layout.Column = [7 8]; 
            app.FuelConsumptionLabel_Full.Text = 'Fuel Consumption:'; 
  
            % Create MPGLabel_Full 
            app.MPGLabel_Full = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.MPGLabel_Full.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.MPGLabel_Full.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.MPGLabel_Full.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.MPGLabel_Full.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.MPGLabel_Full.Layout.Row = 7; 
            app.MPGLabel_Full.Layout.Column = 9; 
            app.MPGLabel_Full.Text = '------ MPG'; 
  
            % Create TotalTimeLabel 
            app.TotalTimeLabel = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.TotalTimeLabel.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.TotalTimeLabel.HorizontalAlignment = 'right'; 
            app.TotalTimeLabel.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.TotalTimeLabel.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.TotalTimeLabel.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.TotalTimeLabel.Layout.Column = [7 8]; 
            app.TotalTimeLabel.Text = 'Total Time:'; 
  
            % Create TotalTimeValue 
            app.TotalTimeValue = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.TotalTimeValue.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.TotalTimeValue.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.TotalTimeValue.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.TotalTimeValue.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.TotalTimeValue.Layout.Row = 8; 
            app.TotalTimeValue.Layout.Column = 9; 
            app.TotalTimeValue.Text = '------ minutes'; 
  
            % Create VPT_SimRuntimeLabel 
            app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel = uilabel(app.VPT_ResultsGrid); 
            app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel.FontColor = [0.1804 0.9098 0.8]; 
            app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel.Layout.Row = 12; 
            app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel.Layout.Column = [1 2]; 
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            app.VPT_SimRuntimeLabel.Text = 'Simulation Runtime: -- seconds'; 
  
            % Create ExportDataButton_VPT 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT = uibutton(app.VPT_ResultsGrid, 'push'); 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT.ButtonPushedFcn = createCallbackFcn(app, 
@ExportDataButton_VPTPushed, true); 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT.BackgroundColor = [0.302 0.302 0.302]; 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT.FontSize = 13; 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT.Layout.Row = 11; 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT.Layout.Column = [4 7]; 
            app.ExportDataButton_VPT.Text = 'Export Data'; 
  
            % Create VPT_FuelTab 
            app.VPT_FuelTab = uitab(app.VelProfTabGroup); 
            app.VPT_FuelTab.Title = 'Fuel Consumption & Road Loads'; 
            app.VPT_FuelTab.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
  
            % Create VPT_FuelGrid 
            app.VPT_FuelGrid = uigridlayout(app.VPT_FuelTab); 
            app.VPT_FuelGrid.ColumnWidth = {'1x', 140, 160, 120, 180, '1x'}; 
            app.VPT_FuelGrid.RowHeight = {30, 22, 40, 180, '1x', 60, 28, 40}; 
            app.VPT_FuelGrid.Scrollable = 'on'; 
  
            % Create FuelConsumpTitle 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle = uilabel(app.VPT_FuelGrid); 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.HorizontalAlignment = 'center'; 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.FontSize = 16; 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.FontWeight = 'bold'; 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.FontColor = [0.1804 0.9098 0.8]; 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.Layout.Row = 2; 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.Layout.Column = [2 5]; 
            app.FuelConsumpTitle.Text = 'Fuel Consumption Data and Road Load Forces'; 
  
            % Create VPTFuelPlot 
            app.VPTFuelPlot = uiaxes(app.VPT_FuelGrid); 
            title(app.VPTFuelPlot, 'Engine/Motor Torque & Fuel Consumption Rate') 
            xlabel(app.VPTFuelPlot, 'Time [s]') 
            ylabel(app.VPTFuelPlot, 'Engine Torque [ft-lb_{f}]') 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.1150234741784 1 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.ZLim = [0 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.ZTick = [0 0.5 1]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.ZTickLabel = {'0'; '0.1'; '0.2'; '0.3'; '0.4'; '0.5'; '0.6'; '0.7'; '0.8'; 
'0.9'; '1'}; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.Layout.Row = [3 5]; 
            app.VPTFuelPlot.Layout.Column = [1 3]; 
  
            % Create VPTForcePlot 
            app.VPTForcePlot = uiaxes(app.VPT_FuelGrid); 
            title(app.VPTForcePlot, 'Resistive Loads') 
            xlabel(app.VPTForcePlot, 'Time [s]') 
            ylabel(app.VPTForcePlot, 'Force [lb_{f}]') 
            app.VPTForcePlot.PlotBoxAspectRatio = [1.1150234741784 1 1]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.ZLim = [0 1]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.GridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.MinorGridColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.XColor = [1 1 1]; 
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            app.VPTForcePlot.YColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.ZColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.ZTick = [0 0.5 1]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.ZTickLabel = {'0'; '0.1'; '0.2'; '0.3'; '0.4'; '0.5'; '0.6'; '0.7'; 
'0.8'; '0.9'; '1'}; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.Color = [0.149 0.149 0.149]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.Layout.Row = [3 5]; 
            app.VPTForcePlot.Layout.Column = [4 6]; 
  
            % Create FuelConsumpNote 
            app.FuelConsumpNote = uilabel(app.VPT_FuelGrid); 
            app.FuelConsumpNote.BackgroundColor = [0 0 0]; 
            app.FuelConsumpNote.FontName = 'Segoe UI'; 
            app.FuelConsumpNote.FontColor = [1 1 1]; 
            app.FuelConsumpNote.Layout.Row = [6 7]; 
            app.FuelConsumpNote.Layout.Column = [1 3]; 
            app.FuelConsumpNote.Text = {'      NOTE: '; '           1) Only a single burn cycle is 
shown'; '           2) Subsequent burn cycles are repeated starting at the V_{min} line'; '           3) 
The area under the red curve is fuel consumed per cycle'; '           4) Re-consider flat-line torque 
and fuel consumption rate'}; 
  
            % Show the figure after all components are created 
            app.SIMsTool.Visible = 'on'; 
        end 
    end 
  
    % App creation and deletion 
    methods (Access = public) 
  
        % Construct app 
        function app = SIMsApp_exported(varargin) 
  
            % Create UIFigure and components 
            createComponents(app) 
  
            % Register the app with App Designer 
            registerApp(app, app.SIMsTool) 
  
            % Execute the startup function 
            runStartupFcn(app, @(app)startupFcn(app, varargin{:})) 
  
            if nargout == 0 
                clear app 
            end 
        end 
  
        % Code that executes before app deletion 
        function delete(app) 
  
            % Delete UIFigure when app is deleted 
            delete(app.SIMsTool) 
        end 
    end 
end 
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 GENERAL INFORMATION 
This manual is intended to guide through the process of navigating the generated user 
interface (GUI) to use during testing and competition for the SMV team. It is important to note 
that all inputs and outputs are in English units.  
While the manual provides the user with basic information to utilize the tools, to better 
understand the trends and make revisions to the tool, reading through sections 5 – 7 of the 
final design report is highly recommended.  
 System Overview 
The system’s purpose is to provide the SMV team with a sensitivities tool, an optimization tool, 
and a road load coefficient calculator for testing. 
 Organization of the Manual  
The user’s manual consists of nine sections being:  
1. General Information 
2. Safety 
3. Design Tool 
4. Velocity Tool 
5. Road Load Coefficient Calculator 
6. File, Settings, Help bar 
7. Code View 
8. Math and Physics 
9. Troubleshooting and FAQ 
10. Moving Forward 
  




Minor safety concerns when interacting with the interface. Safety comes into play when 
inputting reasonable values to the program to prevent possible rollover of the vehicle. A 
couple of examples of reasonable values include the weight of the driver should be no greater 
than about 50-kg (110-lbs) and the gear ratio should be somewhere between 10-20. 
Throughout the content of the manual there are images of the tools along with example inputs 
to give the user an idea of reasonable values. 
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 SENSITIVITIES TOOL 
Note: This tool helps the user to compare data easily.  
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 Sensitivities Inputs  
 
 
Step 1: Pick which 
parameters to be 
analyzed. Input a 
minimum & maximum 
for a given range.  
Step 2: Option to select 
percent of the maximum 
speed as the cut off or by 
the burn time. Both 
provide input boxes to 
manually put in the 
desired range to be cut off 
at. 
Step 3: Select number 
of test elements, 
number of cut-off steps 
to test, and a time step. 
The lower these inputs 
are, the quicker the 
simulation time, and the 
larger the inputs the 
longer the simulation 
will take.  
Step 4: Choose which 
engine data file and use 
combustion/electric 
switch to select the 
engine that the user is 
working with.  
Step 5: Use Single/Full 
switch to select if you 
want to see a single lap 
track or full track for 
the full 7 laps. Press 
button to calculate 
miles per gallon as a 
function of the above 
selected parameters.  
Individual plots will 
then be generated for 
each selected 
parameter.  
Note: Lamp will light 
green when plots are 
complete. 
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Note: If “Select All” is chosen then the simulation time may take longer for computation. Useful 
when needing to do a complete analysis with time to spare.  
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 “Plots” Tabs 
 
 
• These plots will be generated if the user selects the “generate individual plots” button 
• “Simulation Runtime” given along with an “Export Data” button to save each plot 
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• “Export Data” button was pressed making the “Save As” pop up screen appear with where 












• Ability to give the X, Y coordinate when user hovers over line 
 
Allows user to save the 
specified plot  
Copy as image (Useful when 
adding into a document)  
Copy as vector graphic  
Reverts the plot back to 
its original format 
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 “Comparison Plot” Tab 
 
• Plot of fuel consumption in MPG versus the selected parameter(s) 
• Below plot area the parameter is chosen to be plotted along with a drop down box to choose 
the cutoff 
• Legend available in upper right corner of plot area showing which parameters were selected  
•  “Export Plot Data to..” button pulls up a folder to which the plots are saved to 
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• Drop down menu allows the user to specify a cutoff that then adjusts the plot area 
accordingly 
 “Compute and Compare” Tab 
 
• Input ranges below plot area as function of MPG 
• Plot area overlays parameters 
• Legend available to classify each given vehicle parameter 
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Step 1: User needs to 
input the combined 
weight of the vehicle and 
the driver, the wheel 
radius in inches, the gear 
ratio, and the gear 
efficiency.  
Step 2: User must have the 
coefficients filled in for 
drag, bearing, and rolling. 
Once coefficients are filled 
in the user then presses 
the road load calculator 
button.  
 
Step 3: User presses first 
button to choose a track 
elevation data file and 
presses the second 
button to choose an 
engine/motor data file.  
User decides on 
Combustion or Electric 
by turning the switch for 
either depending on the 
vehicle 
Step 5: Input a time step 
in seconds. Once all 
components are 
completely filled in then 
press the “Run” button. 
Green light will go off 
when simulation is 
complete.  
 
Step 4: Choose a cut-off 
type; either percent of 
max speed or by burn 
time then input the 
value for the selected 
cut-off. 
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 “Results” Tab 
 
• Plot of burn and coast and velocity in miles per hour versus the distance traveled in both 
plots.  
• Velocity represented as the blue, burn and coast given in red 
o Left plot: Output for one single burn and coast  
▪ Vmin and Vmax given in mph 
o Right plot: Output for full, 7-lap burn and coast  
• Overall fuel consumption labeled under each plot along with the distance/cycle, duty cycle, 
and the total time it takes to complete the burn and coast.  
• Simulation run time given in seconds in the bottom left corner 
• Export data button available if user wants to save the plots and data 
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 “Fuel Consumption & Road Load Forces” Tab 
 
• Plot of fuel consumption data and road load forces  
o Left plot: Engine/Motor Torque (primary axis in blue) & Fuel Consumption Rate (secondary 
axis in red) versus Time  
▪ Minimum velocity labeled in mph 
o Right plot: Force versus Time 
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The 1 s t step is to choose coast down file then 
to press the button “Import Data – GO” so 
that the inputs panel  to the left can be auto-
populated. The table below the “Import Data -
GO” button will also be filled in once the 
button is selected.  
If the imported data is 
valid, the “Calculate 
Road Load 
Coefficient” button 
will be pressed and 
the coefficients in the 
right panel will fill in 
by using a curve-fit of 
the data that was 
imported.  
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 Inputs Panel 
 







This “How to Use” section 
provides a step by step walk 
through on how to use this tool 
if ever the user gets lost or 
needs help.  
The “User Input 
Parameters” will fill in by 
auto-population from the 
“coast down data file” 
button is pressed from 
previous section 5.0  
The “Calculated 
Parameters” will calculate 
and fill in once the “coast 
down data file” button is 
pressed from previous 
section 5.0  
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This section will fil l in with the 
calculated coefficients if the 
data imported from previous 
section 5.0 is valid. The 
coefficients consist of aero 
drag coefficient multiplied by 
the frontal area of the vehicle, 
the bearing resistance 
coefficient, and the rolling 
resistance coefficient.  
Note: If the data is 
unsuccessfully imported/data 
is invalid, an error message 
will pop up to inform the user 
to either try again or give a tip 
on how to fix the data.  
This section will give the 
user the coefficients that 
come from the curve-fit 
from the middle panel 
labeled in previous section 
5.0 as b2, b1, and b0.  
The equations are provided 
to give the user a sense of 
how the coefficients were 
calculated and how they will 
be used to calculate the 
acceleration labeled as  ?̇?(𝑡). 
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 FILE, TEMPLATES, HELP BAR 
File: Includes New file, Opening an existing file, Save option/Save As, and Close.  
 
* Shortcuts are shown to the right of each option such as “New” being “command ‘N’”  
Settings: *Reset to default inputs, About (year it was made & average runtime) 
Help: If user needs help with the program they can go to the “Help” dropdown and it will guide 
them to the user manual where they can get a detailed description of the function they are 
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 CODE VIEW/APP DESIGNER 
When looking at the code view it’s important to note that the sections that appear as a grey 
color is code that can NOT be altered as it is defaulted into the program. Anything that is white 
space in the code view is code that can be edited or added onto.  
 















can not be 
changed. 
Lines 72-
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Code can be added, deleted or renamed in the program by choosing either callback, function, 
or property.  
 
Callback: To allow for a component to respond to UI (user interactions) 
Function: To organize code into helper or utility functions (Not used in the currently made 
program) 
Property: To store or share data between different callbacks 
Search bar: Used to easily locate specific callbacks or properties.  
One option on how 
to add code 
Second option on how 
to add code 
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*Note: When dealing with ‘callbacks’ it’s important to keep labeling 
organized with straight forward variable names as shown above. This helps 
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Component Library: Consist of basic components to add to the design layout for easy 
construction. 
 
*Note: Add a grid layout first. This allows the layout to adjust to different sizes. 
 
 EXCEL FILES 
User is required to direct the program to the location of .xlsx or .csv files for engine data and 
track profile. Be sure to save the data to the corresponding files with the EXACT SAME FORMAT. 
These templates are provided in the Google Drive as well as in through the GUI’s menu bar. 
Key Excel Files when running GUI:  
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 Road Load Coefficient Calculator  
Outputs road load coefficients for the vehicle.  
*Note: Need test data to input to the program to get accurate coefficients for the given vehicle. 
 
Figure 2. Road Load Coefficient Calculator Excel View 
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Figure 3. Road Load Data Analysis Excel View 
After all inputs are inserted to the program: 
• Curve-fit is made from the acceleration plotted against velocity 
• b0, b1, b2 equations are used to solve for unknown coefficients CD, CB, Crr  
• CD, CB, Crr are passed back to main program for user  
 
 Track Profile 
*Note: Assume a flat track 
 
Figure 4. Engine Performance Excel View 
• Taken from dynamometer testing 
• Engine run at full throttle therefore engine torque is at its limit 
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o Engine torque data is the torque limit as a function of the engine speed 
* To ensure compatibility with the simulation and design tool, the engine dynamometer data 
must be written in terms of the template that the SIMs provide. 
 
 
Figure 5. Motor Performance Excel View 
* Same guidelines from the engine performance apply for the motor performance  
 
 
Figure 6. Road Profile Excel View 
• Track profile best suited for velocity tool 
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• Position is distance from start line and limited by length of single lap 
• Closed loop track therefore beginning and end elevation must be equal 
• MATLAB function file automatically repeats the track profile 7 times 
* Too high of a slope or too low of an engine torque can cause simulation to crash, take a 
considerable amount of time to finish, or output results that essentially states that the vehicle 
is moving backwards or at a standstill. 
 Adjustable Parameters and Track Profile 
To make changes to certain performance characteristics or implement a track profile, the 
MATLAB function files must be accessed. There are 3 different function files, one each for the 
single run design tool, full run design tool, and the velocity profile tool. 
The adjustable parameters and the option to change the track profile are located on the first 




Refer to sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 in the FDR to understand what these parameters represent 
and how it can be modified.  
 
 TROUBLESHOOTING AND FAQ 
 Troubleshoot in the Case of Runtime Error 
In the case of program crash the user should remember these tips to avoid crash error:   
• Keep runtime low  
• Don’t run tools simultaneously 
• Using less (non-required) input fields if possible 
• Keep open tabs at a minimum  
• Keep a steady battery life with a reasonable amount of memory storage 
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 Tool Tips 
Pop-up messages will occur when user leaves a required input blank or when hovering over 
buttons. 
 
Figure 7. User must input a numeric maximum value to continue running the program. 
 
Figure 8. Hover over “Road Load Calculator” to see message of what the button is used for. 
Figure 9. Certain inputs will pop up a note for reference to the user such as for the weight: 
“Competition requires the rider be at least 50kg ~= 110lb.” 
 
Figure 10. Loading bar available to inform the user approximately how long the loading 
process will take. 
 
 
Figure 11. Loading bar with percentage until completion when loading sensitivities.  
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Figure 12. Pop up message when trying to close the program for assurance. 
 Input Error 
In the case that inputs are invalid, a message will occur when user tries to run program. 
 
Here the user input a minimum weight of 1000 and an 800 maximum. Since the minimum is 
greater than the maximum, an error message labeled “Not ready to run” occurs to inform the 
user what input in invalid.  
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 MOVING FORWARD / FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 
Useful sections to refer to:  
• Section 6.0 Code View/ App Designer 
• Section 7.5 Troubleshooting and FAQ 
• Section 7.6 in FDR regarding Interpretation of Results 
 Units 
Current units: English  
Option 1:  
• Implement a switch button to change each section in the GUI from English to Metric.  
• Create a callback for the switch button to hard code the unit conversions in the code view. 
Option 2:  
• Create a “Units Preference” from the settings dropdown tab  
 
Figure 13. Example of possible unit converter menu. 
 
        
Figure 14. Basic conversion factors to implement.  
